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Abstract
From the time of horses and carriages, the ideal of moving freely and autonomously
across the land has influenced U.S. society, particularly through its automobile culture, its
advertising, and its fictions. In the decades following the end of World War II, fantasies of
mobility became especially pronounced for men: popular male figures and archetypes such as
the Marlboro Man, John Wayne, the outdoorsman, and the road rebel collectively incarnated
the fantasy of moving without (or despite) physical, social, and legal boundaries. While this
fantasy was exciting to witness on television and billboards, it was almost impossible to act out
in real life, particularly for post-war men who were expected to raise nuclear families, settle in
the suburbs, and commute to work. This clash between ideals of male mobility and the reality
of post-war social responsibilities engendered many double-binds, such as choosing between
breadwinning and hedonism, between wartime and post-war movement, between economic
mobility and self-expression, and between destructive autonomy and constructive conformity.
In this thesis, I examine John Cheever’s “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of
Shady Hill,” Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Richard Yates’s Revolutionary
Road, Hubert Selby’s The Demon, Jack Kerouac’s On the Road, John Updike’s Rabbit, Run,
Ida Lupino’s The Hitch-Hiker, Nicholas Ray’s Rebel Without a Cause, and Steven Spielberg’s
Duel. I contend that the fictional transport technologies in these texts can be read as a metaphor
for the double-binds faced by mid-century men—a metaphor that undercuts the assumption
that automobiles, roads, suburbs, and other forms of post-war expansion are unproblematic and
result in increased personal fulfilment.
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Introduction: Men in Cars Driving in Circles
Men explore, women chauffeur: a sample of male automobility in mid-century U.S. culture
In January 2008, artist Michael Maslin drew a cartoon for The New Yorker in which a
boy and his father are standing behind a giant Hummer-style SUV. The boy looks up at his dad
and makes a remark that serves as the cartoon’s single caption: “Mom says you bought a big
car to overcompensate for something, but she won’t tell me what it is” (54). This cartoon is
funny, but it also has a wealth of deeper meaning. For one, it appears to configure the white
U.S. suburb as a natural landscape for male mobility, which makes the cartoon fitting as an
introduction to the depictions of white mobility I will be exploring in this thesis. The cartoon
also raises the question why people connect cars and specifically male bodies in such an
intimate and physical manner. After all, it’s never the mother who buys a car to compensate
for her apparently disappointing genitalia; it is rarely a teenage or young adult female
headlining a racing movie; and monster trucks, Tonka trucks, matchbox cars, RC racers, and
other automotive delights are often colloquially labelled “boys’ toys,” despite being no more
than a genderless collection of machine parts.
Particularly in U.S. culture, the automobile and the (typically white) male body have
been inextricably linked, and perhaps the linchpin of this link is the gendering of the automobile
through advertisements, sports, and social norms and patterns. Racing historian Ben A.
Shackleford notes in his analysis of NASCAR (the sport of stock car auto racing, which quickly
gained popularity after its debut in 1948) that the driver and his crew were traditionally male,
and imagined themselves as a kind of racing fraternity. Furthermore, the NASCAR pit stop
itself operated as a gendered site that focused the crowd’s attention on “competing teams of
men using technology in rituals of productive speed” (231). Historian Scott Beekman, in his
book Nascar Nation (2010), reveals some of the masculine ideals encoded within car racing
when he notes that especially for stock car drivers in the twentieth century, “the related issues
of honor and masculinity often dictated actions on the track,” and so “to be bumped out of the
way by a competitor demanded some sort of [aggressive] response” (4).
Away from the race track, the automobile was no less gendered. Just as the coded
language of advertising furthered ideologies of national strength and expansion, so too did it
distinguish male from female automobility.1 An advert for the 1951 Buick Roadmaster asserted
1
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that to own such a car was a “Man’s ambition and Woman’s dream” (“Man’s Ambition”),
subtly distinguishing between the purpose-driven, proactive male, and the passive, dreaming
female. Many of the advertisements directed at women focused on the vehicle’s aesthetics and
ease of use, as if women only wanted a car that looked nice and wasn’t too complicated. An
advert for the 1957 De Soto claimed that it was the “perfect car for a woman (and her family,
too!)” not only because it was the “new look in high fashion” but also because it was “easy to
park,” “easy to drive,” “easy to stop,” and “easy to enter” (“’57 De Soto”).
If female-oriented ads weren’t proclaiming a car’s ease of use, they were emphasising
the woman’s role as maternal chauffeur. An advert for the 1958 Buick B-58 made specific note
of the low rear fender which, as an illustration depicted, allowed mothers to spot their children
playing behind the vehicle. But that wasn’t the only feature aimed at mothers, according to the
advertisement:
We gave you size and stamina and solidity—for the added safety and security
that make you feel better. But we gave them to you with superbly easy handling
and steering. We gave you instant response that makes this big car really light
on its feet—because we found every family-chauffeuring mother likes that
(“1958 Buick” [original emphasis]).
Another ad advertised the B-58’s steering, which apparently handled “with the airiness of a
ballerina.” The ad was headlined, “We designed this car with mothers in mind” (“1958
Matted”). Five years later, one of the most blatantly sexist car adverts aimed at female drivers
emerged, this time for the 1963 Cadillac. It claimed that “Cadillac ladies love to play
chauffeur.” According to the advert, the car was “fun to drive…feather-light and sure to
handle…smooth and effortless on the move” and although the technology behind this
nimbleness was “mostly man-talk: a high performance engine, a true center drive line, a triple
braking system, [and] graduated power steering,” the result was “eloquent enough for any lady
to understand” (“From the Archive”).
The external aesthetic qualities of the automobile—styling, colour, trim, accessories—
were largely promoted to female consumers, whereas the internal mechanical qualities were
advertised to men. This marketing choice was presumably due to the fact that at a practical
level, mechanics at the time were exclusively male, and at an ideological level, power, speed
and technological dominance were a man’s domain. A side-by-side comparison of
advertisements for the 1950 Ford Monarch sedan demonstrates this gendered distinction. One
ad, which showed a man behind the wheel, ran the headline “Ride like a King in a Monarch,”
referred to the car as “bigger” and “longer,” and praised its “V-8 performance” and “instant
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response of accelerator, brakes and steering wheel” (Ford Monarch #1). The other ad, which
showed a well-dressed woman instead of a man (and not behind the wheel of a car), proclaimed
that “the car that lets you ‘ride like a king’ sweeps gracefully into 1950 as ‘queen of beauty.’”
The ad went on to showcase the vehicle’s aesthetic qualities: “Words cannot convey the sheer
beauty of the new Monarch’s lovely lines—the charm of its completely new interiors […] the
new, gleaming grille and […] superb new colors” (Ford Monarch #2, original emphasis).
This kind of advertising discourse took a single object—the automobile—and turned it
into a repository for divergent gendered codes and conventions. Men were encouraged to see
cars as objects of liberation and power that would allow them to ride like “kings” and, by
extension, take command of their new post-war homes and their new roles as breadwinning,
domesticated fathers. Making such a connection between the automobile and the post-war man
is not entirely contrived, since as historian Mark S. Foster points out, “by the end of the 1960s,
one in seven working Americans earned his living in an automobile-related occupation” (65).
In the first two decades after World War II, the car emerged as both ideological symbol and
economic necessity, and I argue that whether economically or ideologically, the car was a
distinctly masculine object. Although certain models were marketed to women, the
advertisements themselves, as we see in the examples above, were gendered discourses that
made a distinction between masculine activity, skill, and power, and feminine passivity,
aestheticism, and maternity. They implied that a car was owned by a man, but given to a
woman; a man used his car to explore the open road, while a woman used it to drive her husband
and children around; men cared about and could understand a car’s technical aspects, while
women were only concerned with the look of the car, and were clueless about how it worked.
In any case, the car-as-symbol favoured men, not least because its power and speed could be
easily linked to conventional post-war United States masculinity. In his book Studying Men
and Masculinities (2013), David Buchbinder notes the power of advertising in promoting
ideology: advertising not only “preserves and furthers ideology by circulating it through the
culture,” (35) but also presents desire—in this case, the desire for power, mobility, and a shiny
new vehicle—as a real need. As I will explain, many men returning home from the Second
World War had to reintegrate themselves into masculine roles such as suburban breadwinning
and white-collar conformity, and the need to re-establish their masculine identities had
profound implications for how they both perceived and utilised the automobile.
The automobile stood for the success of both the country and the individual consumer:
ownership of a car after World War II was seen as a sign of financial health, an indicator of
personal taste, and even proof of one’s contribution to the country’s physical and economic
3

expansion. As the frugality of wartime gave way to consumption in the 1950s, returning
servicemen were encouraged to marry (if they hadn’t done so beforehand), move out of the
cities, have children, and acquire all the latest trappings characteristic of the nuclear family,
which included a family car. In her book Asphalt Nation (1997), architecture critic Jane Holtz
Kay noted an advertisement for the 1946 Nash family sedan, which referred to the car as a
“Prophecy—on Wheels” and highlighted its spacious interior. The directive underlying this
advertisement, Kay argued, was to spread out and live lavishly, and judging by the 30 million
cars purchased in the decade after 1947 (226), many families took the directive seriously.
Nash continued the theme of abundance in an advertisement for the 1951 Airflyte, in
which they described the car as “a magic carpet to a summer of fun,” and suggested that its
interior was so spacious, it was like a house on wheels—prompting the peculiar phrase, “home
is where the Nash is” (“Enjoy Your Vacation”). Nash wasn’t the only manufacturer to imply
post-war consumption in their automobile advertising. An ad for Ford sedans and station
wagons asserted, “It’s a two-Ford garage for 250,000 families” (“Two-Ford garage”). One
particularly emphatic advertisement for the 1957 Ford Del Rio Ranch Wagon urged potential
buyers to “Set your family 2-Ford free,” claiming that two cars would prevent mothers from
being trapped at home if “the men of the family decide to stir up the local fishponds” (“2-Ford
Free”). “Exciting Escape!” was printed in bright blue letters on a 1959 Chrysler ad; the car was
“itself a ‘lion-hearted call to the open road’” (Stevenson 85). Such advertisements are only a
taste of the symbiotic relationship between the road and the car within U.S. culture. The car
was not merely a static symbol that signified a person’s success by sitting idle in the driveway;
it was a tool for escape and adventure, and in order to live up to its advertised potential, it had
to be put into motion on the open road.
And put into motion it was, on a new system of highways that irrevocably altered the
United States’ landscape and social practices. To sell the Interstate Highway System2 to
Congress in 1955, President Eisenhower claimed that the new roads would enhance the nation’s
sense of unity since “the uniting forces of communication and transportation systems are
dynamic elements in the very name we bear—United States” (Message 1). The roads would
also sate the country’s desire for unhindered expansion: no natural, financial, or physical
obstacle would stand in the way of some 65,000 kilometres of road being built across the land.
Additionally, the roads would provide a sense of security for United States citizens who, living
in the shadow of the Cold War, felt constantly threatened by the possibility of nuclear war. The
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pre-Interstate system would have created congestion if citizens should need to evacuate any of
the country’s major cities, and according to Eisenhower, this was a major problem: “In case of
an atomic attack,” he argued, “the road net must permit quick evacuation of target areas”
(Message 2). Less than a year later, the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 was enacted, and
the country began knitting itself together via a network of superhighways. The roads might
have been an eyesore, but as Kay notes, most citizens looked at them and saw “the romance of
the getaway, not the tedium of parking” (233).
Why were people seeing romanticized visions of flight in what was little more than a
web of homogenous gray concrete? Perhaps because, as a 1956 Popular Science article
suggested, the system was a “Road to Everywhere” (141). It would connect the states together,
allow drivers to go from one city to another without stopping for a single traffic light, and
provide a rapid and effortless driving experience: “In time spent driving, you’ll save a great
deal,” said R. E. Royall, Research Reports Chief at the Bureau of Public Roads, in his interview
with Popular Science (144). Drivers would save time because the new system would have no
sharp grades or curves, and motorists “[wouldn’t] need to think about watching signs” (250)
until they were ready to exit. The uninterrupted and smooth highways of the Interstate System
were, in essence, almost a replica of the mythical open road, a transit line that could take drivers
away from where they didn’t want to be, and lead them wherever they wanted to go. In other
words, the highway was a source of instant and supposedly unlimited mobility.
What the lavish spaciousness of the 1950s automobile and the sprawling network of the
Interstate Highway System had in common was the way they implied expansion, power, and
dominance. Highways provided the terrain while automobiles provided the speed, and any
driver who used the two together could be, as an advertisement for the 1952 Buick Roadmaster
put it, a “Graceful Master of Time and Distance.” Although family station wagons and other
easy-going models were still being produced, other models, which seemed to be designed to
dominate the land rather than merely roll across it, grew in popularity as the decade drew to a
close and the “Space Race” between the U.S. and the Soviet Union progressed. The automobile
changed its shape both figuratively in terms of its cultural image, and literally in terms of its
construction. Culturally, it operated as a metaphor for the United States’ uncompromising
reach. The “Space Race” was not so much about scientific discovery as it was about exerting
dominance through mobility: if a country established a physical presence in space, it would,
by extension, be spreading its borders and therefore its power. After the Soviets launched
Sputnik 1 in October of 1957, the United States grew even more focused on space flight, and
this focus became projected onto the automobiles of the late 50s. It was no longer good enough
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to have a set of wheels; the wheels needed to be fast, efficient, and aerodynamic. So the
automobile changed its literal shape, and vehicles such as the 1959 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
were fitted with fins, rocket-shaped taillights, and other features that evoked power and flight.
Nearly twenty years later, cars were still being used to connote U.S. cultural values.
While campaigning in Michigan in 1980, Ronald Reagan stood before the Economic Club of
Detroit and proclaimed that “the American people found in the automobile the last great
freedom. The freedom to go where they wanted, when they wanted by the route they chose.
And it is a freedom that we should not easily give up” (Oliver). While President Carter
encouraged citizens to drive less, Reagan promoted the automobile and its manufacture as one
of the keys to economic growth; by using the car as a focal point, Reagan implicitly argued for
a restored U.S. masculinity that had been undercut by Carter’s prudent stance on using petrol,
which could be seen as weak and unmanly compared to Reagan’s cowboy background. Reagan
certainly had no lack of avid supporters in Detroit, given that the city was the heart of the
United States’ automobile industry. Reagan’s audience makes his statement all the more
fascinating: speaking to a group of people who were presumably well-versed in the
automobile’s economic importance, he could have easily stressed the financial advantages of
car production. Instead, he tapped into a trope that since the end of the Second World War had
dominated the nation’s consciousness: the open road and its concomitant freedoms. Reagan’s
claim that the car was the literal and figurative vehicle for exercising one’s freedom to claim,
consume, and explore was a claim that spoke not only to the Detroit Economic Club but to all
the people in the United States who imagined cars and roads as a Kerouacian antidote to their
stiflingly ordinary lives. These technologies, after all, were gateways to freedom and
individuality. Roads (particularly the country’s interstate highway system) allowed for
immediate and direct travel across the country, while automobiles came in different models,
colours, and price ranges, creating a sense of personal choice. Together they formed an image
that evoked autonomy, status, and power—an image that was both attractive and lucrative, as
Reagan knew.
Although not as technologically advanced as vehicles in the 1980s, cars in the 1950s
were still powerful in their own right. However, it seemed that power was only part of the
equation when it came to personal satisfaction. Drivers wanted to move quickly, but they also
wanted to be seen moving, and car companies didn’t hesitate to market their cars as tools for
expressing individuality. Take, for example, the headline of a 1950 Chevrolet advert which
read, “No wonder people turn and stare!” or another for the same model which stated that
“Chevrolet has the whole town talking” (Swan 95). An even better example is an advertisement
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for the 1958 Packard Hawk, which combined road and car in its assertion that status and
individuality could be bought (presumably by a man). The Hawk was the “most original car on
the American Road […] the new car with a regal air that immediately distinguishes its owner
as a man of position” (149, original emphasis). However, this promise of distinction wasn’t
exactly fulfilled, since most cars in the late 1950s sported long bodies and fins, and all looked
the same. What was the point of owning a new car if everyone else had one just like it? The
Ford Motor Company tried to respond to this question with the 1959 Edsel, an experimental
model that looked completely different from everything else on the market. Ford
advertisements boasted that the Edsel’s design was so distinctive, one could “tell a block away
this is no ordinary car.” But Ford’s efforts were, ultimately, a “colossal failure,” as sociologist
David Gartman points out:
The Edsel was given concave sides to counter the usual convex ones; horizontal
fins to counter the vertical ones; and a vertical grille to counter the horizontal
ones. […] But the combination of all this cloying, attention-grabbing newness
was too much. […] The car became a lightning rod for the gathering discontents
with the automotive excesses of the decade. Sales were so low that the make was
forced off the market in three years (184).
The problem with the Edsel wasn’t so much that it was different, but that its difference was too
contrived, which drew attention to the artificiality and superfluity of automobiles in general. If
the Edsel’s “uniqueness” was no more than a product of design and marketing, the same could
be said of the other cars on the road—and the people driving them.
The car became an indicator of individual taste, status, wealth, and even ego: cue the
overcompensating husband with the rumbling V8, or the supposed “mid-life crisis” victim who
goes out and buys a sports car to reclaim his youth. 1950s and ‘60s cars were literal and
figurative vehicles for ideologies of power, speed, and expansion, as evidenced by their
mimicking of aeronautical design, their role in the post-war suburban boom, their symbiotic
relationship with the superhighway, and their debut in stock car racing. But on many levels,
cars also reinforced and perpetuated ideologies of personhood. At the most basic level, cars
needed drivers. A car’s speed and power depended on the driver’s ability to show them off,
and without a person behind the wheel, the automobile had little more than aesthetic value.
This is partly why stock car racing became so popular in the ‘50s and ‘60s; the racing events
were, as Shackleford notes, prime platforms on which to celebrate the “masculine productivity”
of male drivers within an arena of “mechanized danger” (229). Drivers’ names were painted
on their vehicles not only for identification purposes, but also to solidify the aura of celebrity
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that accompanied the race-car driver role. Whether rocketing around a NASCAR track or
taking a Sunday drive down the Interstate, a man’s role could be changed in an instant by
driving: he would sit in the designated “driver’s seat,” would go from pedestrian or passenger
to driver, and would apparently have control over the car’s speed and direction (and by
extension, the speed and direction of any passengers).
However, there was a problem: the driver wasn’t really in control, and the track he
drove on led absolutely nowhere. Imagine for a moment that it’s 1953, and North Carolina’s
Hickory Motor Speedway is hosting races for the NASCAR Grand National Series. Stock cars
jostle for first place as they navigate the speedway’s track, an oval of packed dirt less than a
kilometre long. The cars are loud and powerful, their chassis covered in racing numbers,
sponsor logos, and driver names. As they weave and accelerate, they evoke speed and
masculine skill. But where exactly are they going? The simplest answer is that they’re going
towards the “finish” line. But since the track is an oval, the positioning of the finish line is
arbitrary, decided by regulations rather than physical location. The finish line could exist after
three laps of the track, or after 300 laps. The stock cars are, in essence, driving over the finish
line every time they complete a lap around the track, and it is only when the white and
chequered flags are waved that the finish line is brought into existence. Furthermore, the oval
track has no set beginning or end, so the very notion of traveling toward the finish line is
problematic since the drivers could race in the opposite direction, and it would make no
difference to the number of laps, the positioning of the finish line, or the distance travelled. So
when considering where the racers are going, perhaps it is more accurate to suppose that
although the racers are moving (and quite fast, at that), they aren’t actually going anywhere—
rather, they are contained within a loop that, while providing the illusion of progression and
autonomy, is fundamentally a delimited space in which movement and power are regulated.
The cyclic and contained nature of the NASCAR race is a fitting example of the type
of androcentric, self-seeking, ostensibly powerful and autonomous mobility I will examine in
this thesis, in short stories (John Cheever’s “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady
Hill”); novels (Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Richard Yates’s
Revolutionary Road, Hubert Selby’s The Demon, Jack Kerouac’s On the Road, and John
Updike’s Rabbit, Run); and films (Ida Lupino’s The Hitch-Hiker, Nicholas Ray’s Rebel
Without a Cause, and Steven Spielberg’s Duel). Using these texts as examples, I will
demonstrate how both the man in motion, and the transport technologies on which he depends,
literalise the double-binds faced by mid-century, middle- and upper-middle class white men,
and in doing so, function as a counternarrative to the post-war cultural fantasy of constructing
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one’s masculinity through speed, expansion, and consumption.
Critical perspectives on (male) automobility
Much critical work has already been done on the cultural influence of the automobile
in the United States, particularly because its effects on the country’s attitudes, practices, and
infrastructure were (and still are) not easily demarcated: as the automobile historian John B.
Rae claimed in 1971, “no other single innovation of the twentieth century, or possibly any
century, has so profoundly influenced manners, customs, and living habits,” and yet “the nature
and scope of the automobile’s influence are far from clearly understood” (133). One aim of
this project is to complement the collective effort made by sociological, historical, and literary
scholars to more coherently and completely understand the effect of the automobile on postWorld War II United States society, and in order to achieve this, I will bring together various
perspectives on male automobility. More specifically, I will attempt to occupy a space between
ideas about post-war mobilities, and critical analyses of the car as a symbolic and literal vehicle
for male self-exploration.
In his book A Nation on Wheels (2003), Mark Foster examines how in U.S. culture, the
automobile motivated a sense of entitlement to mobility itself. An entire generation of
consumers in the late ‘40s and early ‘50s were bombarded with “aggressive and highly
manipulative advertising by the automobile industry,” Foster argues, and consequently, that
generation “began believing that they not only needed but also deserved virtually unlimited
personal mobility” (59). This is in line with more contemporaneous studies of United States
mobility, such as Rae’s The Road and the Car in American Life (1971), which reminded readers
that the automobile didn’t create mobility so much as it facilitated it: “Americans have always
been a mobile people,” Rae stated, adding that “the American tendency to folk-wandering
antedates the automobile, a factor easy to overlook” (144). Even so, the automobile did
engender different attitudes towards the way mobility was stylized, Foster notes. Films such as
Rebel Without a Cause (1955), for example, affected generations as much as it did genders, as
it inspired youth to adopt James Dean’s style and characteristics, which included his love of
cars. Unlike their elders who felt entitled to the mobility of the car but weren’t familiar with
anything under the hood, many young people took pride in being “sophisticated,
knowledgeable car buffs” who wouldn’t allow anyone “into their fraternity until they could
remove, rebuild, and reinstall an engine in their vehicles” (66).
James Dean was certainly cool, stylish, and mobile—but he was also masculine, and it
seemed that both on-set and in real life, his masculinity was intrinsically connected to his
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mastery of the automobile. The car allowed him to show off his masculine bravado in Rebel
Without a Cause; the car also immortalised him, becoming the instrument of his tragic and
untimely death. His reckless, hypermasculine driver image perpetuated the assumption that in
the realm of automobility, men are drivers and women are passengers (unless, of course, they
are busy playing chauffeur), but this wasn’t his fault so much as it was the car’s. This is
because, as David Gartman suggests, the automobile “embodies a cultural logic” (169) that
helps reinforce social norms and reflect attitudes towards mobility. As I demonstrated earlier,
cars could simultaneously be marketed to women while maintaining patriarchal values of
feminine passivity and male activity; Gartman notes this when he discusses the United States’
rapid suburbanisation following World War II. The growth of the suburb helped sell millions
of cars, since suburbanites needed vehicles to get them to and from work. At the same time,
however, the car was a “tool for fulfilling women’s domestic role in the newly dispersed
landscape” (182). In this way, automobiles paradoxically controlled women’s mobility more
than they extended it, since women could use cars, but were expected to use them mainly for
domestic duties. On the other hand, men used cars for more active (and far-reaching) tasks such
as taking the family on holiday, driving into the city, or in popular imagination, escaping to the
open road.
This flight to the road, however, was itself problematic: “When all Americans sought
to express individual freedom and escape from mass production by taking to the roads, they
created unintended collective effects that undermined these pleasures of automobility,”
Gartman suggests. “Crowded roads increased breakdowns, accidents, noise and pollution, and
generally despoiled the pristine countryside to which motorists sought to escape” (184). This
points to the paradox of the open road trope, which is that the road cannot be open if everyone
is driving on it. The irony of drivers ruining the act of driving prompts a consideration of
automobility’s other problems—its empty promises, its failures, and its potential for
entrapment.
British sociologist John Urry highlights some of these issues in his book Sociology
Beyond Societies: Mobilities for the Twenty-First Century (1999). Although Urry studies
mobilities outside of the United States, and examines the movement of ideas, objects, and
information as well as of people, many of the points he raises are useful when considering
automobility as potentially entrapping to Americans. For example, Urry conceptualises
mobilities as both metaphor and process. Metaphors of mobility, such as the nomad, have a
profound effect on social ideology: borrowing from Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas about
nomadism, Urry notes that “nomads characterise societies of de-territorialisation” (27), adding
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that the nomad metaphor is also useful for “challenging disciplinary limits and hegemonic
cultural practices” (28), which is pertinent when considering the relationship between the ideal
of limitless mobility and the reality of regulatory transit lines and boundaries. Furthermore,
Urry points to scholarly criticism surrounding the “masculinist character” of many nomadic
metaphors. Wolff, for example, criticises the fact that the nomad’s masculine assertion of
“ungrounded and unbounded movement” does not account for differences in people’s “access
to being ‘on the road,’ either literally or even metaphorically” (29).
In terms of mobility-as-process, Urry is interested in the “socio-spatial practices
involved in corporeal travel” since he sees such travel as having an impact on the way “social
life and cultural identity are recursively formed and reformed” (49). The word that interests me
here is recursively since it implies a relationship between mobility and repetition while also
drawing attention to the constructed nature of identity, and these concepts inform my ideas
about the problematically cyclic nature of fictional male mobility. To recur is also to return,
and Urry notes that the act of walking along predetermined paths is not “socially disruptive”
but rather “ensures “connection and stability with the clear intention to return and not to wander
aimlessly” (52). This idea is especially useful when considering the counter-mapping3 evident
in Cheever’s short stories “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” as I do in
Chapter 1. Most importantly, however, Urry examines the automobile-as-sign and highlights
its capacity to embody values and even human characteristics. The car is a manufactured object,
but it is also
the major item of individual consumption which provides status to its owner/user
through the sign-values with which it is associated (speed, home, safety, sexual
desire, career success, freedom, family, masculinity), as well as being easily
anthropomorphised (given names, having rebellious features, seen to age and so
on) (57, original emphasis)
Building on Urry’s suggestion that the automobile is a repository for masculine codes and is
often given human qualities, I argue that while automobiles in many post-war United States
narratives can be read as tools for male flight, they can also be read as tools for augmenting the
male body. Whether men emulate cars by technologising their bodies, or project male features
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By counter-mapping I mean the act of creating an alternative transit route that crosses over, circumvents, or
otherwise repudiates or counters civic mapping. By civic mapping, I mean transit lines and boundaries that, as a
government function, perform disciplinary measures by controlling where, how, and when mobile entities can
move.
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onto the machine itself, the automobile stands in for the male body’s idealised speed and
power—and subsequently, its self-destructive potential.
Not to mention its potential for entrapment. Supporting my discussion of the
automobile (and other transport technologies) as potentially entrapping is Urry’s claim that the
car is a site of physical control that paradoxically allows for greater mobility even as it forces
people to “orchestrate in complex and heterogeneous ways their mobilities and socialities
across very significant distances” (Sociology 59). Commuting is a good example of this kind
of control, since it both “entraps people in congestion, jams, and temporal uncertainties” and
“encapsulates people in a privatised, cocooned, moving environment” (59-60). As I will
demonstrate throughout this thesis, cars might provide liberation from other forms of transport
such as trains and subway systems, but this freedom is in many ways illusory since cars
themselves regulate the human body corporeally (drivers are expected to wear seatbelts, for
instance) as well as spatially (drivers must follow roads and signs). In this way, the car might
also be read as a site of conflict: as both machine and symbol, the automobile offers
contradictory notions of freedom and regulation since it embodies the promise of unlimited
personal mobility but, being subject to the same spatial regulations as any other transport
technology, can never fulfil this promise.
In this context, Ann Brigham’s American Road Narratives (2015) is worth mentioning,
not least because Brigham’s analysis is largely influenced by geographer Tim Cresswell’s idea
that particularly in the United States, mobility can be seen as contradictory insofar as it is
“foundational and constructed,” and offers both “opportunity and threat” (8). Aware that the
fictional car and road can be used as a device to convey racialised and gendered perspectives,
Brigham scrutinises the ways in which road narratives in film, television, and literature portray
the automobile and open road as exploratory but problematic. In her analysis of Jack Kerouac’s
On the Road, for example, she suggests that the road narrative frames mobility as an
“epistemological tool” (54) that allows men to form knowledge about themselves and their
world. But she is quick to point out the white male perspective of Kerouac’s story, and suggests
that narratives like On the Road be read with an eye to the inherent racial biases that inform
the characters’ knowledge of themselves and their mobility. Brigham locates the novel’s
mobility within the wider framework of racial, gender, and socioeconomic issues that pervaded
United States society in the middle of the twentieth century, since mobility is not only
movement but also a process “through which raced masculinities are reproduced in an era of
uncertainty” (53).
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Mobility is also about space, and Brigham draws attention to the spatial politics of black
exclusion and white dominance over space: “sit-ins, kneel-ins, and Freedom Rides” (57), for
example—all of which utilised space and movement (or fixedness)—were used by African
Americans to demand inclusion within a society that celebrated freedom of movement for
whites while neglecting or precluding the mobilities of non-white “others.” Aware of this,
Brigham takes care to include female and non-white texts so as not to ignore the diversity of
the United States road narrative. After all, the overwhelming whiteness seen in the country’s
more “canonical” narratives was (and is) a contentious issue, and Brigham does note various
literary challenges to implicitly white road stories, such as African American journalist John
A. Williams’s nonfictional account of his cross-country road trip, This Is My Country Too
(1964). If certain U.S. mobilities are contradictory, then narrativised white male mobilities are
even more so, since their celebration of the open road and its “freedoms” is, at face value, more
a celebration of Anglo-American privilege than of any kind of spiritual or social mobility.
The contradictions performed by literary roads and cars are often frustrating, but they
can also be dangerous, and even sinister. Mark Osteen draws attention to the way the “dark
side” of automobility is reflected in mid-century United States film noir, providing examples
such as The Postman Always Rings Twice (1947) and The Hitch-Hiker (1953) to illustrate how
cars operate as amoral spaces in which laws and norms are suspended, and as extensions of
both personal identity and the physical body. For example, in James M. Cain’s 1934 novel The
Postman Always Rings Twice (on which the film is based), diner manager Cora Smith describes
her and her husband’s loveless marriage as a brand of car: “We had all that love,” Cora tells
Frank (a hobo she meets at the diner), “and we just cracked up under it. It’s a big airplane
engine, that takes you through the sky, right up to the top of the mountain. But when you put
it in a Ford, it just shakes to pieces. That’s what we are, Frank, a couple of Fords” (Cain 70).
Keeping John Urry’s ideas about metaphors of mobility in mind, Cora’s words convey
stagnancy and futility in two ways: firstly, because she draws on the image of a malfunctioning
engine, and secondly, because her metaphorical car is a Ford, which for many die-hard
Chevrolet enthusiasts (or those who simply didn’t care for Fords) would signify slowness, lack
of power, and poor engineering. Osteen, of course, suggests that Cora’s words “demonstrate
how Americans internalized their identification with cars, commodifying themselves via
automotive self-extension” (133).
The automobile was a means to extend one’s sense of self, but it was also a tool for
extending the body, as Osteen points out in his analysis of The Hitch-Hiker, a film I will
examine in greater detail in Chapter 4. The film’s plot is simple: friends Roy and Gilbert are
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on their way to a fishing destination when they decide to pick up a hitchhiker named Emmet
Myers who, unbeknownst to them, is a psychopathic murderer. Using a gun, Myers takes the
two men hostage in their own car and forces them to drive him to Santa Rosalía in Mexico,
where he plans to permanently escape the authorities. Osteen notes that the car itself, once a
symbol of mobility and freedom, has been turned into a symbol of entrapment for Roy and
Gilbert. Furthermore, he suggests that the car, by serving as an extension of Myers’s own body,
augments his masculinity:
With the gun and commandeered car, he now possesses the full trinity of
masculine power. […] And in appropriating [the men’s] auto, Meyers robs them
of the sense of sovereignty cars are designed to produce. They are now prisoners
in their own vehicle—ironically, a Plymouth, a brand named after an icon of
American liberty. […] His power reaches its apex when Bowen and Collins try
to escape, and Meyers finds them by using the car’s headlights. The point of
view given him as he spotlights the men suggests that the car has indeed become
his prosthesis, a mechanical extension of his evil eye (145-46).
This scene, along with Osteen’s analysis, summarises much of what I have outlined so far: that
within certain post-war fictions, automobiles act as symbols that promise escape but deliver
entrapment; that enhance masculine power by extending the mobility of the male body (or
becoming anthropomorphised); that reflect the potential risks inherent in the country’s rapidly
developing transport technologies; and that are ideologically connected to a reclamation or
exploration of selfhood, as evidenced by fictional stories and nonfictional advertisements alike.
These characteristics displayed by (and projected onto) the United States automobile are at the
centre of my literary analysis, as I will now explain.

Male automobility and entrapment in post-World War II fictions
As demonstrated by this pertinent sample of criticism, much work has already been
done on literary treatments of post-WWII male automobility in the United States. However,
there remain a number of open questions: about the extent to which U.S. fictional automobility
connotes not liberation but destruction, frustration, and the restrictiveness of laws and social
norms; how problematic mobilities challenge the role of transport technologies as constructors
of masculine power; and what advantages come from reading fictional roads and mobilities as
metaphors for mid-century U.S. masculine double-binds such as having to choose between
breadwinning and hedonism, between wartime and post-war movement, between economic
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mobility and self-expression, and between destructive autonomy and constructive conformity.
Furthermore, although there is an abundance of analyses of more canonical “male flight”
narratives such as Jack Kerouac’s On the Road and John Updike’s Rabbit, Run, other
narratives, in which male mobility is present but not necessarily the focal point, have not
received the same amount of critical attention. In this regard, this project is an attempt not only
to build upon existing criticism surrounding automobility and masculinity in United States
literature and film, but also to broaden the scope of this criticism by including narratives whose
male characters’ mobilities have not yet been explored.
While in this thesis I explore different types of male mobility, I am primarily focused
on automobility, and so it is worth explaining how my understanding of the term fits within
existing definitions of the word. Defining automobility as “movement facilitated by an
automobile” is common in sociological and literary analyses of mobility, but there are some
variations worth noting. John Urry describes automobility as if it were synonymous with
automobile, calling it a “quintessential manufactured object” (“System” 25) but he also refers
to it as a “dominant culture” that reinforces social expectations about lifestyle and mobility
(26). Furthermore, he notes the dual nature of automobility, describing it as capturing the
“humanist self as in the notion of autobiography” while also denoting an “object or machine
that possesses a capacity for movement, as in automatic and automaton” (26). Shifting to a
more literary focus, in her book The Road Story and the Rebel (2006) Katie Mills uses the term
automobility to condense the “two linked qualities” of autonomy and mobility (3). Overall,
both sociological and literary critical definitions agree that while there is a corporeal dimension
to automobility, the term itself denotes machine-assisted movement (as opposed to walking),
and bears a cultural as well as practical value.
I am also referring to automobility with emphasis on auto, but by this I am imagining
a form of mobility that is done spontaneously and for oneself instead of for others (similar to
Mills’s definition). In many of the texts I examine, a character might take the train to work,
which would be an example of obligatory mobility—he is moving because he has to, and his
movements are scheduled. But another character might construct his own pathway by walking
through backyards and over fences (Neddy in “The Swimmer”), or he might ride the train into
the city in order to satiate his sexual desires (Harry in The Demon). Such movements might be
summed up as autonomous mobility, which can then be shortened to automobility. Of course,
the idea that one can be automobile without a car (or any machine, for that matter) diverges
from more orthodox understandings of automobility as being intrinsically connected to
transport technologies, but as I will demonstrate, many fictional depictions of autonomous
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mobility write large the spontaneous and self-seeking nature of the movement itself, regardless
of whether that movement is generated by mechanical or corporeal means. Accordingly, while
I will be paying particular attention to automobiles and roads throughout this thesis, I will also
include analyses of other technologies such as trains and sidewalks, since I suggest male
automobility is all the better understood when compared to more regulated (and regulatory),
fixed forms of transport.
In this thesis, I argue that the transport technologies depicted in certain post-WWII U.S.
fictions reimagine the double-binds faced by mid-century men, and thus challenge the nation’s
cultural assumption that automobiles, roads, suburbs, and other forms of post-war expansion
are unproblematic and result in increased personal fulfilment. To support this argument, I will
closely examine literary and filmic portrayals of male mobility and demonstrate how these
mobilities result in entrapment, self-destruction, or a return to social norms. I draw on various
theoretical frameworks to inform my analysis, particularly Michel Foucault’s Discipline and
Punish (1975) and his essay “A Preface to Transgression” (1977). In Discipline and Punish,
Foucault outlines bodily subjection as a mechanism of power, which will assist my examination
of the paradoxical role of the automobile as both symbol of freedom and tool of bodily
regulation. I will also borrow from Foucault’s suggestion that power relations are both
inescapable and constantly in flux, and apply it to the constantly shifting power dynamics of
transport technologies. Finally, I will employ Foucault’s concept of transgression as recursive
and inexhaustible in my reading of the various socially transgressive acts portrayed in my
chosen texts. Counter-mapping and other forms of automobility can be read as literally
transgressive acts, and these transgressions are recursive, frustrated, and futile since, as
Foucault claims, transgression can only push limits, not break them.
In examining the texts I have chosen, I am focusing solely on white authors and
characters, and almost entirely on men. Mills argues that regarding the road narrative as a genre
that features men and marginalises women is a generalisation that needs challenging (10); it is
also a generalisation I do not want to perpetuate. While I acknowledge that United States
female road narratives do not receive enough critical attention,4 however, one of the reasons
why they are neglected both in literature and criticism is that predominantly white male authors
(and their respective protagonists) dominated narratives about post-war expansion and its
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This is the impetus behind Alexandra Ganser’s Roads of Her Own: Gendered Space and Mobility in American
Women’s Road Narratives, 1970-2000 (Rodopi, 2009). In this book, Ganser defines three main “tropes of
mobility” (33) in the female road story —the quest narrative, para-nomadism, and the picaresque—and
demonstrates their fluidity as well as their potential for empowerment.
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concomitant freedoms, anxieties, and pitfalls, and relegated women and non-white others to
the role of secondary subjects. As I and others have pointed out, the male body was perceived
as active and mobile, and the female body as passive and rooted in the home. In many fictions,
writer Mary Gordon notes, women stand in as “the embodiment of unmoving weight” (3) who
don’t just stand still while men move around, but actually keep men from exercising their
“right” to movement. This implicit favouring of the white male character as the posterchild for
limitless post-war mobility must be constantly exposed, challenged, and repudiated, which is
why I aim to highlight some of the many problems underlying the violent, self-destructive,
transgressive masculinities encoded in post-war fictional mobilities.
Although my analysis is only tangentially concerned with the whiteness of the
characters in my chosen texts, I want to clarify why I have opted to discuss only white authors,
directors, and characters. In the post-war years particularly, automobility was a mainly white
privilege—advertisements throughout the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s depicted white drivers, and
like the suburban developments that became popular after World War II, the automobile was a
financial luxury that many African Americans and non-white immigrants could not afford. Cars
might have been promoted as symbols of escape, expansion, and comfort, but their symbolic
power was only effective for those who bought and used them, and thus to challenge the United
States’ cultural obsession with the automobile is to challenge a particular demographic—
namely, white, middle-class men and women—and the way they used the car (especially in
advertising) to reinforce their own power. A 1940 ad for Plymouth, for example, described the
car as a “luxury ride,” and showed five white people admiring the vehicle as an AfricanAmerican man, dressed in a bellboy’s uniform, carried their luggage (Edwards).
While not all automobile ads depicted African-Americans in this way, most appeared
to favour white drivers. Even in Black media like Ebony magazine, many car ads positioned
the car and body in a way that suggested African-Americans owned cars, but weren’t seen
driving them. A 1960 print ad for the Studebaker Lark, for instance, showed two people of
colour standing next to the car, admiring its features—but neither of them were actually driving
it; in a November 1959 publication of Ebony, a Ford Falcon advertisement depicted two
passengers and a driver inside the car, but this time, they were white; an ad for the 1970
Chevrolet Nova coupe (not in Ebony) depicted two people of colour leaning against the car;
and an ad for the 1984 Ford Thunderbird featured a suited person of colour beside the vehicle,
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not in it, holding driving gloves—an “ethnic model” deliberately used by the Big Three5 to
“shift the same product” advertised to whites (Koch). Such implicit normalisation of white
drivers and of white domination over the road is reflected in literature: as literary critic Lars
Erik Larson claims in his examination of On the Road, “in Kerouac's imagination engaging in
the mobility of roads remains a power for whites alone” (45). In many ways, the automobile
fits within what Steve Martinot calls the “machinery of whiteness” insofar as it is merely an
instrument of power within a wider network of white social machinery. But like any machine,
the automobile and its white driver are not exempt from breaking down, being dismantled, or
exploding due to the strain of its own forces.
Because I am discussing fictional men, and am looking specifically at mobility as an
action that displays masculine power, I will be drawing on Judith Butler’s theory of gender as
performative. Masculinity, like any performance of gender, can only be affirmed or criticized
if it is witnessed, and in this way, roads can be read as spaces in which masculinity is performed
and validated. Many mid-twentieth century figures of masculine automobility, such as the
Marlboro Man and James Dean, were seen as masculine due to their nomadism and social
aloofness, but this fluidity had to be visible, whether on a billboard, a movie screen, or inside
a magazine. Buchbinder, also drawing from Judith Butler, suggests that gender behaviour
“cannot be performed in a vacuum of solitude” (56), and this rings especially true for male
automobility since part of the appeal of the fast car and the mobile man is that they are observed
to be fast and transient. Perhaps this is why the mobility of the Marlboro Man looks great on
television and on billboards, but could never be sustained in real life—riding out into the great
unknown is certainly an exercise in autonomy, but it is an exercise that, in theory, cannot be
witnessed by anyone. This tension between advertised or idealised masculine figures, symbols,
and tropes (such as the car, the road, the mobile body) and the harsh reality that such
idealisations are only viable as ideals, forms a large part of the subversive weight of the texts
I will examine.
These texts challenge the supposed freedom and agency offered by the automobile, but
they also undermine the efficacy of the mobile male body itself. I suggest that this is because
in post-World War II United States culture particularly, the male body was encouraged to
expand financially (develop a conventional career and contribute to the economy), spatially
(move into a home), and domestically (marry and have children). In this way, the mobile male
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The “Big Three” refers to the United States’ three largest automobile manufacturers: General Motors, Ford,
and Chrysler (now Fiat Chrysler, as of 2014).
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body was a powerful body and, more importantly, a socially celebrated body, as various midcentury archetypes and fictional role models such as the Marlboro Man, the road rebel, the
Playboy, and the outdoorsman demonstrate.
The Marlboro Man, for example, was a lone cowboy figure whose home was in the
wilderness, who made his own rules, and who depended on no one. When the Marlboro Man
first rode in on his horse in 1954, he didn’t just advertise a cigarette; he advertised a rugged,
self-governing masculinity that quickly made Marlboro the most popular men’s cigarette in the
United States, despite having been previously marketed as a “luxury women’s cigarette” for
over twenty years (Brandt 262). The character of the Marlboro Man was simple yet highly
effective: a lone cowboy figure whose home is in the wilderness, who makes his own rules,
and who depends on no one. According to Michael Kimmel, the Marlboro Man embodied two
forms of United States masculinity—David and Brannon’s “sturdy oak,” and the frontiersman
(“Marlboro Man” 499). The “sturdy oak,” one of four dimensions of conventional masculinity
defined by social scientists Deborah David and Robert Brannon in The Forty-Nine Percent
Majority (1976) describes a man who, like the tree itself, “will not bend with the wind, [who]
will always be there, and [who] will give shelter to those who need it” (161). Similarly, the
frontiersman is resilient and independent, free from society yet evocative of man’s control over
the untamed wilderness.
The outdoorsman, while physically capable and rugged like the Marlboro Man, was not
nearly as isolated. On the contrary, he was closely linked to the sexual conquest of women, and
the magazines he adorned, such as Impact: Bold True Action for Men (1957), offered lifestyle
content ranging from “The Naked Maiden Warriors of San Ito” to “What Doctors Know About
Unfaithful Wives.” The front covers of these magazines portrayed men fighting in warzones
or against comically giant predators, suggesting that not only was the outdoorsman mobile, but
he could also conquer any situation or terrain he travelled to. When Playboy came onto the
market in 1953, it repudiated the gruff male role models of nature and adventure magazines in
favour of a more sophisticated, worldly, high-end masculinity that preferred wooing women to
taming them, and lauded high-end interior gadgetry over camping equipment. Its message to
men was clear: why toil in the wilderness when all the women are indoors? Men could be “real
men” not by physically moving, but by being socially and sexually mobile—in other words,
not tying themselves down in a Levittown house surrounded by a nuclear family. The road
rebel figure, which emerged around the same time, also repudiated the suffocating domestic
sphere but demonstrated his manliness on the open road, not in the bachelor pad. Personified
by the likes of James Dean and Kerouac’s Dean Moriarty, road rebel masculinity depended on
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a masculinised object, the car, to exercise its mobility. The road rebel also used the car to
perform countercultural ideals such as challenging authority (the car could be stolen, driven in
unlawful spaces, or used to commit criminal or delinquent behaviour), and self-satisfaction (the
car was for joyriding, not commuting to work or gathering groceries).
A few years before the Marlboro Man emerged, sociologist David Riesman’s book The
Lonely Crowd (which I will discuss in greater detail in Chapter 2) detailed the rise of “otherdirected” individuals who are “sensitized to the expectations and preferences of others” (36)
and are easily swayed by mass culture. In a society in which “other-directedness” was accepted
as normal, anything asserted to the contrary had tremendous shock value, and according to
author and political activist Barbara Ehrenreich, this is why Hugh Hefner’s portrayal of
masculinity and sex was so revolutionary—not just because it was lewd, but because it dared
to suggest that single, self-serving men were just as manly as breadwinning fathers. “Looking
back,” Ehrenreich explains, “Hefner later characterized himself as a pioneer rebel against the
gray miasma of conformity that gripped other men” (44). Part of Hefner’s rebellion was
masculinising the home and turning it from a domestic trap into a bachelor’s paradise. At least
for Playboy’s readership, a post-war house didn’t necessarily need to be of the claustrophobic
Levittown variety, nor did it need to be inhabited by a nuclear family. On the contrary, it could
be a space of sexual freedom and mobility, allowing the single man to come and go, and
entertain whomever he pleased.
What the Marlboro Man, road rebel, Hefner, and Riesman’s inner-directed man share
is their signalling of a particular type of constantly mobile man who doesn’t like being rooted
to one spot. Riesman’s “inner-directed” man follows an internal compass (unlike the
conformist “other-directed” men who follow the needs of others), and because of this, his social
and spatial mobility is influenced by his own goals and desires; this is coming close to what I
mean by auto-mobility. Likewise, the Marlboro Man, having borrowed from the cowboy
mythos, evokes a sense of impermanence and autonomy inasmuch as he rides where he wills,
and never stays in one place for very long. This same impermanence can be seen in the Playboy
bachelor, whose life is not weighted down by a wife and children but instead is flexible and
egocentric.
These figures are also alike in that they are all inventions, characters within maledominated fantasies of mobility. The Marlboro Man and the Playboy are just as much a product
as the cigarettes and adult magazines they advertise, and Riesman’s “inner-directed” man is
merely a sociological term that generalises individuals who display certain behaviours. The
question, then, is to what extent these incarnate fantasies of male movement can be translated
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in the real world—if they can be translated at all. The idea of limitless, spontaneous movement
and freedom from the shackles of conformity and domesticity certainly sounds appealing, and
when autonomous, perpetually mobile figures such as the Marlboro Man and the Playboy align
with both the automobile and the myth of the open road, the result is an enduring ideal of
imagined male mobility that both clashes against and flows alongside the conventions of postwar United States life. A white, heterosexual, middle-class man, having compared his manhood
to the fantastical figures and escape ideologies of the decade and found it wanting, might easily
perceive that he is trapped, regardless of the many privileges and freedoms surrounding him.
Although he will go about his day-to-day life and uphold his responsibilities, he might still
imagine what it would be like to escape his family, abandon his career, and take to the open
road where every man rides for himself, never for anyone else.
While all these figures evoke nomadism and autonomy, they are dissimilar in regards
to the way their mobilities are performed, and the intended ideological effect of their
performances. This mingling and clashing of traditional masculine ideals made the post-war
period tumultuous and confusing for many men, since they could be expected to conform to
the image of the white-collar worker, yet sold the idea of transient cowboy masculinity, or told
that real men belonged in the great outdoors even as Playboy proclaimed the bachelor pad the
site of a new, virile manhood. As Kimmel puts it, men had to “achieve identities that weren’t
too conforming to the march of the empty gray flannel suits lest they lose their souls, but they
couldn’t be too non-conforming lest they leave family and workplace responsibilities behind
in a frantic restless search for some elusive moment of ecstasy” (199). Indeed, if men attempted
to escape the trap of conflicting ideals by taking to the road, they were likely to find the
experience unfulfilling, since at some point they had to return to their communities, their
families, and their jobs.
This double-bind of having to embody both conservative domestication and macho
automobility is, I argue, mirrored by my chosen texts via the cyclic entrapment of the mobile
male body. By presenting male protagonists as ostensibly liberated and autonomous beings and
then subsequently forcing them to either return to conventionality or self-destruct, these texts
can be read as a reminder that the male body, although conditionally mobile, is fundamentally
a subjected body that can never be completely autonomous. This reminder, in turn, challenges
the assumption that post-war forms of expansion produce autonomous beings.
Before I discuss the role of the automobile in fictional representations of male
automobility, I want to highlight the ways in which United States post-war fiction, particularly
suburban fiction, paints its men (specifically its male bodies) as subject to fixed and regulatory
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modes of mobility. To do this, in Chapter 1 I will be examining John Cheever’s short stories
“The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” and “The Swimmer.” Both stories include men who defy
suburbia’s spatial order and establish their own transport pathways via counter-mapping. Such
an act is transgressive, not only because it violates established boundaries but also because it
counteracts the very ideologies and moral values suburbia embodies. When Johnny Hake and
Neddy Merrill use their bodies as vehicles to navigate unconventional pathways, they reclaim
their autonomy and simultaneously challenge the fixed and repetitive nature of suburban life.
But their counter-mapping also highlights the difference between mobility as a function and
mobility as an ideological imperative: just as there is a distinction between the suburbs and
suburbia in terms of reality and ideology, so too is there a distinction between roads, tracks,
and boundaries—what I will abbreviate as “transit lines”—as literal technologies, and transit
lines as the means by which one can enact ideologies of entrapment and escape.
Critics have analysed Cheever’s fiction in terms of its portrayal of middle-class
tensions, its exploration of human duality, or its depiction of suburban stereotypes such as
conservatism and lack of privacy, and while I agree that all of these play significant roles in
“The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” I will be emphasising the way transit
lines and mobile bodies underscore issues of duality, exposure, and middle-class banality. I
suggest that reading Neddy and Johnny as mobile bodies (as opposed to merely disillusioned
middle-class suburbanites) not only exposes the largely-ignored power exercised by suburban
transport technologies, but also reinforces and reinvigorates the critical energy of Cheever’s
suburbia. I will demonstrate that Cheever’s mobile bodies transgress social norms within their
respective narratives, and by doing so reveal a number of problematic tensions between fluidity
and fixedness, autonomy and community, freedom and entrapment, and fantasy and reality. To
unpack these dichotomies as well as the interplay between transit lines, the mobile body, and
counter-mapping, I will first focus on the depiction of movement and transport technologies in
“The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” before addressing the more ethereal portrayal of mobility
in “The Swimmer.”
Once I have demonstrated that genuinely autonomous mobility stands opposed to
socially acceptable modes of movement and is, at least to Cheever, ultimately futile, I will in
Chapter 2 locate a similar suggestion of ineffective mobility in Jack Kerouac’s On the Road
and John Updike’s Rabbit, Run. There has been as much critical work done on Kerouac’s vision
of the open road as there has been done on Cheever’s depiction of suburbia, so I will avoid
examining the road as a site of homosocial bonding, self-knowledge, or white male agency.
And since Updike’s man-child character Rabbit Angstrom has been similarly analysed to death,
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I will not be focusing on roads and cars as enabling what Gordon calls the “moving boy” (3).
Rather, following Sanford Pinsker’s suggestion that “if motion defines Rabbit, the reasons
include more […] than the simple (reductive?) fact that he is a white American male” (69), I
read Rabbit as a male body caught in the ideological double-bind I mentioned earlier—a clash
of social roles and expectations that fluctuate between autonomous mobility and conservative
domesticity. This clash, I argue, is metaphorised in Rabbit, Run as a “nice straight road” that
theoretically allows escape from domestic entrapment but is actually used by Rabbit to navigate
a domestic periphery. Rabbit’s hovering between his home, the apartment he shares with his
lover, Ruth, and the hospital wherein he performs the role of dutiful husband, suggests that
while the car and road are popularly imagined as exempt from the spatial politics of the suburbs
and the city, they are in fact just as subject to social norms and expectations as the men who
use them.
Although it boldly depicts a free and morally subjective road-space, On the Road
encounters the same issues as Rabbit, Run: Kerouac’s roads and cars are not as cathartic and
liberating in real life as they are in the imagination, as Sal Paradise comes to realise while
travelling across the United States. For Sal and Dean, exercising autonomous mobility on the
open road is a pseudo-spiritual ideal that promises personal fulfilment, but is ultimately
revealed as dependent on the very economic and social structures it wants to repudiate. Because
of this, Dean must work “like a dog” as a parking attendant (6) in between adventures, and Sal,
when he isn’t working in temporary jobs, must ask his aunt for money in order to cover his
travel expenses.
Many critics have suggested that Kerouac’s road narrative highlights a potential way
towards self-actualisation, and some, like Mills, point to automobility within the road rebel
narrative as a “metaphor to champion the significant social rebellions of the postwar years”
(2). My reading of Kerouac and Updike is not as optimistic. Although I do read the road-paved
landscape in On the Road (and to an extent in Rabbit, Run) as a stand-in for the hard-to-navigate
psychic topography of the post-war white male, none of the self-seeking journeys Rabbit, Sal,
and Dean undertake results in any kind of fulfilment or epiphany. This is due to the fact that
their mobilities are cyclic, caught between the desire to break free of domestication and
consumerism, and the need for the securities and comforts provided by responsible living.
Additionally, while I read automobiles in these novels as tools both at the disposal of and for
augmenting the mobile male body, their power is largely symbolic and, like the body,
constrained by the forces of consumerism and social decorum.
Reading male mobility in On the Road and Rabbit, Run as an ideal that works in the
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mind but is constrained in real life sets up a discussion of post-war narratives in which fantasies
of escape and upward social mobility clash against the tedium of domesticity and the
constraints of transit lines. In Chapter 3 I will examine Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray
Flannel Suit (1955), Richard Yates’s Revolutionary Road (1961), and Hubert Selby’s The
Demon (1976), novels which, although published in different decades, offer male mobilities
that are as nonconformist as the kind portrayed by Kerouac and Updike. Read synoptically,
these novels depict a white-collar masculinity whose conservatism is undercut by a latent desire
to escape social, moral, and physical boundaries. These novels also challenge or deny the
assumed rewards of social mobility—the very type of mobility that “Self-Made Men” (to
borrow Kimmel’s term)6 were expected to perform.
In The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Tom and Betsy Rath consider their house not only
a “trap” but “the end of their personal road” (3), establishing a mobility motif that frames Tom’s
need for constant social and economic progress. I read Tom’s attempts to move into a better
neighbourhood and excel in his career as a veneer, a “gray flannel suit” draped over a violent
and sexually transgressive mobile body. Tom, after all, has killed other men and has had an
affair, and these transgressions take place when Tom is at the height of his mobility—being a
soldier overseas. By highlighting Tom’s psychic and physical navigation of the “unrelated
worlds” (22) of his wartime past and conventional white-collar present, the novel writes large
the clash between wartime and post-war modes of masculinity, mobility, and domesticity.
Mobility, in Tom’s case, is paradoxical and inherently more entrapping than liberating. He
turns to social mobility in order to disguise his transgressive past, but his journey up the
corporate ladder and into a better life requires him to adapt his life to the routine and limited
spatial mobility of the white-collar commuter, which he ultimately finds depersonalising.
The allure of upward social and economic mobility offered by white-collar employment
is also found to be unsatisfying in The Demon. Tom and Betsy’s life goals are subtly guided
by the idea of “personal roads” and other metaphors of mobility, and The Demon’s Harry White
is similarly influenced by metaphorical movement: his boss Mr. Wentworth, for example,
advises him to “get back on the track” (54) if he wishes to excel in the company. Furthermore,
like Tom, Harry’s conservative white-collar movements (riding the subway, walking through
the city on his lunch break) mask a more transgressive and autonomous mobility. Harry strolls
6

According to Kimmel, the Self-Made Man is a popular U.S. masculine archetype that “derives identity entirely
from a man’s activities in the public sphere, measured by accumulated wealth and status, by geographic and social
mobility” (Manhood in America 13).
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around the city looking for various women to sleep with, and often returns to work late. For
Harry, then, getting “on track” and ascending the corporate ladder requires playing the
conventional masculine role of reliable, domesticated husband. His autonomy as a mobile body
is suppressed for the sake of his career—he no longer walks around aimlessly, but instead
devotes his time and effort to improving his position in the company. Harry is rewarded with
a promotion and a more spacious house (and of course better cars), but these material benefits
do not satisfy his hidden need for sexual and spatial freedom. He has caught himself in a trap
in which he has sacrificed autonomy for financial security, and in doing so, has increased his
social mobility at the expense of his physical freedoms.
Revolutionary Road poses a similar problem, but in the case of Frank Wheeler, his “way
out” of being spatially regulated is no more than a fantasy. He and his wife April, tired of the
limitations of suburban life, plan to move to Paris so that April can support the family while
Frank “finds himself” by taking up art and philosophy. But their plans never come to fruition,
because Frank is offered a new and better-paying job at his company while April becomes
pregnant—two United States nuclear family conventions that constrain their imagined chance
of escape, and their mobility along with it. Out of all the characters I discuss in this thesis,
Frank and April perhaps best represent the kind of spatially trapped figure I am imagining: they
are caught between their desire to be completely mobile and the expectations of their peers;
they are regulated by the “simple, clean lines” (29) of their suburban neighbourhood; Frank is
“surrounded by the chatter of beaten, amiable husks of men” (102) during his subway commute
to work; but most importantly, Frank and April are trapped between the fantasy of escape and
the reality of their own lethargy. Psychiatric patient John Givings, a literally trapped man,
recognises the hypocrisy underpinning Frank and April’s contempt for the suburbs. Frank, for
example, complains that both media representations of male domesticity and social ideals of
“security” and “togetherness” (129) have emasculated and constrained men, but he is content
to remain emasculated so long as the financial and social rewards provided by his career are
maintained. His rebellion is expressed in daydreams and protests behind closed doors, and
doesn’t extend past the limits of his neighbourhood: the Wheeler’s road might be “nice” (29),
but it is far from revolutionary.
In the first three chapters I will discuss various types of male mobility, such as countermapping, commuting, open-road escape, domestic circling, and imagined movement. All of
these mobilities are shown to be frustrated and unfulfilling, no matter how passionately,
forcefully, or frequently they are expressed. Moreover, these mobilities often depend on or
exist in relation to the automobile, which introduces another layer of problematic mobility since
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the car-as-symbol promises freedom but delivers regulation and possible destruction. In
Chapter 4, I will address the automobile directly, using the car-as-symbol to bring together the
issues of cyclical entrapment, transgression, bodily regulation and augmentation, and
unsuccessful counter-mapping. In the previous three chapters, I have focused on literary
treatments of male mobility, whereas in this chapter I will discuss filmic representations of
violent automobilised male bodies, using The Hitch-Hiker (1953), Rebel Without a Cause
(1955), and Duel (1971) as examples. These films portray the car as a tool for masculine
violence, whether that involves the car as a physical extension of the male body (as Mark
Osteen observed in his analysis of The Hitch-Hiker) or as both a literal and symbolic vehicle
for violent or aggressive acts coded as masculine.
In either case, the automobile is a safeguard against emasculation. Jim Stark in Rebel
Without a Cause sees his own father as emasculated, making Jim’s youthful rebellion easily
interpreted as a countermeasure against the threat of the domesticated, feminised male body.
Indeed, Jim uses all the tools at his disposal to project his masculinity, including fists, knives,
clothes, and most importantly, cars. The flashiness and power of the car mirrors the bravado
and apparent resilience of the male teen rebel, which makes it all the more subversive when in
one of the film’s high points, as Jim and his rival Buzz face one another in a “Chickie Run,”
the car-as-symbol is rendered both vulnerable and fatal. In Jim Stark’s world, the male body
has limited options: it can be immobilised (in other words, emasculated) by domestication; it
can try to break free of the social expectations and domestic traps laid out for post-war men, in
which case it will invariably return to normalcy; or it can continue its rebellion, hard-headed
and haughty, until it self-destructs.
If the car’s assumed safety and manliness are subverted in Rebel Without a Cause, they
are even more so in The Hitch-Hiker and Duel, both of which portray the car as both a site of
entrapment and a tool for transgressive masculinity. In The Hitch-Hiker, the psychopathic
Emmett Myers augments his masculinity by using a gun and an automobile, both of which are
traditionally coded as masculine due to their potentially lethal speed and power. Furthermore,
the road serves as a platform on which the performative, coded nature of masculine identity is
highlighted and challenged. At one point in the film, Myers disguises himself by switching
clothes with one of the men he has kidnapped—a “putting on” of masculine identity that
foreshadows the revelation at the end of the film that Myers is, in fact, much less powerful than
he appears. The end of Duel is not as passive, as it opts to destroy the violent mobile male body
rather than contain it. But that does not make the unnamed driver of the Peterbilt 281 Tanker
truck, who stalks and terrorises salesman David Mann, any less terrifying. The driver, like
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Myers in The Hitch-Hiker, uses his vehicle as a tool for violence, and Mann’s own car becomes
simultaneously the vehicle for his escape and the site of his entrapment. The theatrical release
poster for Duel summed it up well: “The most bizarre murder weapon ever used!” was printed
at the top in bold white letters, while a caption below read, “The killer’s weapon a 40 ton truck!
The victim’s only defence a startling trap!” In this film, the road is subverted, its connotations
of adventure and safe driving dashed under the wheels of a destructive, rampaging vehicle. But
the road is also a stage on which brains beat brawn; Mann’s quick thinking (and flouting of
road rules) showcases the triumph of the middle-aged salesman over the turbocharged,
hypermasculine driver. Like Buzz in Rebel Without a Cause, the truck driver clings to his
method of violent male mobility, up until the point that his own mobility kills him.
When French sociologist and philosopher Jean Baudrillard took to the roads of the
United States in the eighties, he was, in his own words, searching for “astral7 America, not
social or cultural America, but the America of the empty, absolute freedom of the freeways,
[…] of the desert speed, of motels and mineral surfaces” (5, original emphasis). An
understandable journey to undertake; why wouldn’t the flat plains and stretching highways be
attractive? For decades they had been culturally imagined as a route to adventure, as a concrete
web linking the country together, and as a safe and efficient mode of travel. But while the
country’s landscape may have been expansive, it certainly wasn’t absolutely free, and at least
in the story worlds of the fictions I have presented, roads, cars, and other forms of transport are
not as liberating and satisfying as they first appear. By examining problematic male mobility
in my chosen texts, I will not only bring together previous sociological and literary analyses of
automobile culture, masculinity, and post-World War II expansion in the United States, but I
will also provide new insight into the way certain post-war fictions defy the promise of escape
and personal fulfilment offered by the automobile. My chosen texts reflect, subvert, and
challenge the role of the automobile as both a constructor and embodiment of empowered
postwar masculinity by proposing the male body as a naturally automotive body—that is, both
capable of and entitled to movement—and then trapping that body in a cycle of either endless
or restricted motion that results in return or self-destruction.

7

“Astral America” derives from the French “l’Amérique sidérale” or “sidereal,” referring to the immensity and
expansiveness of the landscape.
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Chapter 1: Cheever’s Body in Transit: The Auto-mobile Body in “The Swimmer” and
“The Housebreaker of Shady Hill”

Little boxes on the hillside
Little boxes made of ticky-tacky
Little boxes on the hillside
Little boxes all the same
There's a green one and a pink one
And a blue one and a yellow one
And they're all made out of ticky-tacky
And they all look just the same
Malvina Reynolds, “Little Boxes” (1962)
When the singer-songwriter Malvina Reynolds sang about San Francisco’s “little boxes
made of ticky-tacky,” was she singing about the suburbs, or about suburbia? Were the United
States’ suburbs actually comprised of shoddily-constructed, identical houses filled with equally
identical and equally shoddy upper-middle-class residents, or were Reynolds’s lyrics merely
painting a caricaturised landscape? Suburbs, strictly speaking, are residential areas within
commuting distance of a major city—they are, as Margaret Woodbury emphasised in 1930,
“suburb[s] and nothing else; nobody lives there for any reason other than its convenience as a
commuting place” (571). Suburbia, on the other hand, is a term loaded with meaning. It can
evoke a quasi-pastoral way of life, or conjure images of manicured lawns and homogenous
“little boxes.” It has served as a repository for fantasies such as the realisation of the American
Dream, the promise of small-town individualism, or the restoration of Jeffersonian ideals
(Donaldson 110). It has also been used as a kind of scapegoat by those seeking to blame
suburbanisation (and those who move to the suburbs) for the United States’ increasing
consumerism and industrialisation—in other words, if the “good old days” were fading quickly,
it wasn’t the post-WWII economic boom or the country-wide fetishising of consumer
appliances that was to blame, but suburbia and its conformist suburbanites. For the purposes
of this chapter, then, the term suburbia will be used to refer to suburban communities as they
exist(ed) in the United States’ cultural imagination, and suburb will be used to describe literal
suburban housing developments.
How did suburban housing developments generate distinct ideologies so quickly? This
is exactly the question cultural sociologist Bennett M. Berger asked in 1972 when he examined
the prevalence of the “suburban myth” in the United States. He proposed that suburbs are
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mythologized partly because they offer an abundance of visible symbols such as “picture
windows, patios and barbecues, power lawn mowers,” and these symbols “evoke an image of
a way of life for the non-suburban public.” In other words, those in urban and rural
communities tended to imagine suburbia as “the locus of gadgetry, shopping centers, and
‘station wagon culture’” (41) because the suburbs were rife with visible technological, social,
and aesthetic accoutrements. Unlike the inner city, which offered no off-street parking, lawns,
or personal gardens, and confined residents to cramped and isolating apartments, suburban
developments were spacious, and their closely-arranged houses encouraged a sense of
community. Wide streets allowed homeowners to show off their automobiles (if they didn’t
already have a garage), and sheltered sidewalks gave children room to play. These
“advantages” were simply a product of planning and landscaping, but for many, they reinforced
the image of suburbia as a middle-class paradise where people could return to the land,
establish neighbourly friendships, have more freedom to move (compared to the city), and live
out their own American Dream.
Berger was not the first to differentiate suburbia from the suburb. In 1958, sociologists
Rolf Meyersohn and Robin Jackson drew attention to sociology’s obsession with suburbia and
its tendency to exaggerate suburban stereotypes, suggesting that the suburbs played “a far
greater role in the sociological imagination than in American society” (271). Not only the
sociological imagination, but the journalistic imagination as well: in the same year as
Meyersohn and Jackson’s critique, James Gallagher wrote in Harper’s Magazine that “amateur
sociologists” were perpetuating erroneous suburban stereotypes such as tightly-packed homes
and conformist families: “The only research used,” he claimed, “must be an aerial photo, taken
in 1951 or so, of the serried rooftops, with peas-in-a-pod houses […] One look, and these
experts leap to their theses: Levittown is bad. Too many houses, all alike; too many families
the same age; a single stratum of income and interests” (80-81). A decade later, sociologist
Marvin Bressler continued the critique of sociology and its negative view of the suburbs when
he suggested that “academic sociology, followed quickly by its vulgate tongue, middle-brow
journalism, had an ingenious view of suburbia which was summed up in such reproachful terms
as ‘homogeneity,’ [and] ‘conformity’” (97). Similarly, ex-journalist Scott Donaldson
questioned whether stereotypic images of suburbia were accurate, or simply “the
impressionistic palette of super-critical commentators” (13), adding that those who derided the
suburbs did so because they had invested their ideological energies in an imaginary
landscape—suburbia—and were left disillusioned by reality (22).
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This is a taste of the evidence suggesting that particularly from the mid-twentieth
century onwards, the U.S. suburban landscape, its people, and its technologies had become
conflated with suburbia, an ideological landscape that somehow simultaneously embodied all
that was and could be considered good in the United States (small-town values, contemporary
houses and appliances, personal autonomy, a sense of community) and all that was considered
detrimental to one’s quality of life (conformity, lack of privacy, overcrowded housing, the
strain of commuting). That the suburbs engendered such conflicting ideologies and emotions
made the suburbs a prime space in which the double bind of masculine mobility could play out,
since in order to accept the increased space and economic security of the suburbs, men had to
put up with spatial restrictions, commuting, scheduled family travel, and stifling social
responsibility. Certain mid-twentieth-century texts were quick to capture this sense of
dissonance, portraying suburbs as catalysts for homogeneity, dissatisfaction, marital conflict,
and materialism. Robert Bly’s poem “Sleet Storm on the Merritt Parkway,” for example,
highlights the affluence of suburbia’s “comfortable homes stretching for miles” (33) by
describing the polished floors, white curtains, guest towels, and other luxuries that are, in the
speaker’s mind, staples of the suburban lifestyle. But by drawing attention to the seemingly
endless expanse of houses, and suggesting that the contents of each house are identical, Bly
paints a picture of a consumerist community that lacks any kind of individuality. Contemporary
critic Jo Gill argues that Bly’s poem uses the speaker’s journey along the Merritt Parkway not
only as a critique of suburban affluence, but also as a “meditation on the larger state of the
nation” (36-7), suggesting that issues such as consumerism, conformity, and conservatism
aren’t unique to suburbia, but have pervaded the entire country. If this is the case, why does
Bly accuse the suburbs so explicitly? Perhaps a better question is whether he is accusing the
suburbs or accusing suburbia, or at the very least, what he is accusing them of.
Although Gill focuses on poetic depictions of suburbia, she acknowledges that fictions
such as Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (1955), John Cheever’s short stories,
and Richard Yates’s Revolutionary Road (1961) added to the already popular depiction of the
suburbs as homogenous and conformist (53). These narratives, among others, offered glimpses
into communities full of neighbourly connections but devoid of privacy, communities whose
residents were unhappy with their jobs and marriages but compensated by having affairs with
each other’s partners, communities in which gossip and small-town mores supposedly kept
order. These fictional suburbs were also conformist, and ostracised those with aberrant
behaviour or morals: in Judith Guest’s Ordinary People (1976), Conrad is treated differently
by his peers and by those in his community because he has attempted suicide, while in
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Cheever’s “The Country Husband” (1954), Francis and Julia Weed are excluded from Mrs.
Wrightson’s anniversary party because Francis had insulted Mrs. Wrightson the day before
(410-11). These stories, in line with the critical focus of The Crack in the Picture Window
(United States writer John Keats’s scathing review of suburbia published in 1956), promote a
Keatsian view of the suburbs insofar as they assume that because “all dwellings are the same
shape, all dwellers are squeezed into the same shape” (Keats 61), and that this homogeneity is
evident in one’s social decorum, values, and socioeconomic status. Like Malvina Reynolds and
her “little boxes,” Cheever, Yates, and other writers have constructed fictional representations
of suburbia, but not the suburbs. Their narratives are ideologically focused—that is to say, they
exploit suburbia’s cultural resonance in order to convey specific emotional and social messages
that would not be as effective if conveyed through urban or rural narratives. Suburbs often
comprise almost identical houses and uniform plots of land, and this uniformity (not to mention
the restricted movement and space it produces) is translated in suburban fictions as
homogeneity.
This focus on suburban objects (as opposed to suburban people or attitudes) prompts
yet another distinction between suburbia-as-ideology and suburbia-as-landscape. If the former
is used to criticise or promote various behavioural stereotypes attached to suburban living, the
latter is used to acknowledge the role the physical layout and construction of the suburbs has
played in United States culture, particularly in the kinds of settings elaborated in its fiction. In
the 90s, geographer J. Nicholas Entrikin laid groundwork for examining place as both an
external, physical reality and an internalised structure of meaning, and borrowing from this
work, critic Robert Beuka argues in SuburbiaNation (2004) that the expansion of suburbia
“entailed the construction of not only a new kind of physical landscape, but new psychic and
emotional landscapes as well” (4). He claims not only that the narratives of many suburban
novels and films are “inextricably bound to the suburban landscape and community” (21), but
also that the suburban landscape “stands as the material counterpart to specific drives and
tendencies in American culture” (2). In this way, Beuka reiterates the distinction between
suburb and suburbia even as he links them together, illustrating that the physical layout of the
suburbs was and continues to be a backdrop against which various social anxieties are
performed and assessed (21).
Beuka’s focus on fictionalised suburban landscapes challenges critics like Philip
Nicholson, who argued that “novelists have set their stories and characters in suburban
communities […] but in most cases the stories could as easily have unfolded in different nonsuburban surroundings” (207). Building on Beuka’s examination of fictional suburban
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landscapes, I suggest that authors such as Yates, Cheever, and Updike locate their characters’
personal struggles within suburbia precisely because the suburban landscape, as opposed to the
urban or rural landscape, was such an effective repository for the United States’ post-war
anxieties, expectations, and technological developments. Moreover, literary depictions of the
suburbs provided a space for reflecting and examining a number of double-binds, some of
which revolved around rapidly-expanding suburban transport technologies. For the purposes
of this chapter, I will examine suburbia’s roads, train tracks, and properties, paying particular
attention to the existence and function of mobile bodies and the ways in which their mobility
transgresses the serene order of the suburban landscape. Although I will make reference to
other John Cheever stories, I will be focusing on “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of
Shady Hill,” two short stories that throw the mobile body into sharp relief. In “The Swimmer,”
Neddy Merrill decides to swim home via what he regards as a fluid “river” constituted by his
neighbours’ swimming pools, and in “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” Johnny Hake walks
the streets late at night and enters his neighbours’ homes in order to steal money. Both men
attempt to defy transit lines by establishing their own “maps,” or ways of moving across the
landscape, but by transgressing boundaries, they are reacting against (and thus never fully
escaping) the matrix of power relations produced and maintained by those boundaries.
At a basic level, vehicles and transit lines are technologies that provide either limited
freedom, allowing a motorist to choose where he or she wants to go (roads), or a fixed, and
therefore restrictive path from one destination to another (trains and buses). In either case,
establishing and maintaining these transit lines is an act of power. For a road or track to exist,
authority must be exercised: zoning approval, planning, funding, and other administrative
processes are an integral part of developing transit lines, and these processes influence the
direction and manner in which travellers move from one place to another, and even influence
where new suburban communities are constructed. In his 1958 examination of suburbia, Robert
C. Wood affirmed that transit lines in the early twentieth century dictated where predominantly
middle-class crowds established themselves. Railways stretched outward from an urban centre
like spokes on a wheel and were the only method of traveling to and from the city, and thus
“the first new settlements […] had to be within walking distance of the trolley line or the
railroad station” (56). A few decades later, automobile usage increased, and so too did the
construction of highways—an escalation David Riesman described as an “arms race” inasmuch
as the expansion of highways invited more cars, and more cars required bigger and better
highways “in an unending spiral” (397). Because these highways and cars allowed for even
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faster movement, they filled in “the open spaces between the spokes” of the railways’ lines and
intensified migration to the suburbs (Wood 56).
Within the suburbs themselves, sidewalks and streets were carefully mapped out. The
dimensions and trajectories of suburban transit lines were obviously a logistical concern, but
they also had a bearing on the cohesion of the community due to their potential to connect
houses and provide access to parks, schools, and train stations. Architects who decided “where
the roads will and will not go” and “which direction the houses will face” were in essence
“deciding the pattern of social life among the people who will live in those houses” (160), and
this suggests that transit lines played an important role in suburbia’s mythologisation as a
connected, homogenous community. Neighbours were a walk or short drive away from each
other, children could attend school a few blocks away from home, and wives could drive their
husbands to the train platform with plenty of time to spare. In linking all of these things
together, transit lines turned the suburban community into something of an urban microcosm
that encouraged (or forced?) residents to be in constant contact with one another. Furthermore,
wide streets and the positioning of houses made the patterns of suburban life distinctly visible,
and this visibility was read as a lack of privacy by those who criticised the suburbs. Dennis H.
Wrong claimed that the suburb “is middle-class America fully exposed to public observation”
(363), and transit lines were complicit in this visibility. As Wood put it, “the placement of
driveways and lawns,” among other things, “may impose a surveillance that makes privacy
clandestine and the way of the introvert hard” (15). Increased visibility may have fostered a
sense of closeness in suburban communities, but in many ways it was no more than an
ideological aspiration. Sociologist and urban critic Herbert J. Gans noted that while the
closeness of suburban houses encouraged a certain level of neighbourliness among residents,
it could not determine the intensity of the relationship (136). This suggests that while suburban
landscapes allowed for greater visibility between residents, this visibility did not directly lead
to collegiality or openness—rather, the idea that suburban communities were “naturally”
collegial and open was just another myth of suburbia.
This didn’t stop people from associating suburbia with conservative ideals and practices
such as being dependable, taking the morning train to work, maintaining social relationships
during the day (wives might visit each other for coffee) and at night (house parties with plenty
of alcohol), displaying fiscal responsibility, and playing a part in one’s community by
organising a school bake sale or attending a council meeting. Not only were these activities
extremely visible, but their visibility was directly influenced by transport technologies: patrol
cars scanned the streets for suspicious or deviant behaviour, men observed other men going to
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work on the train platform, and if they drove to work then their wives were left without a
vehicle and had to establish relationships within walking distance.8 Thus, while transit lines
allowed mobility, they also exercised control over the lives of suburbanites, and this control
was useful for enforcing mid-century social values. Streets and sidewalks were routes to a
destination, but they were also boundaries, demarcations of space and property that dictated
where and how residents could travel within the suburb. And this regulation of mobility applied
not only to cars and trains, but to suburban bodies as well, defining hours of the day in which
it was considered “normal” to be walking outside, and establishing boundaries by which
residents were expected to abide.
I have demonstrated the connection between real-world suburban transit lines and their
role in perpetuating certain ideologies and values because it is precisely this tension between
suburban lines and the mobile body that I will examine in Cheever’s short stories. Many have
analysed Cheever’s fiction in terms of its portrayal of middle-class tensions, its exploration of
human duality, or its depiction of suburban stereotypes such as conservatism and lack of
privacy.9 In “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” transit lines and mobile
bodies are interwoven with issues of duality, exposure, and middle-class banality, and reading
Neddy and Johnny as mobile bodies (as opposed to merely disillusioned middle-class
suburbanites) not only exposes the largely unnoticed power exercised by suburban transport
technologies, but also reinforces and reinvigorates the critical energy of Cheever’s suburbia. I
will demonstrate that Cheever’s mobile bodies transgress social norms within their respective
narratives, and by doing so reveal a number of problematic tensions between fluidity and
fixedness, autonomy and community, freedom and entrapment, and fantasy and reality.

Nothing is really broken: counter-mapping and return in “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill”
Before readers come to know Johnny Hake as a “housebreaker,” they know him as a
seemingly honest and open narrator: he begins his story by revealing his age, height, weight,
and even discloses that he is “naked at the moment and talking into the dark” (306). This
nakedness might be read as nothing more than his candid narration, but the fact that he is
speaking into darkness while in a state of vulnerability sets the stage for the rest of the narrative
and potentially leads the reader to consider if, in a suburb as visible as Shady Hill, the dark is
8

Even in 1980, just 51% of the country’s households owned more than one vehicle. See “Automobile History,”
History.com, August 21, 2018, https://www.history.com/topics/inventions/automobiles
9
See, for example: Harriet Poppy Stilley’s 2016 examination of the maladjusted male in Cheever’s “Bullet
Park”; Joseph Berger’s 2009 New York Times article, “How Cheever Really Saw Suburbia”; or Keith Wilhite’s
2006 discussion of fictional middle class suburban existence in Cheever’s Shady Hill.
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the only place in which Johnny can truly be himself. After all, there is a stark division between
how he sees himself, and how he acts around others. He is forthright when speaking or thinking
privately, but when required to convey the same frankness to those around him, he cannot bring
himself to do so. He weasels out of firing Gil Bucknam, and when he himself is fired within
the following week, he chooses not to break the news to his wife Christina. “Seeing the decent
and healthy delight she took in her own image,” he says, “I could not tell her that we were
broke” (308-9). On one hand, his reticence suggests a kind of middle-class shame, reinforcing
a reading of Cheever’s stories as critiques of post-war class consciousness (Beuka 69), but
here, class issues seem to intersect with problems of suburban visibility. Johnny and Christina
live in a neighbourhood populated by rich suburbanites such as the Warburtons, whose wealth
is constantly paraded—as Johnny explains, “that’s what you talk about with them” (309)—and
so, wanting to sustain the illusion of financial stability, Johnny decides to hide his troubles and
devise a solution in secret. He attends the Warburtons’ party in the same manner as everyone
else: he showers, puts on his best clothes, and pretends that everything is fine, because what
matters is that he is seen to be a success, even if he isn’t.
How does he deal with the stresses of middle-class suburban life? He smokes, of course,
but he also walks. When he is asked to fire Gil, he emphasises that he did not catch a taxi or
take a train but rather “walked from our midtown office to the Bucknams’ apartment, in the
East Seventies” (307), and the next day, when Johnny considers ways of alleviating his
financial troubles, he decides to walk around the neighbourhood in the middle of the night,
sneaking “around the Tremholmes’ garden then, gumshoeing over the grass, and down the lawn
to the Warburtons’ house” (311). His walking allows him time (walking is slower than a train)
and space (cars are confining) to be alone with his own thoughts, but more importantly, his
walking is unconventional—that is, it goes against how others might expect him to move under
those circumstances. As a middle-class office worker at a “parablendeum” manufacturer,10 it
would have been far more appropriate for Johnny to visit Gil via some form of automated
transport since this would save both time and energy. And in his suburban neighbourhood, it
would be considered unusual for someone to walk the streets so late at night. By flouting
convention and using his own body as a means of transport, Johnny is able to navigate physical
and social boundaries. He literally crosses streets and pathways, and if roads and other transit
lines control where and how bodies move, and establish limits to personal mobility, then
10

Although parablendeum appears to be a type of plastic film, it is a word invented by Cheever for the purposes
of this story. One might read this as a reinforcement of Cheever’s suburbia as a believable yet ultimately
fabricated landscape.
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Johnny’s counter-mapping—his active decision to move across established routes in order to
get to a destination—is also a transgression of these limits.
The most overt display of Johnny’s transgressive mobility occurs when he “breaks into”
the Warburtons’ house simply by opening their front door and walking inside. Here, Cheever
subverts the stereotypical image of suburbia as a transparent and intimately-connected
community by having Johnny exploit the Warburtons’ naivety. The Warburtons have left their
door unlocked because they don’t expect crime to occur in their suburb; Shady Hill, with its
morals and social codes and unwritten boundaries, is a far cry from the city slums where, as
Sheila Warburton complains, people like her husband may be “victimized” (309). The
Warburtons would not have anticipated Johnny entering their home and violating their
boundaries any more than they would anticipate Johnny traversing the boundaries of the
neighbourhood in the middle of the night—and he does both. Taking suburban homogeneity
and familiarity to their limits, Johnny navigates the interior of the Warburtons’ house from
memory, claiming that “I knew the plan of the Warburtons’ house as well as I knew the plan
of my own” (311). The irony of this mobility is that it violates, even as it is assisted by, the
social norms and values practiced within Shady Hill. But in establishing himself as a
transgressive mobile body, Johnny initiates a process of self-depersonalisation that turns him
from a “normal” resident of Shady Hill to a kind of immoral machine that moves wherever it
wills, but not without a sense of shame and guilt.
The change begins after Johnny steals Carl Warburton’s wallet and becomes paralysed
with fear on his way out of the house. He describes himself as if he were a literal vehicle,
remarking that “the lubricants seemed to drain out of my heart, and whatever the juices were
that kept my legs upright were going” (312). Johnny “staggers” out of the house and returns
home, where he opens Carl’s wallet and discovers over nine hundred dollars inside. He is then
overcome by guilt and a concomitant desire for childhood innocence: “Where were the trout
streams of my youth, and other innocent pleasures?” he reflects, imagining a simple (and
notably un-suburbanised) life before the sorrows of middle-class woes (312). His nostalgic
desire for rural life is reminiscent of idealists in the United States who, as Scott Donaldson
pointed out, saw suburban landscapes as the perfect platform to revive a Jeffersonian rural
existence in which yeomen lived independently off the land and only gathered together to
discuss community matters (22). But directly following Johnny’s longing for youth and rurality
is a description of Shady Hill itself—Johnny mentions that the suburb “is open to criticism by
city planners, adventurers, and lyric poets, but if you work in the city and have children to raise,
I can’t think of a better place” (Cheever 312). In what reads like the assertions of a Stockholm
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syndrome victim, Johnny praises the suburb that has condemned his mobility and caused him
mental anguish, but his praise is carefully worded. He is, in essence, noting Shady Hill’s
efficacy as a commuting place while acknowledging that the Robert Blys of the U.S. probably
have different, less positive things to say about it.
Johnny adds that the real wealth of his Shady Hill neighbours is leisure, and it is no
accident that their leisure involves mobility—specifically, the freedom to “travel around the
world” (312). Part of the suburban myth involved the idea that suburbs were transient centres,
places where one moved in order to eventually move on to a better job, a nicer house, or a
wealthier neighbourhood (or all three). Suburbanites endured commuting and over-involved
neighbours because they knew they would only be in the suburbs temporarily, and in the
meantime could use their weekends and holidays to escape. A number of suburban fictions,
Cheever’s included, picked up on this ironic mobility: so many post-war middle-class families
flocked to the suburbs and then spent much of their time leaving them, planning beach
vacations, winter trips, or visits to family and friends out of town. Suburban transit lines evoked
a sense of fluidity as they provided quick access to highways and airports, but in reality, travel
was dependent on timing and finances. For many suburban converts, the myth of suburbia
waned when burdens such as mortgages and work schedules precluded leisurely mobility. Even
so, the suburbs continued to act as a kind of staging ground for the illusion of mobility as well
as the linking of mobility and status: in his examination of the family in suburbia, Ernest R.
Mowrer noted that the brand of automobile one drove, like the destination one could afford to
visit when on vacation, operated as a status symbol that stratified families within the suburban
community (Dobriner 159).
For Johnny Hake, mobility is a blessing and a curse. In terms of his social mobility, he
keeps up with the Warburtons and reaps the rewards of his social charade, but in terms of his
personal mobility, he is mired by “the pain and sweetness of life” (306)—that is, the agonising
yet stable simplicity of commuting, working, and providing for his wife and four children, a
cycle that inhibits any kind of fluidity or transience. Johnny transgresses boundaries in order
to reclaim his freedom to move, but in doing so, he renders himself a dehumanised outcast.
Unable to stop thinking about the crime he has committed, he excludes himself from his family
by dressing in silence and leaving for work before they wake up, no longer speaking into the
dark but considering himself a “child of darkness” (313), something less than human. His selfloathing makes him want to jettison the moral strains of saccharine domesticity as quickly as
possible, and an “early train” (313) helps him escape. The train and the mobility it provides
both play an important role in Johnny’s physical and mental journey. At the most basic level,
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the train is an effective transport technology because it allows Johnny almost immediate
physical distance from Shady Hill, but a closer reading reveals that every time Johnny takes
the train, his feelings of guilt and nostalgia are compounded: it is on the train that he continues
his self-depersonalisation, describing himself as a “miserable creature” that has “criminally
entered the house of a friend and broken all the unwritten laws that held the community
together” (313). Then later that day, when he takes the “regular train home,” he looks out the
window “at a peaceable landscape” and decides that ordinary, pastoral figures such as
“fishermen and lone bathers […] and old men playing pinochle in firehouses were the people
who stitched up the big holes in the world that were made by men like me” (318). It is not only
guilt that connects Johnny’s morning and evening commutes, but an interplay of tensions
involving the train itself, suburban ideals, and Johnny’s own transgressive mobility.
In fiction and in real life, trains were a vital means of transport for millions of post-war
suburbanites. But because trains ran on fixed routes, they held an entirely different position in
United States consciousness than did automobiles. Trains weren’t associated with the open
road, freedom, or youth; they were symbols of dependability, fixedness, and repetition, and
although by the 1960s the popularity of the automobile had changed the layout of institutions
such as theatres, banks, and shopping centres (Stonier, in Dobriner 330), trains were still
valued, and the physical lines drawn by their tracks retained plenty of resonance—as the
narrator claims in Cheever’s Bullet Park (1969), despite the explosion of new transport
technologies, “the spirit of our country seems to have remained a country of railroads” (525).
Railroad lines could be used as a metaphor for class—one could be described as being from
“the wrong side of the tracks”—or for a loss of stability and order if something “derails” or
goes “off the tracks.” In Cheever’s narratives, trains can evoke both the grind of commuting
and a sense of existential dread: Bullet Park’s Mr. Wickwire is forced to board “his
Gethsemane—the Monday-morning 10:48” (Cheever 529), while Eliot Nailles sees his train to
work as a “portable abyss” (604). In “The Country Husband” (1954), a young man named
Clayton claims that Shady Hill has no future because it doesn’t allow people the freedom to
dream. “The only idea of the future anyone has,” he says, “is just more and more commuting
trains” (409).
Given the three-way connection between the rigidity of train lines, suburban values,
and repressed mobility, it comes as no surprise that Johnny Hake is conflicted. For him, the
train enacts an unending and unrelenting cycle of departure and return to Shady Hill, and in
this way comes to stand in for the suburban community’s “unwritten laws,” which are just as
fixed and implacable. In Shady Hill, as in any other suburban landscape, a resident’s visibility
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is increased, and he or she must always put on impeccable manners and clothes so as to fit in
with the community’s unspoken codes of conduct. For Johnny, at least, the train acts as a
surrogate for Shady Hill’s visibility insofar as it requires him to maintain his appearance around
other passengers, making him mask his feelings of shame and dirtiness by wearing a suit
designed to “express cleanliness and probity” (313). Ironically, Johnny could not be more
literally mobile than sitting inside a speeding train, but on a psychic level he is immobilised by
both Shady Hill’s social laws, and his violation of them. Interestingly, when he considers the
kind of moral people who might be able to “stitch up” his crimes, he doesn’t think about the
Warburtons or any of the other Shady Hill residents; he thinks about people beyond suburbia,
people who perform decidedly un-suburban activities. That Johnny uses the train to meditate
on life beyond both suburbia and the city speaks of the train’s function as a liminal space in
which, literally and ideologically, Johnny is able to exist (at least for the length of his commute)
between suburbia and the rest of the world.
When he inevitably arrives back in Shady Hill, he is once again confronted with social
exclusion—but this time it is the Toblers doing the ostracising. Johnny’s sons inform him that
they haven’t been invited to play softball at the Toblers’ house, which immediately makes
Johnny wonder if his own crimes have caused this slight: “Why had we been excluded from
these simple pleasures, this lighthearted gathering, the fading laughter and voices and slammed
doors of which seemed to gleam in the darkness as they were withdrawn from my possession?”
(319-20). The darkness of his transgression is now connected to the darkness of social
exclusion. As Johnny contemplates the apparent consequences of his crimes, he realises he can
hear “the noise of ice in glasses, and the voices of the ladies raised in a feeble cheer” (319),
which is excellent hearing given that the Toblers live down the block. Here Cheever seems to
portray a community not only dominated by social decorum, but so stiflingly close (and closeminded?) that even the minutest actions are heard by others. This portrayal points to the way
suburbanites potentially internalise others’ judgments, which are made physical by the
panopticon of the surrounding house windows; even in privacy, Johnny hears the sounds of his
neighbours. In a suburb this confining, physical boundaries are only one of the obstacles to
Johnny’s mobility, and wouldn’t have much of an impact even if they were dissolved. After
all, what would be the point of having unrestricted movement, if those movements would
quickly be observed and punished by others?
Johnny’s exclusion from the Toblers’ party only deepens his self-depersonalisation and
intensifies the fluidity of his imagined mobile body. Realising that he is feeling sorry for
himself, he remarks that he detests “weak-minded sentimentalists [...] [who] drift through life
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without identity, like a human fog, feeling sorry for everyone [...] Detesting this company, then,
it was doubly painful for me to find myself in it” (320). That he counts himself among these
nameless, fog-like individuals foreshadows the moment when he breaks into the Maitlands’
house and feels “insubstantial in the dim light—a ghost” (324). He is no longer a “child of
darkness” but the darkness itself, a fluid force that, by crossing Shady Hill’s physical and moral
boundaries, repudiates the feelings of rootedness that arise from suburban domesticity. A few
days before he breaks into the Maitlands’ home, his children surprise him with an extension
ladder for his birthday and he refuses it, saying, “What would I ever need a ladder for? What
do you think I am—a second story worker?” (321) On the surface, Johnny’s reaction indicates
his anxiety about being found out as a housebreaker, since “second story worker” can refer to
a burglar. At a deeper level, however, the children’s suggestion that their father could use the
ladder for putting up storm windows or cleaning leaves out of the gutters suggests another
reason for Johnny’s discontent: the ladder can only be used for working on the family home,
and thus operates as a symbol of domestic immobility that counters the possibility of
transience. The sight of the ladder reminds Johnny that he is stuck in Shady Hill for the
foreseeable future; he doesn’t have the freedom to sell the house and move on, but is instead
expected to make it a permanent home by fortifying its windows and maintaining its gutters.
Later that night, Johnny defends his reaction by telling Christina that “I haven’t felt like
myself” (322). His guilt about breaking into the Warburtons’ home has made him feel
alienated, but when he says he hasn’t felt like himself, who or what is he is supposed to feel
like? What part of him is missing, or changed? Having convinced himself that he is a
hardworking, suburban family-man,11 Johnny is now beset by a tension between this
conventional role and what he could be—a transgressively mobile figure whose body, by its
very movements, rejects and subverts the boundaries of suburbia. His tension, which is played
out in both civic mapping and counter-mapping, stands in for the double-bind between the
safety of suburban breadwinning and the thrill of autonomous, unrestricted mobility. Johnny
doesn’t feel like himself, not because his identity is lacking, but because he is at an ontological
turning point at which he can either remain a rooted suburbanite, or a transient “ghost.” As if
to illustrate this tension, he storms out of the house and, instead of taking his car to the railway
station, decides to walk there in the middle of the night. He relies on his own body to get him
to the station, and thus counter-maps his way to apparent freedom. Emphasising the conflict
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As readers of the story know, Johnny Hake wasn’t always a suburban family man; he grew up on the East
Side of New York, and served four years in the Navy before settling down (306).
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between his autonomy and suburbia’s control is the fact that his oddly-timed journey clashes
with Shady Hill’s set schedule: the next train won’t arrive until four in the morning (323). He
ultimately chooses domesticity over transience and begins walking home; Christina meets him
halfway, and the two of them return home and go to bed. Like the train, Christina embodies
both movement and entrapment, since she makes the unconventional midnight journey with
Johnny, sharing in his autonomous mobility, but she is also the impetus for his return to
domesticity.
Johnny’s return home precipitates an abrupt yet fleeting return to normative suburban
behaviour in which he enjoys golf on Saturday and takes a swim in the club pool, where he
talks to Tom Maitland. His conversation with Tom is the kind of polite chatter one might expect
between suburban acquaintances, and even includes a moment where Johnny plays the role of
the intrusive, gossiping neighbour: “His wife is the fattest woman in Shady Hill,” he discloses
to the reader, “and nobody much likes his children” (323). This indiscreet observation might
be excusable if it is the price one pays for the security of suburban connectedness and visibility,
but on the contrary, Johnny’s knowledge of the Maitlands is the very reason why he chooses
them as his next victims. Remembering his financial troubles, he sets out at three in the morning
and once again violates communal and physical boundaries by walking through gardens,
crossing the street, going up the Maitlands’ driveway (on the grassy edge so he doesn’t make
noise), and entering their house through the front door. As with the Warburtons, the Maitlands’
door is unlocked; they assume that the “unwritten laws” of the community are too monolithic
to be violated. When Johnny doesn’t find anything worth stealing, he leaves the Maitlands’
house and considers “how different Shady Hill looked at night than in the light of day” (324).
Perhaps it is not the suburb itself that has changed, but rather Johnny’s perspective of Shady
Hill’s lines and limits; the “darkness” of his free mobility has altered what the landscape
signifies in his mind. In the light of day, visibility and boundaries reign, but at night, visibility
dissipates and boundaries can be violated.
Exercising the freedom of night-time mobility, Johnny sets out the following night to
the Pewters’ house, but on his way there he is literally stopped in his tracks by the falling rain:
“I wish I could say that a kindly lion had set me straight,” he admits, “but it was no more than
the rain on my head—the smell of it flying up to my nose—that showed me the extent of my
freedom” (324). After succumbing to a spiral of dehumanisation that had reduced him to a
mobile yet dis-located presence, the physical specificity of smelling the rain restores his feeling
of humanness. But this restored humanity is problematic since it undoes much of the critical
and subversive work accomplished by Johnny’s transgressive mobility. Firstly, it strips him of
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his ethereal flexibility by connecting him with the landscape—he feels “the tie between the wet
grass roots and the hair that grew out of my body” (324). Secondly, and more importantly, it
brings Johnny full circle by placing him back into the banal suburban existence he first
described: the “pain and sweetness” of spending time with the children or “looking into the
front of Christina’s dress” (306) is repeated almost word-for-word as he stands outside the
Pewters’ house and feels that he possesses “the thrill of my mortality that I had known on
summer nights, loving the children, and looking down the front of Christina’s dress” (325). In
this moment, the darkness of autonomous mobility is replaced by the restrictive comforts of
suburban life, a binary that plays out in the dream Johnny experiences that same night. He
dreams that he is seventeen years old and sailing a boat on the Mediterranean, and although he
describes the dream as “pleasant,” its lack of physical boundaries or transit lines signals a deepseated nostalgia for the fluidity and autonomy of youth—or at least a longing for pre-Shady
Hill mobility.
Further reinforcing Johnny’s return to suburban normalcy is his return to work. When
Gil calls him the next day and offers him his old job, Johnny accepts it, adding that he is “glad
to come home to parablendeum” (325, my emphasis). The combination of domestic language
and fictional plastic suggests that what Johnny is really looking forward to is slipping back into
the artificial, commercial, plastic façade of suburban life—despite having to sacrifice his
autonomy and mobility in the process. He willingly returns to a landscape governed by
visibility, social mores, and regulatory transit lines and patterns. As if to emphasise this, Johnny
utlilises his transgressive mobility one last time, but to return the money he stole from the
Warburtons. On his way back home, he is stopped by a patrolman who asks, “What are you
doing out at this time of night, Mr. Hake?” (325). Of course the patrolman knows who Johnny
is—in a place like Shady Hill, everyone knows everyone. Johnny’s motives are questioned
simply because he is walking in his own neighbourhood at an unconventional hour, and he is
forced to act out the charade of an obedient suburbanite by telling the patrolman he is walking
a dog (conveniently, the policeman doesn’t look around for it), reinforcing the idea that at least
in suburbia, one cannot be mobile without an acceptable reason. Johnny’s final comment, that
he walks away “whistling merrily in the dark” (325) expresses his contentment at having made
up for his theft, but also reinforces the notion of return or repetition: just as he began his story
by “talking into the dark” (306), he is now finishing it in darkness. In this way, his entire
suburban existence might as well be fixed on a metaphorical commuter train track—he
distances himself from his house, his friends, and the suburban landscape only to return to it.
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A map to nowhere: the consequences of counter-mapping in “The Swimmer”
Shady Hill is a fictitious suburb, but it is more than just a fabricated landscape. In “The
Housebreaker of Shady Hill” it operates as a satirical platform on which Cheever highlights
the consequences of restricted mobility and the violation of social and physical boundaries.
Johnny’s narrative is permeated with suburban stereotypes such as boozy parties, alcoholic
neighbours, gossip, the strain of commuting, wealthy and out-of-touch elitists, and domestic
tension. Underneath these stereotypes, Cheever establishes a topography of transgressive
mobility that draws readerly attention away from suburbia’s homogenous “little boxes” and
onto the transit lines and limitations that surround them. The same focus can be seen in “The
Swimmer,” one of Cheever’s more popular stories and written eight years after “The
Housebreaker of Shady Hill.” Its protagonist, Neddy Merrill, is an easy-going and slightly
immature suburbanite who, at a pool party hosted by the Westerhazys, decides to “[make] his
way home by an uncommon route” (727). As with Johnny Hake’s late-night counter-mapping
across his neighbours’ lawns and gardens, Neddy’s “uncommon route” defies suburban
boundaries and transit lines in favour of a literally fluid mobility that, while seemingly
liberating, comes at a heavy price.
Once again Cheever injects suburban stereotypes into the story, this time opening with
a hedonistic middle-class tableau: “It was one of those midsummer Sundays,” the narrator
explains, “when everyone sits around saying, ‘I drank too much last night’” (726, original
emphasis). In this particular suburb, even the priest is liable to have drunk too much, suggesting
a story-world that is as farcical as it is problematic in its imitation of the suburban lifestyle.
Almost by way of analogy, Cheever provides an image of a “massive stand of cumulus cloud
so like a city seen from a distance” (726), which hints at the possibility of a fleeting, ethereal,
and potentially threatening landscape. “The Swimmer” takes on an uncanny and purgatorial
tone compared to “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” and scholars such as Nathan Cervo have
pointed out its allusions to suicide and the Pluto-Persephone myth (49-50). Whether Neddy is
alive or dead, the narrative raises questions about ontology and mobility and challenges the
immutability of physical demarcations within the suburban landscape. I regard Neddy’s
journey as the most effective portrayal of counter-mapping in all of Cheever’s fiction, since
unlike Johnny, who feels guilty about transgressing the morals and boundaries of his
neighbourhood, Neddy is proud of his autonomy and traverses the landscape in the same way
a cartographer might navigate uncharted land. However, Neddy’s swim is more successful in
his own mind than it is in the “real world,” and the disparity between what he imagines he will
accomplish, and what he actually accomplishes, undercuts any sense of personal triumph
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derived from his completed journey. (This opposition between fantasy and reality occurs also
occurs in Richard Yates’s Revolutionary Road, as I will discuss in the next chapter.)
When Neddy considers the layout of the neighbourhood pools and realises he can swim
home, the narrator makes it clear that Neddy’s “life was not confining and the delight he took
in this observation could not be explained by its suggestion of escape” (726). This reads as a
moment where the narrator “doth protest too much,” and although Neddy Merrill’s movements
point to a kind of youthful pleasure-seeking that has nothing to do with suburban resentment,
his situation seems too idyllic to be true. Is there really nothing lurking underneath his pleasant
life of drinking gin and tonics at the poolside, or living in Bullet Park (Cheever’s other recurring
fictional suburb) with his wife, Lucinda, and “four beautiful daughters” (726)? Regardless of
whether or not he is trapped or unhappy, Neddy shares Johnny Hake’s transgressive mobility
inasmuch as he crosses over dozens of property lines and physical boundaries, and therefore
violates limits that define where bodies can and cannot go within suburbia. And like Johnny’s,
Neddy’s imagination gets the better of him when he considers his own existence within the
suburban landscape. Johnny considers himself an intangible “child of darkness” whose
crossing of boundaries brings shame and ostracism, while Neddy has “a vague and modest idea
of himself as a legendary figure” who, by mapping out the “Lucinda River” (727), will
contribute to modern geography as well as to the unification of the suburban community.
Neddy’s idea, however, is a dream of free mobility as unsubstantiated and idealistic as
suburbia itself. Neddy sees the swimming pools, which are separated by real physical
boundaries such as roads, hedges, and fences, as an interconnected “quasi-subterranean stream”
(727). Within this vision of perfect fluidity, he is “a pilgrim, an explorer, a man with a destiny”
(727) who uses imaginary maps and charts to plot his course across the county. That his
mobility is energised by imagination undercuts its potential for subversion, since it raises the
question whether the pleasure of autonomous mobility is something that works better in the
mind than in reality. Perhaps it isn’t the Lucinda River that is continuous or fluid, but the
connections in Neddy’s mind—connections between himself and the landscape, between
himself and his family and friends, and between his physical body and the youthfulness he
longs to preserve. Neddy’s connection to the suburban community is apparent when he outlines
his swimming route by naming from memory all the residents he will meet along the way:
First there were the Grahams, the Hammers, the Lears, the Howlands, and the
Crosscups. He would cross Ditmar Street to the Bunkers and come, after a short
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portage,12 to the Levys, the Welchers, and the public pool in Lancaster. Then
there were the Hallorans, the Sachses, the Biswangers, Shirley Adams, the
Gilmartins, and the Clydes (727).
In Neddy’s mind, the landscape is demarcated not just physically but socially, and he will have
to cross paths with his neighbours if he is to cross the boundaries of suburbia. He imagines the
“friends” he expects to meet as supporters who “line the banks of the Lucinda River” (727)—
an enthusiastic outlook compared to Johnny Hake’s guilt and paranoia. To Neddy, the entire
community is at the service of his aquatic journey, and will regard him not as an intruder or
transgressor, but as an intrepid explorer.
This sentiment is reflected in Neddy’s first encounter after he leaves the Westerhazys’
property. He passes through a hedge and approaches the Grahams’ pool, where Mrs. Graham
offers him a drink (like any polite suburbanite would). When she does this, Neddy realises
“that the hospitable customs and traditions of the natives would have to be handled with
diplomacy if he was ever going to reach his destination” (728). His reframing of the encounter
as an explorer-meets-native trope is humorous, but hints at a developing problem similar to the
one produced by Johnny Hake’s crossing of boundaries: social alienation. In viewing Mrs.
Graham as a “native” to suburbia, Neddy implicitly sees himself as an outsider. Moreover,
Neddy is a transient entity that, like Johnny Hake, is able to traverse boundaries and control
the direction of his mobility. Neddy doesn’t have “time to linger” at the Grahams, and when
he moves on to visit the Hammers and the Lears, “Mrs. Hammer, looking up from her roses,
saw him swim by although she wasn’t quite sure who it was,” while “The Lears heard him
splashing past the open windows of their living room” (728). In both cases, Neddy is seen but
not recognised, adding to a sense of his movements as transitory and dissociating. Particularly
at the start of his journey, he moves through the neighbourhood like a transient ghost, and when
he reaches the Bunkers, where a party is taking place, he regards the scene with “a passing
affection […] as if it was something he might touch” (728). Although Enid Bunker notices him,
forcing him to engage in pleasantries, he is “anxious not to get stuck in any conversation that
would delay his voyage” and uses the pool as an escape when “he [seems] about to be
surrounded” (729). Just as Johnny used his transgressive mobility to distance himself from
friends and family, so too does Neddy exercise his freedom as a counter-mapper to get away
from the party which is “confined to the pool” (729).
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The word portage, meaning to carry a boat or cargo between navigable waters, further reinforces Neddy’s
idea of himself as an intrepid explorer.
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For both men, transgressing physical boundaries creates isolation. Neddy defies the
“PRIVATE PROPERTY” sign at the front of the Levys’ house and enters their back yard only
to find their pool area abandoned: “there were no signs of life; not even a dog barked” (729).
Neddy fixes himself a drink, “pleased at that moment to be alone” (729), and continues on his
way. It is at this point that the strand of cumulus cloud once again enters the narrative, only
this time it has darkened into storm clouds. Its ominous presence, along with the whistle of a
train, compels Neddy to hasten his journey home. Both the clouds and the train are significant
images here, as the former operates as a metaphor for Neddy’s own transience while the latter
represents the fixedness and punctuality Neddy has been circumventing so far. When Neddy
hears the train, he wonders how long he has been journeying along the Lucinda River, and this
breach in his consciousness marks the beginning of the end of his fantasies. After taking shelter
from the storm in the Levys’ gazebo, he moves across the Lindleys’ riding ring and into the
Welchers’ back yard where he finds, to his dismay, an empty pool that “[disappoints] him
absurdly” and makes him feel “like some explorer who seeks a torrential headwater and finds
a dead stream” (730). This disruption of Neddy’s fluidity causes him to think about just how
much time has passed, and here he gauges time by his social engagements, considering when
“he and Lucinda last regretted an invitation” from the Welchers (730). In the same way the
train conveys the patterns, commitments, and limitations of suburbia, Neddy’s dinner parties
and other social obligations are mandatory accoutrements of the suburban lifestyle, and play a
significant role in the way his physical body moves through time and space.
As he tries to determine why he has no memory of the Welchers’ departure, he wonders
whether his memory is failing or if he has simply “disciplined it in the repression of unpleasant
facts” (730-31). The suggestion that Neddy could be repressing “unpleasant facts” is perhaps
the most vital piece of narration in this story when considering the motivations for Neddy’s
journey. If Neddy is skilled at repressing those parts of his life he finds unpleasant, then one
must read between the lines of what he denies—and the only thing he explicitly denies is the
possibility that his life is confining, and that the pools represent a chance to escape. The
vehemence with which this denial is made raises questions about what Neddy might be actively
repressing throughout his journey, and I suggest that the suburban tensions potentially causing
Neddy distress (such as mortgaging a house or maintaining relationships with neighbours) are
buried under a contrived juvenility that uses fluid mobility to imitate the youthfulness Neddy
once enjoyed. Returning to the beginning of the story while reading Neddy as a repressed
character who longs for the days of his youth, the narrator’s description of Neddy as a man
who “seemed to have the especial slenderness of youth” and “might have been compared to a
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summer’s day, particularly the last hours of one” (726) takes on a different tone. Neddy’s
physical body might give the appearance of youth, just as Cash Bentley’s spry furniturevaulting belies his middle age in Cheever’s “O Youth and Beauty” (254), but ultimately
Neddy’s youthfulness is merely a distraction from the frightening thought that suburbia is
slowly taking the quality years of his adult life. He is in the “last hours” of his life’s summer,
and must at some point accept the autumn of middle-age and the winter of senescence. He must
seemingly also accept the social, physical, and economic limitations that come with middleaged life—in this case, suburbia and its boundaries.
This connection to weather is no accident, as the clouds symbolism indicates. Neddy’s
comparison to “youth, sport, and clement weather” (726) links the passing of youth to the
transience and unpredictability of atmospheric change, while also providing a metaphor for his
mobility. Just as darkness and insubstantiality are metaphors for Johnny Hake’s movements,
the changing clouds and seasons mirror Neddy’s mobility and indicate just how changeable
and problematic it can be. The cumulus clouds, which appear “like a city seen from a distance”
(726) only to transform into storm clouds, reflect Neddy’s own journey, which “from a
distance” (in other words, in his imagination) seems a grand and fulfilling idea, but up close
turns dark and unforgiving. When Neddy gets to Route 424—the highway he must cross if he
wants to get home—the narrator notes that Neddy appears dejected and displaced, standing on
the edge of the road in just a swimsuit:
You might have wondered if he was the victim of foul play, had his car broken
down, or was he merely a fool. Standing barefoot in the deposits of the
highway—beer cans, rags, and blowout patches—exposed to all kinds of
ridicule, he seemed pitiful. He had known when he started that this was a part of
his journey—it had been on his maps—but confronted with the lines of traffic,
worming through the summery light, he found himself unprepared (731).
Neddy’s rose-tinted vision of a “Lucinda River” flowing through the suburb and allowing him
uninhibited mobility has been undone by reality—specifically, by the transit lines that delineate
and restrict what he thought was a traversable landscape. For Neddy, perhaps there is no sharper
contrast than between the fluid, clean pool water he uses as a kind of “road” through the suburb,
and the filthy, dangerous, literal road he finds nearly impossible to cross.
His experience on the highway is, in many ways, similar to Johnny’s train rides. Firstly,
Johnny’s train rides are moments of introspection and sentimentality, while Neddy’s crossing
of Route 424 similarly prompts him to consider why his journey means so much to him: “He
had signed nothing, vowed nothing […] Why was he determined to complete his journey even
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if it meant putting his life in danger? At what point had this prank […] become serious?” (731)
Although Neddy began his journey as a joke, he is now dedicated to its completion because it
signifies something he can’t quite grasp (and can never grasp, because he is a master of
repression). A possible answer is that his journey must be completed because it is a physical
validation of his youthful autonomy. The freedoms he knew as an athletic young man have
been slowed and confined by the responsibilities of middle-age suburban life, and only by
crossing the limits that restrain him can he reclaim a sense of youthful independence. Just as
Johnny’s nostalgia points to activities and landscapes beyond suburbia, so too does Neddy’s
Lucinda River connect to his own (repressed) longing for simpler, more mobile times. Both
men conflate suburbs with a lack of movement, and try to reconnect with nostalgic conventions
such as youth (Neddy) and rurality (Johnny) in order to counter their feelings of entrapment.
In “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” the inflexibility and permanence of train tracks
symbolises rigid social codes and conventions, whereas in “The Swimmer,” Route 424 evokes
anxieties that can arise from suburban technologisation. Neddy already fears his own
diminishing youth, and so is humiliated and demoralized by having to stand “close to naked”
(731) at a road that is itself the very symbol of rapid change. Neddy’s barely-clothed body is
starkly contrasted against the vehicles that speed past him, heightening the divide between the
fluid, organic, and individualistic travel he desires to have, and the mass-produced, automotive
travel on the highway. Furthermore, acknowledging the artificiality of the road prompts Neddy
to consider the artificiality of his own journey. No longer can he indulge the delusion that the
Lucinda River is a “quasi-subterranean stream” (727); he must at some point accept the fact
that in terms of travel, the use of swimming pools is no more natural than the use of a tar-sealed
road. This realisation challenges him to accept not only the prioritisation of transport
technologies over natural transit lines, but also his increasing age and lost youth. Furthermore,
he must jettison his nostalgic, fantastical ideals, and deal with the alienation his transgressive
movements have engendered. For crossing boundaries and moving where he is not permitted,
he is publicly mocked, and this mockery reminds him that he is outsider—neither a motorist
nor a passenger, but rather a trespasser on government property. This sense of separation is
reinforced when he finally crosses the road and swims the length of the public pool, and is
expelled from the pool for not having an identification disk. He tries to justify his actions by
reminding himself that he is “an explorer, a pilgrim” (732), but this only increases the divide
between him and his suburban peers.
This distancing, it seems, is irrevocable: Neddy cannot return to the Westerhazys’ party,
since he has “covered a distance that made his return impossible” (731). Unlike Johnny’s
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ability to leave and return to suburbia (as well as transgress and then adhere to suburbia’s
implicit boundaries), Neddy’s journey is monodirectional, and its effects are permanent.
Although the ability to leave and not come back can be read as a kind of freedom (as opposed
to the controlled route of Johnny’s commuting train), for Neddy it is a trap that freezes him in
an uncanny timelessness and strips him of everything that defines his suburban, middle-class
identity. When he crosses the road and enters the Halloran estate, he enjoys a brief moment of
naturalness in which he swims the length of the Hallorans’ pool naked (as the Hallorans
themselves often do), thereby fulfilling his earlier desire to “swim without trunks” (727). But
this contrived purity is quickly undone when Mrs. Halloran tells Neddy she is sorry to hear
about his “misfortunes” such as selling his house and losing his children (733). Then, when
Neddy visits the Biswangers—whom Neddy and Lucinda have previously snubbed because
they are “unwilling to comprehend the rigid and undemocratic realities of their society”
(735)—he is denounced as a gatecrasher, and Grace Biswanger turns her back on him. This
social exclusion is only compounded by the rejection he endures from a bartender, since
Neddy’s “was a world in which the caterer’s men kept the social score, and to be rebuffed by
a part-time barkeep meant that he had suffered some loss of social esteem” (735). He is also
rebuked and rejected by his former mistress, Shirley Adams, and after he swims the length of
her pool, he begins to cry. At the same time, he notices that it is no longer summer: the air is
filled with an “autumnal fragrance” and the “constellations of midsummer” have disappeared
(736).
Near the end of his journey, Neddy is feeble, “miserable, cold, tired, and bewildered”
(736), oblivious of the time, and unaware of why his neighbours are snubbing him and making
comments about his supposed financial and domestic troubles. Ironically, the journey has
allowed him a partial return to his childhood: when he swims in the Gilmartins’ pool, he swims
“a hobbled sidestroke that he might have learned as a youth” (737). By the time he finishes his
journey, he is so exhausted that he cannot revel in any kind of satisfaction. All he wants to do
is return home (just like Johnny Hake is happy to “come home” to parablendeum) and get a
drink and some dry clothes. But when he reaches his house, he discovers that it is locked and
empty—his family has moved on without him, and he doesn’t know how, why, or when they
left. Reading like an episode of The Twilight Zone, Neddy’s journey has allowed him to cross
not only physical lines, but temporal and seasonal lines as well, somehow removing him from
the flow of suburban life altogether. I use the word “flow” deliberately here, as I suggest that
the real fluidity in “The Swimmer” is, ironically, the incessant repetition of suburban living,
which is opposed to the fragmented “river” that Neddy tries to navigate. His obsession with
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fluidity and freedom produces an idealistic, counter-mapped transit line that works only in his
mind. Neddy imagines the Lucinda River as a kind of fluid “road” that will disrupt and
counteract the rigid mores of his suburban community, but what actually occurs is a fracturing
of Neddy’s identity, since this identity is composed of suburban conventions. Once he travels
beyond the physical and social limits of suburbia, his depersonalisation is threefold: he no
longer has meaningful connections with his friends (which results in diminished social status);
he loses his wife and daughters (and so his fatherhood is compromised); and he is expelled
from his own home (and therefore is technically no longer a suburbanite). If Neddy cannot be
immediately defined as a young man, a father, a husband, or a suburbanite, then what is he?
This is arguably the story’s most pressing question, and if one puts aside the notion that Neddy
is actually dead, then any number of answers are possible. Robert Beuka, for example, reads
Neddy as a “symbol of the tenuousness and treacherousness of upper-middle-class, suburban
affluence” (100), a figure who, by his travels, highlights the financial dark side of the suburbs.
After all, it is Neddy who discovers the Welchers’ empty pool and the “For Sale” sign at the
front of their house, suggesting that they could no longer afford to live in the neighbourhood,
and it is Neddy who finds himself penniless and without a home by the end of the story.
Neddy’s journey, Beuka argues, is something of a warning to those who might view suburbia
as a leisurely landscape or a secure financial investment.
I suggest that Neddy’s alienation, anxiety, and temporal detachment are due to a failed
mobilisation of the body—Neddy attempts to circumvent physical decline by using his own
body as a form of transportation, but in doing so he loses all of the suburban structures and
social codes that define his identity. Although Beuka posits that Neddy’s use of his neighbours’
pools highlights “the communal connections” (97) of his suburb and thus reinforces the idea
of suburbia as familiar and interconnected, I have demonstrated that Neddy’s swimming only
separates him from his peers. Of course, it would be fair to say that it is not the act of swimming
that creates distance between Neddy and his community—indeed, many of his friends are
receptive to his backyard intrusions—but at the same time, Neddy’s swimming is associated
with estranging qualities and behaviours. Firstly, his goal to “[swim] across the county” (733;
736) is mocked by Shirley Adams, and questioned by Mrs. Halloran, because it is seen as
childish and pointless. The immaturity that emanates from Neddy’s swimming is viewed by
many in the community as the cause of his financial ruin—for example, Shirley Adams asks
him if he will “ever grow up” and then follows this with, “If you’ve come here for money […]
I won’t give you another cent” (736). Thus, while there are parts of Neddy’s swim that hint at
a kind of connectedness, the consequences of his mobility—financial collapse and ostracism—
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suggest a more rigid community in which “social score” is paramount, and deviations from the
norm lead to ruination.

Limits, transgression, and a synoptic view of Cheever’s auto-mobile males
What “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” and “The Swimmer” share are the use of
transit lines to mirror social and moral codes, the deployment of transgressive mobility, and
the subsequent rewarding of return (Johnny) and punishing of mono-directionality (Neddy).
These stories also emphasise the role of the mind in counter-mapping: in Johnny’s case, his
thoughts quickly turn paranoid and lead him to surrender his autonomy, while in Neddy’s case,
his naïve mind paints an idealistic picture of the “Lucinda River” that distracts him from the
reality of his social and financial degradation. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, these
stories are driven by a common narrative energy—that is, much of their drama is sustained by
a tension between rigid, permanent, and controlling boundaries, and fluid, transgressive, and
mobile bodies. But what do I mean when I say boundary, mobile body, or transgressive?
When I refer to limits and boundaries, I am making several distinctions. Primarily I am
distinguishing physical boundaries such as fences, hedges, train tracks, and roads from social
and moral boundaries such as respecting another person’s home, displaying decorum in the
presence of others, or regulating when and where one is mobile within a particular space. I
argue that while these boundaries are observably different in terms of their tangibility and
efficacy (a fence is a much clearer and more forceful boundary than the rules of a dinner party),
in the suburbs, they become markedly interconnected. As I mentioned earlier, the increased
visibility of the suburbs offered some advantages for those who wanted to signal their social
status, but presented problems for others who moved to the suburbs for privacy or seclusion.
In the suburbs, the mobile body was a visible body. Whether walking along the street, driving
to the train station, or taking the children to school, residents could not move within the
suburban community without their movements being observed by others. With this observation
came social judgment: what type of car one drove, at what time of day one walked the streets,
and the neighbours one visited all had an effect on how one was assimilated into and treated
within the larger community. Thus, interacting with the physical boundaries of the suburbs had
real social effects.
Much of the interaction involved learning certain schedules or patterns—the suburban
husband might take the 8:15 train to work each morning, leaving the car behind so that the wife
could drive the children to school by 8:30. Transit lines, one of the suburb’s most visible and
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monolithic boundaries, were inseparable from human bodies and human minds since a road
without motorists, or a train without passengers, would cease to be effective. In the suburbs,
roads and tracks were synonymous with travel, but at a deeper level they also simultaneously
evoked freedom and entrapment: the train, for example, could be an escape for someone
wanting to get out of the suburbs, or it could be the means by which that same person endured
the monotony of commuting. In this way, transport technologies were (and are) also
technologies of regulation and control, and therefore contributed, in a Foucauldian sense, to
the political technology of the body: their existence was due to the knowledge that bodies
needed to be mobile in order to thrive, and by exploiting this knowledge, trains, cars, roads,
and rails were able to regulate not just the body itself (by making motorists sit in a specific
position, or controlling how many passengers enter a train carriage, for example) but also the
speed, direction, and duration of the body’s movement through space. A passenger could not
enter a train and dictate where or how fast the train went, and this is what I mean by civic
mapping, as opposed to the auto-mobile counter-mapping performed by Johnny and Neddy.
Foucault’s ideas about transgression and limits are useful here. While I find interesting
Foucault’s connecting of transgression and human sexuality, and the specifically anti-humanist
focus he brings to his exploration of transgression, for the purposes of this chapter I will focus
on his suggestion that the relationship between the limit and transgression is inherently
paradoxical. As he states in “A Preface to Transgression” (1963), limits lose their meaning if
they cannot be transgressed, and transgression cannot occur if there is no limit, and this
interdependence “takes the form of a spiral” (74) in which “transgression incessantly crosses
and recrosses a line that closes up behind it in a wave of extremely short duration” (73). In
other words, as soon as a limit or boundary is established, it is (and should be) constantly
threatened by the possibility of violation, and once it is violated, the limit is merely shifted, not
abolished. Looking at the suburbs, then, one might suppose that the limits imposed by roads,
tracks, and borders between houses invite violation as much as they inhibit it. Furthermore,
transgressing any of these limits does not guarantee freedom from suburban power relations,
since the cyclic pattern of violation and limitation is itself a form of entrapment. This is why
Johnny Hake is unable to break free of his suburban malaise by crossing the boundaries of his
neighbourhood, and why Neddy finds himself trapped at the end of his transgressive crosscounty journey. Both men take mobility into their own hands by defying conventional transit
lines, but their transgressions fail because they bend, but do not break, the limits surrounding
them.
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When I say mobility, I am obviously referring to a freedom of movement, but there are
two aspects to this freedom: on one hand, mobility can be afforded passively simply by
removing any constraints that would otherwise hinder a person’s movements, or mobility can
be actively created when individuals make a conscious choice to move regardless of physical
or social boundaries. There is also a third form of mobility which, in “The Housebreaker of
Shady Hill” and “The Swimmer,” originates in the mind—it is, in its nascent stage, a freedom
to imagine, to think fluidly and autonomously, without the restrictions of social expectations
or mores. This freedom of thought can be seen in the distinction between Johnny’s external
silence and his internal openness, or between Neddy’s fantastical imagined “river” and the
actual, disappointing path he takes. In either case, the freedom to imagine or to separate
responsibility from desire eventually translates to physical movement through suburban space,
and it is through this mobility that ideals are projected onto reality. For Johnny, the ideal of
“[striking] out on [his] own” (308) by stealing from his neighbours is only made possible by
physically breaking into their homes, and for Neddy, the ideal of the Lucinda River leads to
physical movement across the county.
For these men, transgressive mobility is not simply the freedom to move across
physical boundaries, but the freedom to move around mental and social pressures. Neddy
literally crosses boundaries along his way home, but his journey is, in essence, an attempted
circumvention of old age by emulating the freedom and spontaneity of youth. Similarly, Johnny
transgresses the moral and physical limits of Shady Hill in order to sidestep his financial
problems. The fact that Johnny and Neddy don’t just use their mobility to cross borders linearly
but rather indulge in a kind of omnidirectionality is a testament to their repudiation of suburban
transit conventions, since the suburban landscape is largely characterised by fixed lines that
force a grid-like pattern of movement. Neddy and Johnny increase their subversion by
deliberately using their bodies rather than vehicles: Johnny leaves his car in the garage when
he walks a mile to the train station, and Neddy swims through backyard pools despite knowing
that the eight-mile trip would be much easier by car. When I say that Johnny and Neddy
mobilise their bodies, this is slightly different than saying that they are mobile, since it suggests
a kind of activation as well as a deliberate choice of body over machine. Put another way, any
person can be mobile and yet keep to established limits or transit lines, but a mobilised body
tests and violates the limits around it.
If Neddy rowed a boat across his neighbours’ swimming pools, or Johnny drove to
another suburb where he could steal without being recognised, the transgressive energy of these
acts would be, in part, enmeshed with the vehicles themselves. Furthermore, Neddy and
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Johnny’s reliance on transport technologies would defeat the purpose of crossing boundaries,
since they would still be subject to bodily regulation. However, by using their bodies, these
men challenge the limits of suburbia as well as the limits within themselves since, in the
postmodern secular world, the body itself is a limit (Foucault 70). In this way, the social
boundaries and taboos of the suburbs aren’t reflected just in the rigidity of transit lines, but also
in the bodies of suburbanites, whose movements reveal a kind of choreography of subjection.
This could explain why Neddy and Johnny, opposed to the limitations of the physical human
frame, opt for ethereal metaphors such as clouds and darkness when imagining their own
bodies. Aware that he is not as young as he used to be, and feeling like his middle-aged body
is as constrained as it is comfortable, Neddy turns to transgressive mobility to delay the
limitations of old age, and in a similar way, Johnny is convinced that he is “dying of bronchial
cancer and leaving [his] widow and orphans penniless” (323) and so mobilises himself out of
defiance and desperation. These men refuse to let the limitations of their own bodies get in the
way of their transgressive potential, and unlike their suburban peers who are content with
following set patterns of living, socialising, and moving, they renounce convention and turn
their bodies into something more than suburban instruments.
Now that I have explained what I mean by boundaries and transgressive mobilised
bodies, I want to bring the discussion back to the very first distinction made in this chapter,
that is, between the suburbs and suburbia. I have been primarily referring to mobility and transit
lines in the suburbs, as opposed to in suburbia, and this is because boundaries and other
demarcations of space, such as train tracks, roads, and so on, operate within the suburban
landscape in a very real way. To say that a suburban sidewalk allows walking but precludes
driving is not an ideological statement, but simply a fact of its design. Therefore, claiming that
transit lines and limits operate in suburbia would be problematic since, as I have explained,
suburbia is an ideology rather than a physical place. However, reading an interplay of limits
and transgressive mobility in “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” and “The Swimmer” allows
for a more nuanced understanding of suburbia, especially since fiction itself can be seen as
operating in the realm of ideology, and Cheever’s suburbs are fictional representations of
suburbia. This nuanced understanding can be broken down into three parts.
The first is that these stories challenge the assumption that the problems faced by
suburban protagonists are almost always due to homogeneity or domesticity. As I have shown,
the term suburbia was used negatively in reference to “little boxes” that trapped residents in
homogenous, cramped, and unfulfilling lives. Regardless of what the suburbs themselves
looked like, suburbia was painted by some as a “social climate composed of conformity and
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continual neighbouring” (Donaldson 10) that restricted liberties such as privacy and movement.
However, upon reading the problems transit lines produce in these two short stories, it seems
somewhat too general to claim that entrapment and dissatisfaction are due solely to suburban
houses and their residents. I am not claiming that the strains of domesticity and community
living have no effect, or that literary treatments of suburbia have been critiquing mobility and
transit lines this entire time, and no one has ever noticed. Rather, I suggest that the mobilities
in these stories fuse the issues of suburban domesticity with the issues of suburban transit lines
and boundaries, and thereby offer a new way of looking at suburbia as both spatially and socioculturally problematic.
Secondly, by contrasting the imagined success of the mobile body against actual failure,
these stories highlight the unsuccessful idealisation of suburbia as a site of personal freedom.
As increasing technologisation and automation meant a greater range, variety, and speed of
movement, suburbia emerged in United States consciousness as a locus for mobility. As an
ideal, it promised transience, upward social mobility, and dominion over one’s own space, but
in reality, it failed to deliver. The suburbs might have been cleaner and more spacious, but their
spaces were still controlled, and their residents were no freer or more autonomous than those
who lived in the city. Although a suburbanite could feel like an individual inasmuch as he or
she could own a piece of land, customise the house and garden, showcase the car in the
driveway, or be seen by others on the street, these advantages hardly lived up to the myth that
was suburbia—the place where the American Dream would find its revival, the place where
citizens were free from excessive bureaucracy, confining apartments, and other limitations.
Citing works such as Downing’s Cottage Residences (1842) and Howells’s Suburban Sketches
(1871), Professor Jo Gill notes that early accounts of the suburbs imagined suburbia “as a new
frontier—an Eden-like space ripe for development, a testing ground for pioneering traits of
independence and self-reliance, and a locus for the consolidation of a highly gendered model
of space and time” (22). By the 1970s, suburbia’s image as a land of opportunity and personal
mobility had only strengthened, as Margaret Mead suggested: to those living in the United
States, a sense of freedom was produced by an abundance of consumer choice and an
understanding that “one can move away if one wants to—take another job, go to another town”
(19), and the suburbs were an excellent symbol of this mobility since they were so closely
associated with the country’s fast-growing automobile culture. However, just as Neddy and
Johnny place their hopes in mobility only to be disappointed, so too did many suburbanites
discover that real suburbs were a far cry from suburbia and its promises of freedom and
autonomy.
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Thirdly, the clash between bodily mobility and transportation technologies in these
stories provides an excellent platform on which to consider the ways travel itself shifted from
an act of exploration and autonomy to an act of submission to predetermined routes, borders,
and bodily positions. Once regarded as a God-given right that allowed individuals to move
across borders and dominate the landscape (summarised in ideologies such as “Manifest
Destiny”), mobility had become something that, ironically, dominated the ones who exercised
it. It offered an illusion of free movement, but in reality, it was no more than a means by which
the government could exercise power over bodies. In other words, mobility had become
contained, had begun to exercise its own ouroboros of limit and transgression. As these two
stories (and many of Cheever’s and other authors’ suburban narratives) illustrate, trains and
cars are liberating, but only up to a certain point—because they follow calculated and
unyielding transit lines, they control where bodies move in space, and thus preclude any kind
of explorative flexibility. Just as the quasi-pastoral image of suburbia was obliterated by the
harsh reality of consumerism and technologisation within the suburbs, travel itself went from
signifying pioneering and freedom of choice to signifying consumerism, repetition, and
confinement. It comes as no surprise, then, that travel and suburban life are formidable
dichotomies in mid-century U.S. fiction, Cheever’s especially. In “The Sorrows of Gin”
(1953), for example, when Mr. Lawton’s daughter Amy tries to leave home by traveling oneway to New York, Mr. Lawton doesn’t understand why she would want to run away because
travel, to him, is not a spontaneous act or an escape from the pressures of ordinary life, but
rather a “world of overheated plane cabins and repetitious magazines, where even the coffee,
even the champagne [tastes] of plastics.” Thinking this, he wonders how he can get Amy to see
that “home sweet home [is] the best place of all” (253). It is not difficult to hear sarcasm in Mr.
Lawton’s words. Amy clings to the notion that mobility is empowering and liberating, whereas
her father has succumbed to a kind of sentimentalising of suburbia that, in turn, projects the
suburbs’ “plastic” nature onto travel. He is not entirely at fault. As suburbs expanded and more
cars flooded brand-new highways, travel became less about the freedom of the individual and
more about control and mass-produced efficiency. The biggest problem with his mindset,
however, is that the suburbs were hardly “home sweet home,” but sites of limited mobility and
false ideologies which turned spontaneous omni-directionality into bi-directional commuting,
neighbourhood driving, and weekend travel.
“The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” and “The Swimmer” are two short stories in a wider
body of post-WWII suburban fiction, and I don’t presume to suggest that their depiction of
suburban mobility and transit lines is entirely indicative. However, these two stories encourage
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a second look at the way bodies and transportation interact in suburban fiction, since much of
their narrative energy is invested in the transgressively mobile body and its struggles against
the physical and social boundaries of the suburbs. At the very least, these stories open an
avenue for further examination of the body and transport technologies in other fictions. Authors
such as Carver, Cheever, Yates, and Updike explore marital issues, the stagnancy of middleclass domesticity, social conservatism, and the pressures of employment in their literary
depictions of suburbia. These problems are certainly present, but perhaps they are not solely
responsible for the disenchantment and tension felt in stories such as Updike’s Rabbit trilogy,
Carver’s short stories, or Yates’s Revolutionary Road. Perhaps part of the problem is the steady
pushing of the mobile body against the limits of suburbia, limits that are due to transit lines just
as much as they are to houses and conservative ideals. And if this is the case, one must at some
point question the way personal mobility is idealised and subsequently frustrated in suburban
narratives. Moreover, one must examine how the suburb interacts with the city, since while
both spaces deploy transit lines, the mobilities engendered by these lines underscore and play
against each other, and provide spatial platforms on which men can perform modes of urban
and suburban masculinity. Accordingly, in the next chapter I will discuss the interplay between
suburban and city mobilities—what I term “circuit mobilities”—in novels which deploy
suburban-city roads as symbols for the dissonances underpinning particular white, post-war
masculinities.
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Chapter 2: Circuit Mobilities in Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit
(1955), Richard Yates’s Revolutionary Road (1961), and Hubert Selby’s The Demon
(1976)

In Chapter 1 I discussed two of Cheever’s characters, Neddy Merrill and Johnny Hake,
and demonstrated how their transgressive suburban mobilities suggest a desire for
automobility, a mobility performed by oneself for oneself, without borders or consequences.
Their attempts to mobilise their own bodies are not successful: Neddy ends up homeless, and
Johnny reverts to conventional suburban behaviour—behaviour which, due to its performance
within social and physical boundaries, is antithetical to autonomous or limitless movement. I
contend that Neddy and Johnny’s failure can be read as a dramatisation of the entrapment and
frustration that accompanied new modes of post-war masculine mobility, particularly those
engendered by suburban infrastructure and commuting technologies. Neddy and Johnny are
men whose movements are controlled by suburbia’s literal and social landscape, and as I
illustrated, this control is not easily evaded. In both “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” and
“The Swimmer,” suburbia is portrayed as an isolated and stifling microcosm of mid-century
U.S. social values, a cloying mini-society whose connection to the city is all but non-existent.
In this chapter, I move on to Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Richard
Yates’s Revolutionary Road, and Hubert Selby’s The Demon, novels which, like Cheever’s
stories, draw attention to the limits and norms of the suburbs, but then further emphasise these
limits by showcasing the interplay between suburb and city. These novels feature men who
have traded perceived unrestricted mobility for white-collar conservatism, and whose cyclical
movements between city and home parallel their psychic efforts to reconcile primal, hypermasculine wartime values13 with post-war values of domesticity and breadwinning. The
transport technologies depicted in these novels, namely the subway train and the automobile,
can be interpreted as reflectors of post-war male entrapment inasmuch as they reinforce the
utilitarian “circuit” that many middle-class U.S. men had to commit to in order to climb the
corporate ladder and move from lower-class suburbs to more expensive ones: to achieve
upward social and economic mobility, these men resigned themselves to patterns of fixed
physical mobility, such as commuting, work-related trips, and scheduled family vacations. This

13

Of course, these wartime values were themselves in tension, since obedience had become feminised in
twentieth century U.S. culture (obedient and dutiful housewives being an example), and military service
demanded unfaltering obedience even as it required men to display conventional masculine behaviours, such as
violence and confidence, on the battlefield.
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ironic trading of one form of mobility for another is exactly what Wilson, Yates, and Selby
emphasise, making their novels prime examples of the United States’ post-war literary
response to changing modes of, and attitudes toward, mobility—a response that, as I will
demonstrate, was no less scathing in the 1950s as it was in the 1970s.
“Personal roads” and “unrelated worlds”: mobilities and memories in The Man in the Gray
Flannel Suit
Sloan Wilson’s 1955 novel about Tom Rath, a gray-flannel-suited man, seems almost
a fictional echo of David Riesman’s 1950 sociological analysis, The Lonely Crowd. In his book,
Riesman illustrated three personality types, which he called “tradition-directed,” “innerdirected,” and “other-directed” (23). He argued that while each type played a role in shaping
and maintaining a person’s “social character” or “mode of conformity” (20), they differed in
their indication of a society’s potential for population growth. A society with high growth
potential places emphasis on a tradition-directed social character, wherein people base their
ideas and behaviours on institutionalised power relations and ideologies, and conform to
established traditions, which “occupy and […] orient everyone” (26). A society of transitional
population growth is inner-directed, focuses on internalised goals, and is characterised by
“increased personal mobility, by a rapid accumulation of capital […] and by an almost constant
expansion” (29-30). A society on the decline, however, is one filled with other-directed
individuals, people who are not attuned to their own selves but instead are “sensitized to the
expectations and preferences of others” (36) and are easily swayed by mass culture. Riesman
claimed that by the end of the 1940s, other-directed people had pervaded American society,
and although their unquestioning, people-pleasing nature was industrially useful, it was
psychically damaging, creating a middle class filled with people who had trouble defining
themselves as individuals. Asserting the prevalence of other-directedness in major
metropolitan areas such as New York, Los Angeles, and Cincinnati, Riesman warned that
“unless present trends are reversed, the hegemony of other-direction lies not far off” (36). For
Riesman, the problem wasn’t so much conformity itself, but the degree to which conformity
came at the cost of personal autonomy and self-actualisation.
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit’s protagonist, Tom Rath, fluctuates between otherand inner-directedness. On the outside, he is just as eager to please his boss, Ralph Hopkins,
as he is to blend in with his fellow commuters and “keep [his] suit neatly pressed like anyone
else” (98). He does this because, as he muses sarcastically, he is “a very respectable young
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man” (98) who knows that the way to post-war prosperity is to do what every other man is
doing: put on a suit, commute, work hard, go home, and repeat. But despite Tom’s external
conformity, he constantly ruminates about the pointlessness and hypocrisy of his white-collar
life. At his core, he is a disenchanted pessimist who tolerates the New York rat-race only so
that he can make money and eventually move out of his suburban home in Greentree Avenue.
When his wife Betsy asks him if he would like to be a public relations man, Tom replies, “I’d
like the money” (6); as he takes the train one Monday morning, he reminds himself that “the
important thing is to make money” (164); and when filling out his application to be Hopkins’s
personal assistant, Tom considers writing, “The most significant fact about me is that I’ve
become a cheap cynic” (13). The novel makes clear that Tom has every reason to be unhappy,
one reason being that he is a faceless middle-class subject, a “gray flannel suit” who, at the
train station, stands “among a crowd of men” (4) who look just like him.
Tom’s suburban home, being “almost precisely like the houses on all sides of it” (3),
reflects his lack of individuality while also reinforcing contemporaneous attitudes about
suburbia and its presumed ability to strip suburbanites of their uniqueness: Riesman, for
example, suggested that suburbs generate a “like-mindedness” (“Sadness” 386) that precludes
individuality, while Robert C. Wood noted that the uniform reproduction of houses, in addition
to the “violence done to the natural terrain,” signified a kind of “togetherness” (6). Cheever’s
vision of suburbia in “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill” emphasises this
“togetherness” by depicting moments of social interaction that are as stifling as they are
regulatory. While Wilson includes similar moments of social claustrophobia in his depiction
of Greentree Avenue, he uses these moments to reinforce an overarching narrative about the
use of suburbs as socio-economic stepping stones. In Chapter 15, for instance, Betsy receives
a late-night call from her neighbour Lucy Hitchcock, inviting her and Tom to a party to
celebrate Lucy’s husband’s raise. Betsy’s response is displeasure: “in this invitation tendered
so late in the evening to a party for the celebration of an increase in salary received by the host,
Betsy found concentrated everything she disliked about Greentree Avenue” (108). Here, as in
other parts of the novel, Greentree Avenue is characterized by a constant need for upward
mobility as well as a need to have that mobility recognised by others.
The social and economic mobility Greentree Avenue provides is one of the novel’s
dominant plot points, and is defined by various “road” metaphors: at the beginning of the novel,
Tom and Betsy pessimistically regard their suburban home as the “end of their personal road”
(3); later on, Betsy accepts that Greentree Avenue is “a crossroads where families waited until
they could afford to move on to something better” but is also a “desirable end of the road” for
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others who “had moved from worse surroundings” (109). On one hand, the connotation of the
term crossroads helps locate the experience of post-war economic expansion within a matrix
of contemporaneous attitudes and ideologies about mobility in the United States, since it
portrays the suburb as existing in the centre of a multitude of socioeconomic and spatial
choices. On the other hand, the term crossroads suggests the way mobility, especially
suburban-city mobility, is paradoxical. A person standing at a crossroads may move in multiple
directions, allowing for choice, but at the same time, the person might be frozen by
indecision—in other words, the abundance of potential mobility creates immobility. In Tom
and Betsy’s case, Greentree Avenue is a crossroads that promises upward mobility, but only if
Tom moves beyond his dingy suburb and lands a well-paying job. Before he works for Mr.
Hopkins, Tom only makes seven thousand dollars a year14—not enough to move out of the
suburbs—causing him and Betsy to see their house not as a tool for upward mobility, but as a
“trap” that they “no more enjoyed refurbishing […] than a prisoner would delight in shining
up the bars of his cell” (3).
One half of the paradoxical nature of Tom’s mobility is that he depends on his house—
the “trap” he lives in—as a commuting base, and so his home represents both the possibility of
moving on to a better life, and the current reality of domestic stagnation. The other half of the
paradox is that the transport technologies Tom uses to move between home and work (and
occasionally his grandmother’s estate) allow mobility, and thus a measure of freedom, but at
the expense of regulating the body. Tom’s train trip to work, for example, involves adhering to
departure schedules, battling against a “throng of men pushing to get aboard the train” (233),
and sitting just like the other gray-flannel-suited men: “motionless and voiceless, reading their
papers” (67). The train not only regulates the body, but also necessitates power relations
between conductors and passengers, as seen in Chapter 8 when Tom takes the train to his
grandmother Florence’s home in South Bay. The conductor tells Tom that “Westport tickets
are no good on this train” and as such, Tom will have to purchase a ticket to South Bay. Tom
objects, but the conductor simply replies, “I don’t make the rules” (46). In this and other
depictions of train travel throughout the novel, Tom’s “freedom” of movement is not free at
all, but rather defined by social and commercial rules. Moreover, Tom’s family life is affected
by his constant travel: Betsy complains to him that they “hardly see each other” because Tom
is “always running for a train” (247).
14

Tom can’t move out of the suburbs, but he’s apparently more successful than his peers, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. In 1955, the median income for men was $3,400, and the average income for male business and
sales workers was $4,500. See https://www.census.gov/library/publications/1956/demo/p60-023.html
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Tom’s automobile is also regulating, inasmuch as its design and concomitant road laws
force Tom to sit in the driver’s seat, wear a seatbelt, keep to speed limits, and follow road
markings and boundaries. Tom’s home, his work, and the transport circuit connecting them are
all “traps” that allow for movement even as they regulate the parameters of the movement
itself. Such a reading of mobility in The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit and similar post-war
suburban fictions serves as a counterpoint to contemporaneous sociological suppositions about
suburban automobility, such as Riesman’s claim that children, before they get access to a car,
are “captives of the suburb” (387). Captives perhaps in the sense that they cannot physically
leave the suburbs, but as Tom’s fictional movements illustrate, leaving the suburbs to work in
the city, only to return home again, is its own kind of captivity. Furthermore, Tom’s car draws
attention to his perceived economic and social stasis. The vehicle groans when Tom shifts it
into second gear (17), and when Betsy tells him “We’ll have to get a new car pretty soon”
(121), Tom doesn’t answer, since he knows they cannot afford one. In this way, their car, like
their suburban house, simultaneously performs ideologies of freedom and entrapment: Tom,
standing in for the post-war U.S. suburban man, has been convinced that the key to economic
and social advancement lies in his vehicle, his suburban home, and his white-collar career. But
his car and home are shown to be potentially entrapping, if not compartmentalising. As Tom
reflects, “Anything about a man can be summed up in numbers. Thomas R. Rath, thirty-three
years old, making seven thousand dollars a year, owner of a 1939 Ford, a six-room house” (12).
Throughout the novel, cars are signifiers of status and personality. Tom’s first impression of
Mr. Swanson Howard, a disingenuous real-estate agent for Hearthside Restaurants, is informed
by Howard’s “long bright-red Jaguar convertible parked in the driveway of the little house in
Westport” (57)—the long car signifying phallic virility in contrast to Tom’s “little” suburban
house and sixteen-year-old Ford. Similarly, Mr. Hopkins is chauffeured to work in a black
Cadillac (154), a far cry from Tom’s car and his one-hour train commute. Later, Hopkins’s
wife Helen reveals their daughter is dating a man she deems inappropriate, not least because
he “drives a ridiculous-looking automobile” (195).
The social role of cars and houses as constructors of personal status and identity is
important, as it sharpens the novel’s distinction between Tom’s wartime and post-war selves,
and in doing so, critiques the supposed naturalness and ease of the joint breadwinner and
consumer role men were expected to adopt after returning home from World War II. Transport
technologies feature in both Tom’s current life as a middle-class suburbanite and his past life
as an Army paratrooper, but the types of technologies that define Tom’s masculinity and
mobility differ greatly. During the war, Tom moved from country to country, jumping out of
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airplanes with relative ease and covering his fears with blasé remarks such as “it doesn’t really
matter” (67); in short, he made the most of his time by enjoying the spatial and moral freedoms
afforded to him by his role as a paratrooper. While waiting for marching orders, he visited a
small town in Italy where he met a woman named Maria. Despite being in a long-distance
relationship with Betsy, Tom slept with Maria and spent forty-nine days living with her. On
one of those days, he and Maria traveled the Italian countryside in an Army Jeep, driving
“aimlessly” and enjoying the “delicious sense of freedom in coming to a crossroad and turning
to the left or right completely at random, without caring at all where they were going” (175,
my emphasis).
Tom’s war stories are not objectively narrated, but presented as memories, and Tom
often ruminates over his past while at work, further distinguishing his violent and morally
ambiguous past from his rigid, white-collar present. His memory of his drive with Maria
highlights the physical and moral mobility he enjoyed during the war, and Wilson’s use of the
word crossroad is particularly effective since its connotations of freedom and choice counter
the potentially entrapping “crossroads” of Greentree Avenue. During the war, Tom’s spatial
freedom coincides with his moral laxity, since social norms and geographical boundaries are
equally permeable when one is invading a foreign country. But now that Tom is back in the
United States, both his role and the limits of his mobility have abruptly changed: instead of
sleeping with foreign women and dropping from the sky into enemy territory, he is expected
to raise a nuclear family with Betsy, live in the suburbs, commute to work, and earn a
respectable living. The disparity between Tom’s soldier and civilian lifestyles draws attention
to the wider conflict between morally problematic, omnidirectional wartime mobilities, and the
circuit-mobilities and social mores of post-war U.S. society. In short, Tom represents those
men whose wartime masculinities necessitated spontaneous, aggressive, and relatively open
movement—a brand of mobility that ended as soon as the war did, and men were sent home to
a country that was rapidly expanding its citizens’ mobilities while also regulating them.
The hyper-masculine, openly mobile world of Tom’s past, and the restrictive whitecollar world of his present, are two of the “four completely unrelated worlds” (22) that give
shape to Tom’s existence, the other two being his suburban home and Florence Rath’s estate.
Tom tries to make sense of these four worlds as he drives home one evening:
There was the crazy, ghost-ridden world of his grandmother and his dead
parents. There was the isolated, best-not-remembered world in which he had
been a paratrooper. There was the matter-of-fact […] world of places like the
United Broadcasting Company […] And there was the entirely separate world
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populated by Betsy and Janey and Barbara and Pete, the only one of the four
worlds worth a damn. There must be some way in which the four worlds were
related, he thought (22).
Tom’s sense of time as being separated into two “worlds” is reiterated when, as he prepares to
move to United Broadcasting, he convinces himself that his “past is something best forgotten
[…] Most of the time the present is unrelated to the future. It is a disconnected world” (97). The
words unrelated and disconnected echo the way men were supposed to forget their wartime
experiences and slip seamlessly back into civilian life, as if war and suburban life were truly
separate from each other; but in The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Tom’s efforts to see military
and civilian life as unrelated are largely unsuccessful. This is perhaps because Tom’s New York
job, his Westport home, his foreign engagements, and Florence’s South Bay estate, while being
separate locations, are not as disconnected or unrelated as Tom believes. They are physically
connected by roads (or flight paths, in the case of Tom’s overseas “worlds”), and so Tom’s idea
that they are disconnected says more about Tom’s own entrapment and feelings of isolation
than it does about the worlds he inhabits: perhaps it is Tom himself who is disconnected, unable
to relate to his soft-handed colleagues, his upper-class grandmother, or his overly-optimistic
wife.
One of the main reasons for this disconnection is Tom’s inability to jettison feelings of
murderous rage—feelings that were endorsed during the war, but are now taboo—from his
post-war lifestyle. When he is about to meet Hopkins for the first time, Tom feels a “crazy
anger” building inside him, a feeling “he had felt so many times when he’d been scared” (39),
and when Bill Ogden, Hopkins’s right-hand man, criticises Tom’s speech, Tom has a “sudden,
immediately controlled impulse to kill Ogden” (113). This impulse recurs when Tom gets into
an argument with Florence’s butler, Edward: “I get angry too easily,” Tom later tells Betsy.
“Tonight I had a real impulse to kill Edward. […] It’s strange that I am permitted to kill only
strangers” (125). Tom’s last point is particularly telling, since it reflects the double-bind faced
by those returning servicemen who were expected to repress the very emotions and tendencies
that made them effective soldiers. As Willard Waller noted in 1944, the U.S. was good at
turning civilians into soldiers, but not the other way around: he claimed that while “tradition
has given us marvellously adequate techniques” for turning civilians into soldiers, “we do not
know how to turn the soldier into a civilian again. This is the art we must perfect if we are ever
to solve the problem of the veteran in our society” (15).
The “problem of the veteran” Waller points to is reflected in Tom’s aggression and need
for movement and action—attributes that made him an effective soldier—but struggles to apply
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these characteristics to a suburban-city world in which anger and mobility are both controlled.
While he was presumably expected to be obedient to his superiors, this absolute, hierarchical
obedience is different from Tom’s expected obedience to social norms, which are much more
diffuse. He is compelled to adapt to the country’s reformed, dominant models of masculinity,
which posit the ideal male subject as one who sublimates his wartime aggression and proactivity
into post-war ideals of economic mobility and domestic expansion. In Wilson’s story-world, as
in the United States itself, ideologies of male mobility and violence hadn’t been discarded so
much as they had been repurposed into a new form of (sub)urbanised masculinity, which
prompted men to file into trains rather than planes, and fight in the boardroom instead of on the
battlefield. However, the switch was not without psychic and physical ramifications, as Wilson
illustrates. Tom’s entrapment, brought on by his domestic and workplace limitations and his
physical-spatial fixedness (primarily due to the suburban-city circuit), casts doubt on the
efficacy of post-war U.S. ideals of male mobility.
I emphasise male mobility because while mid-century forms of mobility could be both
masculine and feminine, the line between the two forms was rigid, and reinforced by the
separation of workplace and domestic spheres. The sociologist David Gartman notes this
distinction in his claim that post-war suburbanisation, boosted by the production of the
automobile, produced different roles for men and women: the car, for example, was an
“essential tool for fulfilling women’s domestic role in the newly dispersed landscape” (182). In
other words, while the car operated symbolically or ideologically as a signifier of U.S. ideals
of freedom, autonomy, and spatial dominance, it was, in reality, a tool for regulating bodies and
affirming conventional gender roles. This gendered use of the car occurs in The Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit every time Betsy drives Tom to the train station, since she is performing a
common suburban housewife chore. The only time Betsy uses the car for her own gain is when
she, after finding out that Tom has an illegitimate child, takes a drive to clear her head and get
“everything figured out” (270)—but this act is punished, and then converted into a moment of
masculine triumph, when the car breaks down on the Merritt Parkway, Betsy is detained by the
police, and Tom uses his connections to rescue her.
In both its physical and socioeconomic forms, mobility functions in Wilson’s novel as
an unfulfilling, controlling, and even harmful “necessary evil” that can just as easily destroy a
man’s life as construct it. Although Tom initially enjoys the financial rewards of circuit
mobility, he comes to understand that committing to physical mobility (the suburban-city
circuit) and metaphorical, economic mobility (climbing the corporate ladder) is not worth the
family time and sense of fulfilment he would lose in the process. He tells himself, “I’m
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probably halfway through my life. What am I going to do during the other half, ride the
commuters’ train […] and pride myself on working every week end?” (239) Later, he admits
to Hopkins that he doesn’t want to become an executive: “I’ve been through one war,” Tom
says. “Maybe another one’s coming. If one is, I want to be able to look back and figure I spent
the time between wars with my family, the way it should have been spent” (251-52). Hopkins
accepts Tom’s reasoning and makes him the director of the company’s mental health
committee, which will be based near Tom’s house. “You wouldn’t even have any commuting,”
Hopkins points out (252).
Not all the novel’s men are as fortunate as Tom when it comes to physical and economic
mobility. Tom’s father, Stephen, died in a car accident when Tom was three years old, as we
discover when Tom drives to his grandmother’s estate and the narrator describes the
treacherous, winding road:
It was on the second of these turns that Tom’s father, Stephen Rath, had been
killed thirty years ago, before Tom was old enough to remember him. Stephen
Rath had been driving down the road very late one night at what must have been
a vicious speed and had slammed into the rock so hard that his automobile had
been completely demolished. Tom had never found why his father had been
driving down that narrow road so fast at such an odd hour (17).
Tom gains a better understanding of his father’s history when he visits Alfred Sims, Florence’s
lawyer. “He was the best officer I’ve ever seen,” Sims says to Tom about this father. “He was
the last man I’d ever expect to have a nervous breakdown, but that’s what he had. In those days
we called it shell shock” (52). Sims further explains that Stephen used Florence’s estate to play
the stock market, and quickly lost four-fifths of her assets. When Florence took the remainder
of her estate out of his hands, Stephen “started driving off somewhere and was killed” (53).
Although Sims suggests that Stephen’s death might have truly been accidental given the
lack of a suicide note, the circumstances of Stephen’s tragic demise seem clear: a shell-shocked
soldier from the First World War moves from “a few months in a hospital” (52) to a brokerage
job, tries to attain rapid economic mobility, fails, and then is destroyed by the very machine that
embodies the country’s desire for expansion and economic momentum. A close reading of the
details of Stephen’s death reveals a parallel between physical and economic mobility: the sharp
turns and “narrow road” represent the treacherous and fluctuating economic terrain that Stephen
attempts to navigate; his “fast” driving reflects the speed at which he lost Florence’s money;
and the automobile itself stands in for Stephen’s body, which is “completely demolished” both
physically and economically. The way in which the road and the car act as metaphors for
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Stephen’s life choices mimics the connection between Tom’s own mobility and the decisions
he must make for himself and his family. In both cases, physical and economic mobilities are
portrayed as simultaneously potentially rewarding and potentially destructive, especially for
returned servicemen who feel out of place in their rapidly changing societies. Just like his father,
Tom must suppress his war-induced anxieties if he is to perform not only the mobilities
expected of him, but the masculinity expected of him; as Kimmel notes, many soldiers in WWII
were obliged to cope with their anxieties since “‘Learning to live with it’ became one of the
dominant ways to maintain American manhood” (148).
Tom is expected to suppress his anxieties, channel his aggression into white-collar
competitiveness, adhere to commuting schedules, and provide for his family, and he is also
expected to sacrifice his own personal morals for the sake of economic mobility—in Riesman’s
words, to become an “other-directed” person, or in Tom’s words, “a man who’ll say anything
for pay” (183). When Hopkins writes a speech and asks Tom for his opinion about it, Tom is
immediately at his own moral crossroads: the speech is terrible, but if Tom tells the truth, he
could very well end up without a job. As Tom explains to Betsy, “I’ll tell him I think his speech
is absurd. And he’ll decide I’m a nice honest guy who just happens to be no use to him at all”
(186). Torn between a desire to be honest, and a desire for a stable income, Tom is morally
immobilised, and this ethical immobility is conveyed through war imagery. He stands at the
window of his office and feels “suspended motionless so far above the city. It was almost as
though his parachute had got stuck mid-air, halfway between the plane and the ground” (183).
This connecting of war anxieties and white-collar work is repeated when he meets with Hopkins
to discuss future job prospects, and Tom thinks that “under Hopkins’ kindly but steady gaze,
he felt as tense as though he were waiting for a parachute jump” (224).
Whether because of Hopkins’s gaze, financial troubles, war memories, or the suburbancity circuit, Tom feels that he is stagnating, or as Kimmel puts it, “stuck in a rut, unable to
escape the dull monotony of a cookie-cutter corporate identity” (223). Just as in the NASCAR
track analogy I discussed in the Introduction, Tom is moving, but not really going anywhere.
He might be literally mobile, but he is also immobile inasmuch as his movements are circular
and delineated, allowing him to navigate different “worlds” but never permitting him to deviate
from culturally appropriate economic and civic pathways. Tom is also immobile psychically,
constantly caught between the life he lived before and during the war, and the life he lives now
that the war is over. Having to navigate his past and present traps him in a kind of emotional
and marital liminality:
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And after the war, there hadn’t really been time for happiness—there had been
budgets and bills from obstetricians and frantic planning for the future. That had
been the trouble with him and Betsy: what with his brooding about the past and
worrying about the future, there never had been any present at all (175).
Even Betsy acknowledges this distinction between the past and present, and the way the war
changed her and Tom as a couple: “It’s as though Tom and I had been married twice,” she
thinks to herself, “once before the war and once afterward, and what I want is my first marriage
back” (112). She later tells Tom after her disastrous drive on the Merritt Parkway, “Tonight
while I was driving alone, I realized for the first time what you went through in the war, and
what different worlds we’ve been living in ever since” (271). Of course, while Betsy
understands that her and Tom’s post-war suburban life is unfulfilling and that “nothing seems
to be much fun anymore” (112), she doesn’t quite know whom or what to blame, and vaguely
defines her and Tom’s discontent as “something hanging over us, something that makes it hard
to be happy” (129). This is perhaps one of the novel’s major tragedies: Tom and Betsy are so
caught up in patterns of suburban living, so dependent on the security and conventional rewards
of circuit mobility, that they are reluctant to identify these very lifestyle choices as the cause
of their malaise.
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit uses cars, trains, transit lines, and the circuit
mobilities they engender to incarnate the post-war psychic paralysis experienced by suburban
housewives and returned servicemen. Such a reading does not contradict, but rather
complements, more literal interpretations of the novel. A standard interpretation might view
Wilson’s novel as a fictional retelling of his experiences during and after the war, given both
his claim that the novel is “largely autobiographical” (278) and the fact that he served as a
lieutenant in the United States Coast Guard, and “spent World War II at sea” (Saxon B9).
Shedding analytical light on the specific role and consequences of suburban-city circuit
mobility only adds to the novel’s efficacy as a story about a soldier’s war and post-war
experiences. Wilson’s depiction of Tom’s (im)mobility draws attention to veterans and their
struggle to psychically navigate “separate worlds” of work, domesticity, and trauma. At the
same time, the narrative’s marking of physical and mental connections between the “worlds”
of past and present recapitulates the United States’ post-war shift in housing, marriages,
socializing, work, and travel. Betsy’s view of her marriage as being split in two, and Tom’s
four unrelated worlds, are both examples of a binary clash between pre- and post-war United
States life that plays out across a network of interconnected spheres. The connections between
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these spheres are transit lines and vehicles—technologies that perform ideologies of both
liberation and entrapment, depending on how they are used, and who is using them.
“Like coming out of a Cellophane bag”: Revolutionary Road’s fantasies and realities
Written six years after The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit but set in the mid-fifties,
Revolutionary Road also highlights the struggle of a World War II veteran—in this case, Frank
Wheeler—to navigate the transport technologies and social expectations of a post-war,
suburban-city terrain. Just as Tom’s “unrelated worlds” are joined together by vehicles and
transit lines, Yates’s fictional landscape is defined by an interconnectivity brought about by
new roads, roads which would, in real life, expand dramatically a year later with the enactment
of the Federal Aid Highway Act. Near the beginning of the novel, the narrator sets the scene:
“The year was 1955, and the place was a part of western Connecticut where three swollen
villages had lately been merged by a wide and clamorous highway called Route Twelve” (4).
Yates draws reader attention to the new houses and cars that punctuate this connected suburban
story-world; his suburbanites inhabit a neighbourhood in which
only a few very old houses seemed to belong; it made their own homes look […]
weightless and impermanent […] Their automobiles didn’t look right either—
unnecessarily wide and gleaming in the colors of candy and ice cream […] they
crawled apologetically down the broken roads that led from all directions to the
deep, level slab of Route Twelve. Once there the cars seemed able to relax in an
environment all their own, a long bright valley of colored plastic and plate glass
and stainless steel (5).
Already a binary is established, firstly between old and new homes, and secondly between the
“broken roads” and the “deep, level slab of Route Twelve.” Both binaries point to a difference
between the permanence and impermanence of war and post-war lifestyle technologies—the
older homes “belong” in the area, unlike the newer “weightless” suburban developments, but
at the same time, the post-war Route Twelve is “deep” and “level,” set indelibly in the ground
compared to the broken and sporadic layout of older roads.
It seems that in Yates’s suburbia, cars and suburban homes connote transience and
superficiality, but unlike the houses, which are rooted both physically and ideologically
(insofar as they are inseparable from the suburban conventions with which they have been
coded), cars can move out onto a technologised landscape—an “environment all their own.” In
addition, Yates’s description of the automobiles appears to blur the line both between the car
and driver, and between the car-as-machine and the car as part of the physical landscape.
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Firstly, the cars are anthropomorphised: they “crawl apologetically” until they are able to
“relax.” Secondly, the cars form an unnatural “long bright valley” of plastic, glass, and steel
that dominates the natural landscape; I suggest that the landscape here serves as a metaphor for
the social landscape of the 1950s, a landscape permanently altered by the emergence of cars
and concrete roads. These technologies, after all, provided quick and easy access to the city,
the countryside, and the suburbs, and thus “multiplied the avenues of escape as the suburban
train and the interurban trolley had been unable to do” (Burchard and Bush-Brown 303).
Escape is a central theme of Revolutionary Road, and a scene in Chapter 1 establishes
the role of the car in realising one’s desire to escape. Frank’s wife, April, joins a local stage
actors group called “the Players,” and performs the lead role in a disastrous play. Mistakes are
made one after the next, and the audience quickly becomes bored and restless. After the play,
the audience walks out “two by two […] as if a calm and orderly escape from this place had
become the one great necessity of their lives” (11). The completeness of their escape will only
be felt when they are out on the road, away from the theatre: “they wouldn't be able to begin
to live at all until they were out beyond the rumbling pink billows of exhaust and the crunching
gravel of this parking lot” (11). The two-by-two filing of the crowd echoes the biblical account
of the movement of animals onto Noah’s Ark,15 suggesting that while their mobility is a kind
of liberation from the burden of play-watching, this mobility is not so much a liberation as it is
a return to a different form of containment. The suburban house stands in as the ark, a space of
rescue and shelter that is also a space of control and confinement. And it is not just the space
that is confining; the audience members return home to a different form of theatre in which
they, too, are “players” who perform the limiting and depersonalizing social roles of
suburbanite, housewife, or commuting husband.
While arguing with April, Frank highlights the suburban lifestyle as a type of persona.
He tells her, “I don't happen to fit the role of dumb, insensitive suburban husband […] and I'm
damned if I'll wear it” (25). Indeed, Frank doesn’t fit the “role” of suburban husband any more
than Tom Rath does—both he and Tom are veterans who have grudgingly inserted themselves
into the suburban landscape. Another similarity between Frank and Tom is the divide between
their borderless wartime mobilities and their regulated suburban mobilities, for just as Tom
experienced the thrill of overseas romance and travel, so too did Frank enjoy a “confused but
exhilarating tour of Europe” during his involvement in “the final spring offensive of the war in
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See Genesis 7:9: “two and two, male and female, went into the ark with Noah” (NRSV).
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Germany” (21). Another point of similarity is that both Wilson and Yates write their characters
as men whose sense of identity is defined in part by their war experiences. Frank recalls
moments during and after the war in an “effort to remember who he was” (20), and at one
point, regales his friends the Campbells with the story about how he spent part of his twentieth
birthday “pinned down by mortar and machine-gun fire in the last week of the war” (67). This
is apparently Frank’s way of distancing himself from the post-war conformity of the suburbs
which, according to him, “contaminates” men and robs them of their individuality.
Frank, of course, refuses to be a victim of this depersonalization. “Economic
circumstance might force you to live in this environment,” he thinks to himself while driving
home after the play, “but the important thing was to keep from being contaminated. The
important thing, always, was to remember who you were” (20). Michael P. Moreno reads this
statement as Frank’s attempt to “transcend the stereotype of the organization man” (89) despite
being confined by the spatial and social conventions of suburbia. Building on this idea, I read
Frank’s thought as an appeal to the intangible—in this case, memory and self-perception—as
a way out of the confining suburban space in which he is forced to live. Frank might not have
control over his movements within the transit lines and commuting circuits of suburbia, nor
over the aesthetic trappings of his rapidly-developing suburban community, but he does have
control over how he sees himself, and what memories he uses to construct his sense of identity.
In his own mind, he and April are not suburbanites even though they live in the suburbs. In
fact, they deride suburbia and its residents, and are ironically smug as they share with the
Campbells the instances of “supreme suburban smugness” they’ve observed (60). The
Wheelers and the Campbells also enjoy philosophising about the conformity and sentimentality
of suburban living. This depiction of the Wheelers and Campbells, Catherine Jurca argues,
“brilliantly defines the postwar suburbanite as the antisuburbanite, whose existence is a protest
against everyone else’s putative conformity” (148). Frank goes so far as to connect suburban
conformity to emasculation:
“And I mean is it any wonder all the men end up emasculated? Because that is
[…] what’s reflected in all this bleating about ‘adjustment’ and ‘security’ and
‘togetherness’ […] and these loathsome little signs people put up in their front
yards—you ever notice those signs up on the Hill?” (129)
Frank despises not just the emasculating conventions and ideologies of suburbia, but the way
these ideologies and conventions are made physical through post-war cultural accoutrements.
For example, the signs Frank refers to are the ones that declare the residing family’s last name,
as in “The Donaldsons” or “The Smiths.” These signs take a man’s last name—his identity—
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and enfold it into a cloying suburban aesthetic; the signs also imply community and familial
identity, which precludes the opportunity to assert oneself as an autonomous or nonconforming
man.
Just like the “signs up on the Hill,” roads, cars, and houses are physical items that both
perform and reinforce the ideologies of suburbia. Unlike other literary treatments of suburbia,
which focus almost solely on the suburbs’ “little boxes” and social norms, Yates weaves
references to roads and mobility into his depiction of suburbia. Furthermore, he highlights the
way roads act as signifiers of status, security, or disingenuousness, depending on the one
imagining them. For example, Helen Givings, a real estate agent, gives Frank and April a tour
through the neighbourhood and shows them their house, which is past what she says is not “a
very desirable road.” The house, she says, is “right around this next curve, and you see the road
is nicer along in here, isn’t it?” (29). Helen, it seems, has a mental ranking system when it
comes to her area’s transport technologies—she doesn't care for the “exhaust fumes and […]
desolation of Route Twelve,” but likes “the last few hundred yards of shady road that meant
she was almost [home], and the brittle hiss of well-raked gravel under her tires, and the
switching-off of the ignition in her neat garage” (153). By contrast, Frank incorporates roads
into his scathing critique of suburbia’s social façade: “It’s as if everybody’d made this tacit
agreement to live in a state of total self-deception,” he tells the Campbells. “The hell with
reality! Let’s have a whole bunch of cute little winding roads and cute little houses” (65).16
Frank’s recourse to memory and self-perception, his hatred of physical items that
perform suburban ideologies, and his view of the suburbs as being disconnected from the real
world all suggest a separation of fantasy and reality in the text. In particular, the novel’s
treatment of mobility distinguishes between mobility as it exists in the mind, and mobility as
it is performed (autonomously or reluctantly) in real life. Revolutionary Road’s portrayal of
imagined mobility reflects the United States’ long-standing ideologies of male mobility, whose
models are often adventurer, pioneer, or lone wolf figures who are autonomous masters of the
natural terrain, and are capable of almost unlimited and omnidirectional movement. Take, for
example, Frank’s vision of mobility when he was fourteen: he had “a plan for riding the rails
to the West Coast. He had traced several alternate routes on a railroad map, he had rehearsed
many times the way he would handle himself […] in the hobo jungles along the way” (17-18).
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The specific mention of winding roads echoes a moment in The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit when a building
contractor, Antonio Bugala, thinks about how he might subdivide the Raths’ land: “You’d start by running in a
crooked road along the west boundary—a straight road would be cheaper, but everybody in Connecticut was
crazy and liked crooked roads better” (146).
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The best thing about this plan, according to Frank, was its “absolute secrecy,” a secrecy that
was broken along with the dream itself when Frank told a boy named Krebs about his plan, and
Krebs replied, “how far do you think you’d get on a freight train?” (18), implying that Frank
was too soft, too urban, to fulfil the role of autonomous railroad pioneer.
Frank’s memory doesn’t just point to the difference between imagined and real forms
of mobility. It also highlights the way mobility is connected to masculine ideals such as
autonomy, capability, and toughness—that Frank’s dream of mobility involves plans to
“handle himself” in hobo “jungles” suggests a kind of primordial masculinity performed on the
plains of unrestricted mobility. Frank is dismayed when Krebs doubts his competency, because
such a criticism works to deconstruct, however intangibly, Frank’s self-perception as a
powerful, mobile man. Following both Janet Wolff’s claim that travel and mobility are central
to the construction of masculine identity (230), and Karen Lumsden’s suggestion that gender
and freedom are “inextricably linked to physical mobility in American culture” (14), I read
Frank’s freight-train fantasy as an imaginary recapitulation of U.S. ideologies of masculine
mobility, which Frank hopes will define his manhood. This fantasy of mobility seems effective
in his mind, but fails in the real world. Why? A simple answer is that imagined mobility, just
like U.S. cultural visions of mobility, is only theoretically limitless; outside the spatial-physical
infinities of the mind, mobility is delineated, regulated, and impeded at almost every turn. The
same can be said of imagined masculinity, which finds expression in ostensibly unrestricted
figures such as John Wayne, Jim Stark, and the Marlboro Man. Masculine ideals of autonomy
and constant movement are easy to act out in cigarette advertisements, movies, and other
media, but men who attempt to adopt these characteristics in order to reify their sense of
manhood are ultimately disappointed when confronted by the real-life restrictions and
subjugating power relations of work, commuting, and domesticity (or smoking-related
illnesses, which five Marlboro Men ended up contracting).
In a similar way, Frank and April’s dream of moving to Europe—which at first seems
an effective way out of suburban entrapment and the tedium of suburb-city circuit mobility—
loses its efficacy when challenged by April’s pregnancy and Frank’s promotion, events that
reinforce conventional gender roles of female childbearing and male breadwinning. After
hearing April’s plan, Frank is quick to mark the distinction between fantasy and reality: “I think
you’ll have to agree it isn’t very realistic,” he tells her. April holds a completely opposite view,
claiming that it is suburbia that is not realistic, since “it’s unrealistic for a man with a fine mind
to go on working like a dog year after year at a job he can’t stand, coming home to a house he
can’t stand in a place he can’t stand either, to a wife who’s equally unable to stand the same
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things” (110). April attacks the very core of the suburban lifestyle: cyclic mobility. Her mention
of “year after year,” her repetition of the phrase “can’t stand,” and her emphasis on movements
related to work and domesticity (“go on,” “coming home”) all signal a dissatisfaction with the
repetitive, gendered, and enclosed mobilities suburbia generates. But the problem with her
“escape plan,” so to speak, is not that it is financially or physically impossible, but that it relies
on the idea of movement rather than on any practical strategy. In other words, it is not Europe
itself, but the imagined act of leaving the suburbs that signifies liberation. Frank hints at this
when he tells April, “you know what this is like, April? Talking like this? The whole idea of
taking off to Europe this way? […] It’s like coming out of a Cellophane bag” (129). Here,
Frank feels liberated by “talking” about an “idea of taking off”—not, it seems, by actually
leaving the suburbs. And while he might feel like he is emerging from a “Cellophane bag,” an
image that suggests “both consumption and the inhibiting conformity of suburban life”
(Donaldson 188), the bag can also be read as a sort of suburban chrysalis that allows Frank to
metamorphose into a more complete version of a stereotypical suburban male.
Frank doesn’t actually want to leave the suburbs, despite his apparent hatred for
suburban living. The reason he prefers the idea of moving to Europe to actually doing it is
perhaps that he enjoys the economic and gender rewards provided by the suburban-city circuit.
Despite their fixedness, his job and his mobility are vital in constructing and maintaining his
masculine identity; without them, he doesn’t know who he is. This, at first, seems to refute
Frank’s earlier assertion that “knowing who he is” is an antidote to suburban “contamination,”
but if one views Frank’s hatred of the suburbs as part of his and April’s self-righteous fantasies
of autonomy and transience, one must at some point acknowledge the reality behind the
fantasy: Frank does not want to give up the suburban codes and conventions that give shape to
his masculinity, and thus he will never leave suburbia. Michael P. Moreno describes Frank’s
desire for both the idea of spontaneous movement and the rewards of suburban living as a
“paradox of wanting community and security while coveting individuality and unrestrained
mobility,” a paradox that “continues to mark the United States’ psychological and spatial
anatomy well into the twenty-first century” (85).
There is a wry irony in Frank capitulating to suburban norms while living on
“Revolutionary” Road. If the title The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit helps to condense Tom
Rath’s narrativised discontent, anxiety, suppressed rage, and feelings of suburban-city
entrapment into the symbolic neatly-pressed gray suit, the title Revolutionary Road highlights
Yates’s depiction of roads as complicit in the construction of suburban ideologies, while also
drawing attention to the various meanings of the word revolutionary. The Wheeler’s road and
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surrounding houses are “revolutionary” insofar as they are a visible sign of the dramatic shift
in United States housing development, but they are the exact opposite of “revolutionary” if we
view the word as synonymous with rebellion. Frank hates the “signs up on the Hill” (129)
because he sees them as cloying and vacuous, but the name of his own road is no less hollow.
Revolutionary also connotes revolution, the physical act or instance of revolving or turning.
This connotation, coupled with the connotation of the last name Wheeler, conjures the image
of spinning wheels—perhaps spinning but going nowhere, since the Wheeler’s fantasies of
travel make them feel as if they are mobile, even when they are not.
Roads are not the only transport technology Yates uses to communicate the problems
underpinning suburban manhood and its imaginary and real mobilities. He uses the city-suburb
circuit, made possible by the commuter’s train, to highlight Frank’s dissonant masculinity, a
masculinity sustained in part by conventions of commuting, breadwinning, and fatherhood, but
simultaneously undercut by the tedium of cyclic mobility. When Frank tells the Campbells his
story of spending his twentieth birthday under machine-gun fire, he realises he has told the
story before—he has, in essence, repeated himself, trapped himself in a narrative loop. This
feeling of repetition, along with April’s gaze of “pitying boredom” (68), appears to affect Frank
at his core, lasting through the weekend and through his ride to work. “Riding to work, one of
the youngest and healthiest passengers on the train, he sat with the look of a man condemned
to a very slow, painless death,” the narrator proclaims. “He felt middle aged” (68). Both the
commute and Frank’s trite war story reflect the “slow, painless death” of suburban repetition,
a type of fixed mobility that seemingly robs men of their youth and turns them into passive
subjects.
One might wonder if the idea of oneself a condemned man is, in fact, an idea many
commuters internalise, since the train operates as a site of corporeal and behavioural regulation.
In his exploration of eighteenth-century “projects of docility” that discovered the body as an
“object and target of power” (Discipline 136), Foucault suggests that disciplinary structures
such as timetables and military training effectively make the body both submissive and
economical—what he terms “docility-utility” (137). This docility-utility turns the body into a
machine insofar as the body is trained to produce repetitive movement, a certain posturing,
responsiveness, and obedience. Trains and cars, when deployed as commuting technologies,
work in a similar way: they coerce the body into efficient and repetitive movements, and they
also “[partition] as closely as possible time, space, [and] movement” (137). Furthermore,
commuting technologies like the suburb-city train connote directness and economy, qualities
which theoretically allow commuters to save time. This parallels what Foucault refers to as a
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“positive economy” which, rather than negatively forbidding or penalising idleness,
emphasises a “theoretically ever-growing use of time” by using good time management and
thus extracting from time “ever more available moments” (154). However, the efficiency of
the train and the car comes at the cost of corporeal freedom. The commuting train, for example,
requires men to position their bodies efficiently and politely, and forces their bodies into an
enclosed space—a literal reversal of the very ideologies of male mobility that proclaimed open
spaces, autonomous bodies, and spontaneous, omnidirectional movement as central to frontier,
cowboy, and other modes of U.S. masculinity. In short, the train is a machine that, like midtown office buildings, seems to “swallow [men] up and contain them” (Yates 120).
But the train can also operate as a site of masculine identity construction, according to
Frank, who considers the difference between submissive and assertive masculinities while
riding home one night. He comes to the conclusion that what makes a man passive or dominant
is the way he takes command of the train-space:
Could a man ride home in the rear smoker, primly adjusting his pants at the knees
to protect their crease and rattling his evening paper into a narrow panel to give
his neighbor elbow room? Could a man sit meekly massaging his headache and
allowing himself to be surrounded by the chatter of beaten, amiable husks of
men who sat and swayed and played bridge in a stagnant smell of newsprint and
tobacco and bad breath and overheated radiators?
Hell, no. The way for a man to ride was erect and out in the open, out in
the loud iron passageway where the wind whipped his necktie […] Taking deep
pulls from a pinched cigarette until its burning end was a needle of fire and
quivering paper ash and then snapping it straight as a bullet into the roaring speed
of the roadbed, while the suburban towns wheeled slowly along the pink and
grey dust of seven o’clock (102).
Frank’s description of the train implies that a submissive man forces his body to occupy the
least amount of space—he pushes his newspaper into a “narrow panel” to give elbow room to
his fellow passenger, but his body, too, is narrowed, “surrounded” by the stress of his city job,
stripped of individuality, reduced to an “amiable husk.” A dominant man, on the other hand,
rides “erect.” This word both connotes sexual power and specifies the ideal bodily positioning
of the assertive male passenger, connecting a sense of “innate” or naturalised phallic
masculinity to the dominance of physical space. The ideal man doesn’t sit down, folded up; he
stands in order to take up as much train-space as possible. Moreover, he stands outside, away
from the other passengers, performing a mode of independent masculinity.
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Adding to the connection between masculinity and technological mobility is Frank’s
description of the cigarette: now that the war is over, the “bullets” men have at their disposal
are cigarettes flicked into the roadbed. The roadbed itself is both a stage on which post-war
masculinity is performed, and a repository for this masculinity’s disposable items. By
envisioning the train as an object that can supposedly be used and abandoned (like the
cigarette), instead of as a regulating technology, Frank imagines a way out of the psychic and
spatial entrapment produced by commuting. He offers a model of self-reliant masculinity that,
although bound by the circuit commute, is distinguished from that of his gray-flannelled peers
because of Frank’s command over movement and space. This model is supported by hypermasculine imagery that suggests speed and action—the wind whips his tie, his cigarette is a
burning needle, he is surrounded by “loud iron”—and this dynamic speed is, in Frank’s
imagination, diametrically opposed to the suburban landscape, which “[wheels] slowly along.”
Frank’s imagined masculine reclamation of train-space draws on the notion of
autonomous mobility insofar as it posits the ideal commuter as a man who ventures outside of
commuting’s normalised spaces and positions. This sets readers up for a consideration of the
automobile as a potential escape from circuit mobility, since the car not only provides a private
alternative to public transport, but is, particularly in U.S. cultural consciousness, both a symbol
of and tool for independent travel. Frank first experiments with diverging from the
conventional commuter’s circuit when he catches the late train home after work, and this slight
change in his routine is enough to grant him “a pleasant sense of independence, of freedom
from the commuter’s round” (243). Frank’s atypical mobility is reflected in the suburban home,
as his late-train mobility fits in with the “new, mature, non-sentimental kind of marriage that
was evidently going to be their way from now on” (244). For Frank, it seems that jettisoning
the conventions of suburban mobility naturally parallels his and April’s refusal to act out the
conventions of suburban domesticity—perhaps because mobility and domesticity both require
Frank to limit his own autonomy in order to remain socially and economically secure.
The connection between Frank’s autonomous mobility and his transgression of
domestic norms is emphasised further when Frank has an affair with a secretary, Maureen
Grube. The affair lends Frank a sense of freedom from his cloying, love-hate relationship with
April, and so when Frank finally ends the affair, he replaces his infidelity with automobility.
He invents “little errands that would take him away from home, allowing him to cruise
aimlessly down back roads in his station car, mumbling to himself” (273), and this
“aimlessness” is not unlike Betsy Rath’s drive along the Merritt Parkway in The Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit, or Harry White’s auto-mobile “wandering” in The Demon. In each case,
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personal mobility is both a physical and a psychic act, a paradoxical use of regulating pathways
(roads, sidewalks, etc.) in order to create a fleeting sense of agency. But as Frank and April’s
European fantasy illustrates, mobility (especially imagined mobility) is not an effective escape
from the spatial and social circuitry of post-war suburbia. Just as the Wheelers’ plans for
overseas travel have ideological weight but no real substance, the automobile’s capacity to
liberate individuals from suburban entrapment is almost entirely symbolic—that is, while cars
exist as signifiers of autonomy, they cannot actually produce it.
Together with the roads and the “toyland of white and pastel houses” (323) that form
the suburban landscape, Revolutionary Road’s candy-coloured cars construct and perform a
post-war U.S. suburban aesthetic that seemingly allows no room for social or spatial deviancy.
When April dies from a self-induced abortion, and a distressed Frank runs home from the
hospital, we read that “The Revolutionary Hill estates had not been designed to accommodate
a tragedy. […] A man running down these streets in desperate grief was indecently out of
place” (323). Like Johnny Hake and Neddy Merrill, who cross suburban boundaries as part of
their (ultimately unsuccessful) counter-mapping, Frank “[veers] from the pavement” and cuts
across back yards, “intent on a madman’s shortcut to Revolutionary Road,” and discovers that
this counter-mapping offers “no escape” (323) from the suburb’s entrapping aesthetic. While
Yates’s suburban terrain offers Frank a space to establish himself within a new post-war
society, this comes at the expense of Frank’s individuality. In mourning the loss of his wife by
running through the suburban neighbourhood, Frank is both spatially and emotionally out of
place, marginalised by the aesthetic and social conventions of the so-called “Revolutionary”
Hill Estates. Frank’s helplessness, juxtaposed against the rose-tinted suburb, is a dramatisation
of a problematic mode of masculinity Moreno notes in his reading of Revolutionary Road: that
of the veteran-turned-suburbanite. Moreno claims that while the “spatial-political terrain of the
suburbs conferred to many young men after WW II was intended to reintegrate them into a
new American society, this act of seeming benevolence […] actually rendered these men
powerless” (86).
As it turns out, Frank does in fact become insipid and weak after April’s death. He
relocates to the city, and although Moreno claims that the increased mobility of inner-city travel
somewhat restores Frank’s masculinity (92), I suggest that Frank’s new urban life is
fundamentally debilitating. For one, Frank’s city job involves performing analytical work for
Bart Pollock Associates, a job which apparently reduces Frank to a mild-mannered paperpusher. Although Milly Campbell finds Frank’s life choices “courageous,” Shep sees Frank as
a “walking, talking, smiling, lifeless man” (330) who has lost all sense of identity or power.
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While glancing at Frank, Shep thinks that “he looked like somebody you could walk up to and
take a swing and knock down, and all he’d do would be to lie there and apologize for getting
in your way” (330-31). In essence, Frank ends up becoming the very kind of man he disparaged
while on the subway: a meek, “boring” (331) passenger who does not lead, who takes up as
little space as possible, and who “[arranges] the crease of his pants over his knees” (330).
A “mess of men and machinery”: mobility and competing masculine ideals in The Demon
Many critics have noted the wordplay in the last name of The Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit’s protagonist, Thomas Rath: the name hints at the fiery war-anger Tom sublimates on his
path to becoming a successful businessman. Similarly, Frank Wheeler’s last name might be
read as a play on wheels and movement, especially given that he lives on Revolutionary Road.
The Demon’s Harry White also bears a telling last name, since he is, after all, a seemingly
average white man, holding down an equally average white-collar job at a New York
investment firm. Like many men of his time, he commutes to work, and it is worth noting that
one of the first choices recorded in the narrative is his choice between keeping his two-hour
commute, or moving closer to work “where he might be only a short, leisurely bus ride from
the office” (Selby 2). If he stays away, he has to put up with a monotonous train ride; if he
moves closer, he might feel tethered to his workplace. The dissonance produced by Harry’s
commuting options calls attention to other problematic areas of his life such as his desire to
have sex with married women, his decision to live with his parents at the age of thirty, and in
particular, his performance of an egocentric, self-aggrandising brand of masculinity that
constitutes itself through transgressive performances of sexual and spatial freedom. Harry
might be seen as the Commuter or the White-Collar Worker, but according to his friends, he is
also “Harry the Lover” (1), a man who sees himself as virile and irresistible to the point that if
he were to share an apartment with a woman, the relationship between them “would not remain
platonic for long” (2). Harry’s perception of himself as a man is built upon two assumptions:
that he can take and do whatever he wants without consequences; and that he is entitled to
certain financial and social rewards while working at his Manhattan investment firm.
Harry’s view of himself as a free agent who answers to no one imitates the U.S. ideal
of the Anglo middle-class man as entitled to move, consume, create, and destroy however and
whenever he deems necessary. On the other hand, Harry’s belief that his success is measured
by hard-earned money and social status is reminiscent of Kimmel’s Self-Made Man. Both of
the ideals Harry has adopted include physical and socioeconomic mobility as markers of
masculine success: Harry must be able to move up in the firm, move from one sexual encounter
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to another, and move freely around the urban landscape if he is to remain an independent,
powerful man. An example of this multifaceted mobility can be seen when Harry follows a
woman, Louise, home in order to have casual sex, and walks “to the left, up and around the
block, to be sure he got there at least five minutes after her” (12). Just as Cheever’s Johnny
Hake and Neddy Merrill transgress social, moral, and physical limits as they enter homes and
walk through neighbourhoods, so too does Harry transgress moral and marital boundaries by
wandering the streets around Louise’s house, entering her home, and having sex with her.
Reinforcing the connection between mobility and sexual transgression is the fact that
Harry’s sexual urges compel him to eat lunch as quickly as possible so that he has time to walk
the streets and follow “this broad or that one” (15), and when the urge increases, Harry extends
his walk to include a nearby park, where he flirts with a woman named Mary. After meeting
with her twice, Harry feels the need to let her “dangle for a while” (20), presumably to increase
her sexual frustration, and so instead of meeting her for a third time, he leaves her waiting at
the park. As he envisions Mary waiting for him, he “[strolls] along Fifth Avenue” and “[enjoys]
his feeling of power” (21), a power supported by sexual and spatial freedom. But Harry’s desire
for upward social mobility is just as strong as his sexual urges, and although the two do not
mix, he refuses to believe this. He sees the clash between his sexual proclivities and his whitecollar career as something to be compartmentalised rather than solved, and begins to lead a
double life wherein his sexual and spatial wandering is kept at a distance from his work.
Vital to this separation is the subway train Harry rides to work, and I suggest that this
train is not merely a transport technology but a focal point, a lens through which Harry’s
anxieties and conflicts are magnified. As a literal line between his sexual urges and his career,
the train also helps him maintain his complicated masculine identity, but this makes for an
unnatural connection between Harry and the train. When Harry rides the subway on Monday
morning—having slept with a woman named Irma the night before—he looks drowsily at his
own “vague reflection in the window” and, when the train pulls into the station, “extricate[s]
himself from the man-made mess of men and machinery” (31). A mess indeed, not only
because Harry is surrounded by commuters, but because Harry has converted the train from a
form of transport to a kind of intermediary between two masculine extremes. The train’s backand-forth movement parallels Harry’s fluctuation between white-collar obedience and sexual
hedonism, and this fluctuation becomes a “man-made mess,” an entrapping clash of traditional
ideals from which Harry feels he must “extricate” himself.
Harry ignores the tension slowly growing inside him and throws himself into both his
work and his philandering with renewed energy. He blends in with the other passengers by
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reading the Daily News on the train, and, by the end of his commute, is described as “a true
cosmopolite and survivor of the tunnel of darkness” (32)—a label that could be applied to any
of Harry’s fellow gray-flannelled passengers (or the passengers Frank Wheeler criticises in
Revolutionary Road). But underneath this façade of conventional mobility, Harry is as
subversive as ever, going so far as to exploit gendered assumptions about white-collar mobility
in order to reinvigorate the sexual “game” he is playing with Mary. “Why else do you think I
didn’t keep our lunch date?” he tells her. “Got a sudden emergency call shortly after I left here
and had to fly to Chicago” (32). Mary immediately accepts his lie, since Harry, as a middleclass white man working at a large firm, could quite possibly need to fly across the country at
a moment’s notice.
Harry’s fantasy of loose sex and even looser office hours is shattered when, after
returning late to work several times due to his sex adventures, he is called into Mr. Wentworth’s
office and reprimanded. In particular, Wentworth restricts Harry’s mobility, saying, “This
business of strolling off in the afternoon […] it has ended. You understand? Ended!” (44) Harry
is forced to choose between womanising and economic success, both of which are endorsed by
his masculine values. His entrapment is clear: he must jettison the sexual codes that have
legitimated his identity as a man, while continuing to project the hegemonic masculine image
demanded by his male-dominated workplace. There is no way out of this entrapment, for as
Wentworth tells him, “there is no finish line to the race, except down and out” (95). And it
seems even Harry’s commute is involved in this revelation insofar as it begins to “speak” to
him about his obligations as a white-collar employee. Harry, concerned with the progress of
the Compton & Brisbane account he is handling, begins to hear the clacking of the train’s
wheels as “Compton & Brisbane, Compton & Brisbane,” and consciously ignores the sound
until it reverts to “the usual click, clack” (42). The train, here, is invested with meaning:
functionally, it allows Harry’s commute to work, but it also serves as a kind of echo chamber
in which Harry’s anxieties about his diminishing mobility condense and reverberate. One might
even read the constant, metronomic motion of the train wheels as reflecting the unceasing grind
of Harry’s white-collar life, a life characterised by repetition, fixed mobility, and strict
boundaries. Whenever Harry strays from these boundaries, he is reminded by Wentworth to
“get back on the track” (54)—a phrase that, in context of Harry’s complex relationship with
mobility and transport technologies, takes on new meaning, and makes Harry himself a kind
of human train that must get “on the track” by moving dutifully and punctually from home to
work.
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If Harry gets “back on the track,” he earns a measure of social mobility at the expense
of his personal freedom; if he strays from the “track,” he gains a feeling of power by acting out
the role of sexually potent pioneer, but loses his workplace credibility. This double-bind is
arguably the source of Harry’s physical ailments, which include a “cold knot twist[ing] in his
gut” (65), an “agonizing twitching that constrict[s] his chest” (175), and a tension that makes
him feel like “a wound spring that was about to snap” (166). These conditions, which are both
internal and medically untreatable, can be read as a mirror of the external image of masculine
success Harry projects. From here, it is not difficult to see a connection between his assumedly
healthy public identity—one that is little more than an amalgam of different masculine ideals—
and his private self, which is rapidly deteriorating under the strain of having to embody these
disparate identities. Harry is aware that the tension and anxiety will continue for as long as he
continues to live a double life, but he also feels that he cannot bring himself to stop, and it is
precisely this sense of irrevocability that finds its way into his dreams: once again, machine
and man become merged when Harry dreams that he is
driving along the street in a normal flow of traffic and seeing the brake lights
go on on the car in front of you and you lift your foot from the accelerator and
it gets caught under the brake pedal and you get closer and closer to the car
in front of you as you struggle to get your foot out from under the pedal so
you can jam down on it and not hit the car in front, and, of course, everything
is happening in slow motion and it seems like you go through this time after
time and you never hit the car in front of you, but you never find out exactly
what happens either… (65-66)
The absence of commas in the first part of the passage creates a sense of rapidity, echoing the
unstoppable movement that Harry fears. Like a foot getting caught under a brake pedal, Harry
has allowed himself to become caught in a conflicting cycle of conformity and transgression,
but he doesn’t know how the cycle will end, or if it will end at all. That his dread is projected
onto the automobile rather than the train is interesting, not least because it is the car—which
is more fluid than the train, and doesn’t carry its connotations of commuting—that provides
some measure of separation between Harry’s white-collar conservatism and his hedonistic
sexual pursuits.
The car, as I suggested earlier, is an effective extension of the masculine charm and
power Harry exerts over women, while forms of fixed mobility (or civic mapping, to recall a
term from the previous chapter) such as the subway train are disempowering and repulsive. A
prime example of this distinction is when Harry flirts with a woman named Linda at a work
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function, and offers her a ride home. His offer is possible only because of the car he owns
(which he uses whenever he travels outside of his commuting circuit), and when Linda
accepts, Harry is placed in an unspoken position of power—he controls the direction, speed,
and outcome of their journey, and Linda is disarmed by the luxury his car provides, turning
on the radio and “nestl[ing] into her seat and the warmth of her feelings” (84). The car ride is
also the site of a significant foreshadowing, as Harry mentions to Linda that when a man
moves up in the firm and attains “a high class title like junior veepee, [he has] to live in the
suburbs,” specifically “some elegant cardboard box in Levittown” (84). Unaware that a similar
fate awaits him, Harry ironically notes that while a promotion might earn a man social
mobility, it limits his spatial mobility by relegating him to a “box” in a homogenous suburb.
In a place like Levittown, where the average man might need to commute one and a half hours
per home-to-office trip (Wattel 290), personal mobility is as much a fantasy as the notion of
“suburbia” itself: although a man can enjoy the independence of owning a house and land, he
remains tethered to the commuting train, and although he might own an automobile (which
provides a greater range of mobility than a train), the limitations of his career and the civic
mapping of the highways surrounding him will always dictate how, when, and where he is
permitted to move.
Harry is horrified at the thought of having his mobility stifled by the constraints of
suburban life, but his desire for upward social mobility is even stronger than his fear of
suburbia. Thus, his condemnation of the “veepee” life is actually veiled envy, and Linda
notices this, saying, “you’re really upset by his promotion. […] I think you’re jealous” (85).
Indeed, Harry is upset that he has been denied the money and status of the junior vice president
position, even though he hates the very structures and daily life patterns required to gain such
rewards, and this conflict stands at the centre of his growing unease. Having enjoyed the
apparent freedom and power of his ride with Linda, his Monday commute is particularly
loathsome—the subway “reek[s] like a sewer,” and the men are no more than “goddamn
animals jammed into the train like the ark” (87).17 The tone here is almost petulant, which
comes as no surprise given that Harry is commuting out of obligation, and regards both the
train and his career as allowing fixed, not free, mobility. In other words, Harry can move up
in his job, and move to and from the city via the subway, but in both cases his movement is
controlled and compartmentalised. This control over his mobility is ultimately dehumanising,
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More overtly here than in Revolutionary Road, the ark becomes a symbol of ordered mobility.
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stifling his sex-obsessed, nonconformist tendencies and converting him into Harry the whitecollar worker, Harry the passenger, or on this particular Monday morning, Harry the “animal.”
In the background of Harry’s hostility towards fixed mobility and white-collar
employment is a loathing of the suburbs, since the suburban landscape, imbued with
ideologies and stereotypes such as consumerism, domesticity, conservatism, commuting, and
homogeneity, is in Harry’s mind a site of dispossession. In many ways, Harry echoes the
discontent of those middle-class men who felt trapped by the “tension between the autonomy
of the independent breadwinner role and the alienation of white collar work” (Myers 441).
But unlike the scores of men who saw suburban living as an opportunity to provide for their
families and construct a cozy, domestic refuge against Cold War anxieties, Harry sees the
suburbs only in terms of their apparently superior commuters: “Maybe I should move to […]
the suburbs where you have a higher class of slobs riding the train,” he thinks. “Shit! Who
needs it. Screw the suburbs” (88). Although in Harry’s mind the subway is little more than a
“sweaty tunnel” adorned with “tomblike tile” (88)—a framing of the commute as a death
sentence—the suburbs are not an escape, but simply entrapment in another form. They take
mobile, sexually free men like Harry and convert them into domesticated, strait-laced, and
ever-present (perhaps a euphemistic way of saying immobile) fathers like the ones in The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet (1952-1966), Father Knows Best (1954-1960), Leave it to
Beaver (1957-1963), and The Donna Reed Show (1958-1966). The rooted suburban man, with
his family station wagon, his monogamous relationship and nuclear family, and his grayflannel suit, is the antithesis of Harry the quasi-urban bachelor, who spends his free time
“roaming around, maybe looking a little [at women], like any guy would do” (113).
Both masculine ideals—the breadwinning suburban father, and the sexually potent,
autonomous nonconformist—are attractive, but one must give way to the other. For Harry, the
point at which his inner desires yield to his outer persona is when Wentworth tells him that he
needs to settle down and “mature” if he is to move up in the firm: “We know how to […] relax
and have fun,” Wentworth tells him, “but…but! we go home to our families. It is imperative
that a corporate executive be a good family man” (120). Although Harry has no interest in
getting married, and has even less interest in the domestic life, he understands that “doing it
Wentworth’s way” will get him “to the top” whereas his current lifestyle will only earn him a
mediocre position “somewhere in the middle” (120). Thus, only a few months later, Harry
takes a train ride to meet Linda’s parents, and proposes to her on the ride back to the city.
Again, the train is associated with obligation and permanence, serving as the site of a decision
that irrevocably alters Harry’s sexual and spatial mobility. The decision is so contrary to his
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inner desires that it surprises him, and as he returns to work the following week, he has to
convince himself that “maybe this whole thing is right” (127). Right or not, it certainly fits
into Harry’s “new schedule” (127) which involves staying focused, arriving early to work,
and limiting his wayward desires—in other words, keeping “on track.”
Wentworth is pleased with Harry’s new schedule, telling him that “maturing and
settling down” is a “wise move” that will “make all the difference in the world” (129). It
certainly does make a difference, affecting Harry’s life in more ways than one. He is soon
promoted to assistant vice-president, and when Linda becomes pregnant, he uses his increased
salary to buy an apartment in Central Park West, a place that has “a luxurious feeling of space”
(137) and is higher than their previous apartment. Ironically, Harry is moving up in the
company, moving upward in his apartment building, and is even expanding his domestic
space, but in doing all of this, he is diminishing the mobility he truly desires—the freedom to
roam, to sleep around, to be a master of his own destiny. No amount of money, space, or
height can distract Harry from the fact that he is pushing himself into the domesticated father
role he has tried so hard to avoid, and that this role is suffocating (at least for the time being)
his sexual desires. Three months after moving into the new apartment, he is “surprised to learn
how long [he and Linda have] been living a celibate life,” and is equally surprised that he has
had “no desire to go off by himself at lunch time” (141).
This lack of sex, of course, does not last. Harry eventually rebels against his domestic
role by making a “game” out of extending his lunch hour every Friday and looking for women
to sleep with. For Harry, sex is a kind of catharsis that alleviates the tension between inner
pioneer and outer white-collar conformist:
Of course he did not get laid every Friday, but that was not important. The
important thing was the routine, the game, which allowed him to be free from
that constant conflict so he could concentrate on his work and maintain his
position and responsibilities. […] [The] conflict that twisted him in half, and
threatened his ability to work, could not be ignored. So Harry rationalized
himself into accepting a new phase of his life (153-54).
Here, the “constant conflict” between the expectations of white, middle-class, domestic
masculine ideals and the fantasy of being a sexually and spatially autonomous nonconformist
is temporarily negated by fitting sexual acts within the structure (the extended Friday lunch
hour) of white-collar employment. This is the first of many compromises Harry makes in order
to fulfil his two conflicting masculine dreams, and two objects that operate at the centre of his
compromises are the subway train and the suburban home. The first object, the train,
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demarcates the public and private sphere and, being a transport technology designed to bridge
the gap between urban and suburban, mirrors Harry’s fluctuation between transgressive
urbanite and conservative suburbanite (the latter role being even more pronounced when
Harry moves out of Central Park West and into the affluent suburb of Westchester). The
second object, the suburban home, not only symbolises the “new phase” of Harry’s life as a
father and husband, but is also a site of control in which Harry’s desires are diminished and
his mobility is either commercialised or carefully enclosed.
When Harry purchases his Westchester home (which is a one-and-a-half-hour train
ride from New York City), his desire to “[stroll] the streets on Friday afternoon looking for a
woman” is subdued, and his mind is “clear of the thoughts, and terrible conflicts” that had
plagued him while living in the city (157). At first glance, his new suburban lifestyle appears
as an antidote, but in reality it is little more than a bandage placed over the festering wounds
lying under the surface of Harry’s serene white-collar identity. The United States’ cultural
perception of “suburbia” as a superficial, consumerist, middle-class paradise is reflected in
two major decisions Harry makes once he moves into his new house: firstly, he buys “a second
Mercedes” for Linda since she “would need a car, now that they were bona fide suburbanites,”
and secondly, he joins the “Wooddale Country Club” (158). Harry’s actions can be read as a
satirical reflection of suburban elitism, but they can also be read as a critique of popular
ideological constructions of “suburbia” as a repository for wealthy, white families who are
disconnected from the “real world” of the urban middle class. In other words, Harry’s actions
might be poking fun at the way those in the United States perceived suburbia just as much as
they might be parodying actual suburbanites.
Either way, the idea that being a “bona fide suburbanite” involves buying a second car
and joining a country club suggests that the suburbs produce and maintain a kind of
manufactured mobility for middle- and upper-middle-class men, a mobility that relies on
mass-produced vehicles, contrived displays of social status, and the ever-present yet neverrealised promise of escape. Like the Ford advertisements that highlighted the growing number
of two-car families across the country, the suburbs were a billboard that projected, however
artificially, the illusion of flight, independence, and personal fulfilment. And in The Demon,
Harry has accepted this illusion. He quickly fits into the patterns of suburban living, becoming
accustomed to “the new home and the ride to and from the city” (158). But he soon
understands just how illusory the promises of suburbia really are when his “disquieting
feelings” resurface—they stir within him “like some irresistible force cloaked in the vagueness
of the ancient past” (158). I interpret “irresistible force” in two ways: first, as a force that is
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unable to be resisted; and secondly as being synonymous with attractive, hinting at the allure
of the hedonistic sex Harry has denied himself.
This language connotes the same kind of unstoppable power and cultural resonance as
certain monolithic ideologies of mobility in the United States—namely, the mythos of the
open road, and Manifest Destiny’s romanticising of territorial expansion. The open road,
which evokes illimitability, permanence, and escape, found partial expression in the Interstate
System, which itself was an “irresistible force” inasmuch as it stretched across cities, towns,
farms, and rivers without obstruction. It was a sign of unity and economic strength, and was
in many ways a geographical reflection of the expansion and power the United States desired
to achieve in space. Expansion is the important term here, as the idea of venturing into
uncharted territory and expanding the limits of one’s domain was, in United States
consciousness, as much a masculine dream as it was a sociopolitical one. Historian Robert W.
Burg claims that while Manifest Destiny may have been professed as a divinely ordained right
to expand the country’s territorial reach and thus “bring republican institutions to ‘inferior’
and ‘effeminate’ neighbors,” historical scholarship has moved beyond this pretence to seeing
Manifest Destiny as “a rationale for the agency and interests of white men” (282).
Harry’s mobility is located within this tradition of heroicised white elitism, since Harry
White is both a perpetrator and victim of white, Anglo, middle- and upper-class hegemony,
and an embodiment of the white male appropriation of ideals of autonomous mobility. Much
of The Demon’s plot is driven by Harry’s desire for transgressive mobility, and his desire
echoes a long history of white-male-dominated fantasies of escape and expansion in the
United States. Harry’s desires are founded upon a hegemonic masculine assumption that he is
entitled to expansion and progress, free to move wherever and whenever he wants, and exempt
from the consequences of his mobility. As such, he perceives any obstacle to his assumed
freedom, including the inner conflict he experiences, as a hardship that must be either avoided
or eliminated.
Or perhaps negotiated: torn between the “irresistible force” of the pioneer mythos and
the promise of upward social mobility, Harry separates his domestic life from his urban
activities, which include his work and his private transgressions. In the city, he walks “around
the street on an occasional afternoon” (159) to look at the women around him, and this
voyeurism quickly turns to casual sex. Between having affairs and “roaming and looking,” he
is able to “satisfy that little knot in his gut,” but finds it hard to have “much control over his
thoughts” (159). Unable to restrain his desires, Harry soon begins “stay[ing] in the city all
night” (161) and having sex with various women. When he returns home, however, he
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exercises an observable degree of control and care: he takes up horticulture and “[tends] plants
instead of women” (167), and plays the role of the suburban husband, greeting Linda and his
son Harry Jr. every night when he arrives home from work. At first glance, Harry’s domestic
life seems evocative of everything post-war, middle-class men longed for, and even Harry
acknowledges that a man “as young and successful” as himself “could not have any real
problems” (165). Certainly, Harry does not worry about lacking wealth, family, comfort, or
material possessions, and in this way has no conventional “problems,” but he does have a
problem that is as pervasive as it is taboo: he is mired in opposing masculine ideals, and is
running out of ways to deal with his entrapment.
If the city is presented as Harry’s transgressive playground, and the suburban home as
a space of control and responsibility, then Harry’s actions in the final third of the novel can
be read as a negotiation between the two, a “series of little compromises […] that necessitated
little lies, which, in turn, demanded more lies and readjustments and re-evaluations” (165).
Harry tells Linda that their home (along with its abundant plant life) is a place to “insulate
ourselves from the world,” to which Linda replies, “A garden of Eden?” (168). This biblical
reference establishes the suburban home as a haven in which innocence and self-control are
idealised and the threat of sinfulness is ever-present, providing an apt parallel to the “night
visits to hell”—Harry’s trysts in the city—that take place “more and more frequently” (208)
as Harry’s anxiety and transgressive hunger increase. This distinction between Harry’s
hypermasculine urban and domesticated suburban lives, and the way these lives conflict with
each other, might be read as a twisted reflection of separate sphere ideology. Like many other
men in his day, Harry uses the train to travel from home to work, but in his particular case, he
uses the train to separate his sexually charged urban encounters from his confined, nearly
sexless domestic existence. This use of transport technologies is a good example of automobility: whereas commuting via train is something Harry does out of obligation, using the
train to escape from the pressures of domesticity is an altogether different form of mobility,
one that is done for oneself rather than for others.
Here, the train serves as an extension of Harry’s masculine power inasmuch as it
allows him to escape to the city under the pretence of working late (something that Linda, as
a housewife, cannot do), and provides a boundary between Harry’s private and public spheres.
But it also highlights Harry’s complicit victimhood: men like Harry largely reaped the benefits
of keeping the domestic/private and the economic/public spheres separate, since this made the
home a “place seemingly free of financial pressure and yet completely dependent on the
support of a male provider” (Winter 293). But this didn’t stop some men from regarding the
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separation of spheres as an affliction that placed the burden of breadwinning on their shoulders
while also depriving them of the affection and other emotional comforts associated with the
home. In other words, these men found themselves “victims” of a paradigm they were
themselves perpetuating, and partially fuelling this trap was their own ability to move. In
Harry’s case, being a white, heterosexual, middle-class man has granted him the privilege of
almost limitless social and spatial mobility, but by pursuing economic success while rejecting
the conventional domestic expectations that accompany it, Harry has caught himself in a
double-bind, a masculine trap that no amount of mobility can unravel.
Harry’s conflicting values are not unlike the ones navigated by many U.S. men in the
sixties: as historian David Farber suggests, these men were “torn between two sets of values—
the first being discipline, hard work, and delayed gratification, and the second a hedonistic
brand of self-expression” (4). Harry, having been told that he can practice one set of values or
the other, but not both, turns to transport technologies (however unconsciously) to dissociate
himself from his entrapment. He begins riding the subway frequently in order to “prove he
could detach himself from the hordes around him,” and finds that he enjoys “the thrill and
feeling of power he experienced when the train came flying into the station” (234). When
these feelings of detachment and power are no longer satisfying, he performs a supremely
transgressive act—murder—and uses the train to do it:
The train grew louder. It started to roar and scream at him. The person in front
of him became a blur. He could feel the platform trembling as the train got closer
and closer until all there was was the roar of the train and Harry screamed under
the roar […] as he shoved the body in front of him and the train thudded into it
and the screams and screeching mixed with the roar of the train (236).
Harry’s use of the train as a murder weapon is a display of transgressive mobility that
grotesquely plays on Harry’s earlier observation that the subway train is a “man-made mess
of men and machinery.” More importantly, it highlights the cyclic nature of Harry’s own
“messy” relationship with masculine mobility: it not only reveals the extent to which he
depends on the train to affirm his identity and his perceived power (as it is by eliminating
another man that he fully realises his own superiority), but also draws specific attention to the
cyclic, inescapable nature of his desires. He wants to be fully mobile—free to cross any limit
and pursue any desire—and as I have claimed, a completely mobile body must be a
transgressive body, since it must be willing to traverse even those boundaries that keep it
constrained. But because the limits that inhibit Harry can only be shifted, not broken, Harry
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can never gain complete mobility. In chasing a dream of limitlessness, he only further fixes
himself in a cycle of increasingly transgressive acts.
Once again, the train operates as both symbol and character within Harry’s entrapment.
In a macabre mirroring of an earlier scene in which the train “speaks” to Harry about the
Compton & Brisbane account, the train now reminds Harry of the murder he has committed.
In particular, it mimics the phrase “they had to wipe him up with a blotter,” which was uttered
at the crime scene, and ties this to Harry’s return home as well as to his continual desire to kill:
“[Harry] would sit on the train at night and feel and hear the drumming of the train: it is done,
it is done…with a blotter, with a blotter…done again, done again…going home, going home”
(248). I suggest that this particular moment, in which Harry seems to project his inner thoughts
onto the movement of the train, is the primary junction at which all of the masculine drives and
ideals that constitute his self-perception clash with the unbreakable social and spatial limits
surrounding his mobility. He has pulled himself in two different directions: he wants the
financial stability of suburban, white-collar life, but despises the monotony and
depersonalisation of the commute; he asserts his sexual freedom, but also plays the part of the
conservative family man to further his career; he wants the freedom to “wander” wherever and
whenever he pleases, yet enmeshes himself in a middle-class lifestyle that precludes
spontaneity. Unable to escape his choices, he is presumably doomed to repeat them. Here, the
rhythmic drumming of the train echoes this cycle, reminding him that every time a crime is
“done again,” there will always be a “going home,” a return to the conventions of his white,
middle-class, hegemonic masculine existence.
Aware that he cannot satisfy the incompatible drives within him (even after escalating
his transgressions), Harry drowns himself in the harbour. His recourse to suicide is a morbid
echo of Wentworth’s warning that there is “no finish line to the race, except down and out”
(95), and indeed there cannot be a finish line for Harry, since what he desires is impossible to
achieve. The best he can do to gain ultimate mobility is to imitate a kind of fluidity, letting his
body sink into the harbour and his last breath be “imperceptibly and silently carried out to sea”
(276). This line closes the novel, making Harry’s drifting body the focus. There is no
description of Harry’s body being recovered, of Linda mourning, or of Wentworth hiring a new
assistant vice-president. The narrative energy, like Harry’s efforts, is spent. All that remains is
the lingering image of a drowned body, which serves as a warning about the dangers of
masculine fantasies of spatial and economic mobility. After all, Harry has achieved more
mobility than a man can hope for—his corpse will presumably drift around the oceans until it
decomposes—but he has to be dead to achieve it.
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Suburbs, cities, and circuits: is there a way out?
In a 1957 Cosmopolitan article titled “The American Male,” Amram Scheinfeld
remarked that a number of sociological and popular critics saw mid-century U.S. men as
“worried, harried, and insecure, and they base their arguments on the very factors that have
taken him so far on the road to success—his drive to get ahead, his urge to do everything better,
his inability to relax easily” (23). Scheinfeld added that post-war men were often expected to
navigate conflicting ideals such as the “brawn, bravado, toughness, sternness, and stoicism” of
more traditional figures and the “sympathy, kindness, tenderness, softness, sentimentality and
refinement” (23) of newer role models. In short, the “road” to success and the “drive” to get
ahead, while both connoting the potential for upward economic and social mobility, actually
had the potential to paralyse men in a web of dissonant ideals and gender performances. A
prime example is the ex-soldier-turned-suburban-commuter: a man who was praised for
displaying “bravado” and “toughness” on the battlefield, but then expected to adopt
“sentimentality” and “refinement” as soon as he returned home. Moreover, he was encouraged
to sublimate his aggression into white-collar ambition, and reduce his spatial freedoms to a
square patch of suburban lawn and a round-trip commute.
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Revolutionary Road, and The Demon can each be
read as a critique of the suburban stereotypes and white-collar aspirations that emerged after
the end of WWII, and they are similarly critical in their depiction of transport technologies and
the white male protagonists who rely on them. Why do these men rely on patterns of controlled,
circuit mobility? An obvious answer is that this cyclic movement provides economic and social
rewards: it allows Tom Rath, Frank Wheeler, and Harry White to act out the conservative role
of the commuting family man, the breadwinning suburbanite who, by virtue of his place in the
suburbs and his job in the city, is assumed to be hardworking and attentive to the needs of
others—an “other-directed” person, to borrow Riesman’s term. Adopting this identity leads to
a new job for Tom, and promotions for Frank and Harry, both of which provide a measure of
economic mobility as well as an opportunity to re-form their identities within U.S. post-war
societies that no longer require men to be violent or limitlessly mobile. These men live in
societies which put constraints around the male body, and which demand not frantic moments
of bloodshed or aggression, but routines of docile mobility.
My discussion of Cheever’s stories in Chapter 1 illustrated the way rebellious bodily
mobility (counter-mapping) resulted in either a return to social norms and strictures (seen in
“The Housebreaker of Shady Hill”), or ejection from suburbia altogether (seen in “The
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Swimmer”). Both of these endpoints create a type of entrapment inasmuch as they subjugate,
contain, or otherwise punish men who wish to be autonomously mobile. In a similar way, the
fictions I have discussed in this chapter present the suburb-city circuit as a type of entrapment
which offers its male travellers a set of choices: either capitulate to the cycle and be rewarded,
or rebel against the cycle and end up ostracised and powerless or, in Harry’s case, dead. Either
way, this form of post-war circuit mobility comes at the expense of one’s identity, which means
that the way these novels depict suburban commuting can be interpreted as a fictional parallel
to sociological critiques such as Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd, which warned against the
deterioration of autonomy and individuality in mid-century U.S. society. Even Wilson’s The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, which could be seen as having a “happy ending” insofar as it
does not punish or destroy Tom Rath for his economic and spatial mobilities but rather provides
him with a permanent way out of the commuter’s circuit, is no less of a critique. In response to
post-war assumptions that suburban living and commuting were an effective and personally
fulfilling method for returned servicemen to reintegrate themselves into both society and the
workforce, the novel underscores the failure of suburbia and commuting by presenting Tom
Rath as an ex-soldier who despises both his suburban home and his commute, and who only
finds satisfaction when he moves into his grandmother’s mansion and is given a job close to
home. For Tom, the sudden and drastic improvements within his workplace and domestic
spheres are something of a deus ex machina that seems a little too good to be true, and one
can’t help but wonder if the real gray-flannel-suited men whom Tom represents were anywhere
near as lucky.
In this chapter I have briefly mentioned the depiction of automobiles and their function
within seemingly autonomous white male mobility. The role of the car within post-war U.S.
fiction will be further explored in the next chapter, in which I examine automobility within
John Updike’s Rabbit, Run and Jack Kerouac’s On the Road. This current chapter can be
considered a midpoint between bodily and automotive mobility, since it sits between Chapter
1’s focus on bodily mobility in fictional suburbia, and Chapter 3’s focus on auto-mobilised,
non-circuit flights from civilisation. In each case, as I have outlined, roads and civic transport
technologies form a web around masculine violence and sexual immorality, a “net” to hold
everything in, while also operating as sites of masculine construction and destruction. Tom
Rath, Frank Wheeler, and Harry White might not be as strictly bound to the social and physical
confines of suburbia as Neddy Merrill and Johnny Hake, but they are tethered to a circuit that
precludes any kind of spontaneous, socially transgressive mobility—the type of mobility
performed by Updike’s Rabbit Angstrom and Kerouac’s Sal Paradise. The next chapter is a
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departure from fictional suburbs and cities, but as I will demonstrate, this flight to the open
road engenders entirely new forms of economic, physical, and social entrapment.
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Chapter 3: “A Sheath for the Knife of Himself”: Automobility and Male Flight in Jack
Kerouac’s On the Road (1957) and John Updike’s Rabbit, Run (1960)
In the previous chapter, I discussed fictional depictions of suburban-city circuit
mobilities and drew particular attention to the way these portrayals framed the (sub)urban
landscape as a site of entrapment, and of identity construction and deconstruction, for postwar, white-collar men. I read these fictions as interjections into the mélange of U.S. cultural
attitudes toward suburban mobilities and lifestyles. Particularly from the 1950s to the 1970s,
many families migrated outward from the city, and used suburbs as tools for both economic
and personal mobility. Movement, in its various forms, became a necessary consideration for
the suburban family: they bought automobiles for their Levittown garages; the mother kept
track of commuting and school schedules, and typically served as chauffeur; meanwhile, the
breadwinning husband was the gray flannel suit who rode passively to and from his job in the
city. The suburbs were a space that people loved to hate: “suburbia” was the home of apparently
homogenous and materialistic suburbanites, but it was also a place where one’s financial and
social status could potentially increase, if one was willing to adhere to commuting schedules
and the claustrophobia of densely packed identical housing. The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit,
Revolutionary Road, and The Demon showcase the potential rewards of suburban mobility
inasmuch as their male characters all receive promotions for their hard work and adherence to
domestic norms, but these novels also hypothesise that underneath the surface of the suburban
white-collar lifestyle exists an undercurrent of dissonance, depersonalisation, and subjection.
There is another, different yet similarly problematic, space at the heart of mid-century
U.S. ideals of mobility: the open road. In this chapter I will move beyond the suburbs and its
civic circuits, and explore the mythos of the road as it operated within both U.S. cultural
consciousness and post-war fiction. Specifically, I will examine two novels, Jack Kerouac’s
On the Road and John Updike’s Rabbit, Run, both of which portray masculine mobility as
hedonistic, and opposed to the perceived constraints of city and suburban life. These fictional
depictions of auto-mobile men deploy the open road as a space for acting out fantasies of escape
from domesticity and employment. The apparently self-governing mobilities performed by
both Updike’s Harry “Rabbit”18 Angstrom and Kerouac’s Sal Paradise and Dean Moriarty are
ultimately cyclic and unfulfilling—their nonconformism actually dissipates rather than
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Although Harry is his actual name, he is called Rabbit throughout the novel, and for this reason (and as a way
of distinguishing him from Harry White), I will refer to him as Rabbit.
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increases when the men encounter the physical and economic limitations of the open road. I
will also pay closer attention to personal automobiles as constructors of masculine identity, as
this sets up a discussion of the relationship between the male body and the automobile in
Chapter 4. In On the Road and Rabbit, Run, the road and car are symbols that evoke the United
States’ idealistic vision of (predominantly male) mobility. By highlighting the road and car as
not only failed escape routes out of domestic responsibility, but also sites of frustrated and
regulated movement, On the Road and Rabbit, Run narrativise ambivalent post-war attitudes
towards highway travel and masculine automobility, and consequently challenge readings of
the open road as a site of liberation.
Two men, a car, and an “anywhere road”: On the Road’s ambiguous mobilities
By the time On the Road hit bookshelves in 1957, the U.S. Interstate Highway System
was already under construction. The network of superhighways was physically functional—it
was intended to connect rural areas to metropolitan centres, and allow for literal escape in the
event of a nuclear attack—but at the same time, it was highly symbolic of the country’s desire
for expansion and rapid, autonomous mobility. What Popular Science called the “Road to
Everywhere” (141) was the fastest, most interconnected, and easiest-to-navigate transit
network the country had ever experienced. It was the closest men could get to the idea of an
“open road.” I say men because like the automobile, the open road was a technology implicitly
designed for men. Roads and vehicles advertised spatial and psychic liberation, and because
this liberation had been for much of the country’s history coded as masculine, the act of
automobilised escape or adventure could be read as masculine by default: as Michael Kimmel
notes, the relationship between masculinity and flight was apparent even in the early nineteenth
century, when fleeing from both women and any “behaviors that might remotely hint at the
feminine” were characteristic of one’s “quest for manhood” (History 19). As I have discussed
in other chapters, cars and roads were certainly used by women, but in ways coded entirely
differently to men: for women, as we saw in the Introduction, the car was an aestheticised tool
for chauffeuring children, picking up groceries, or making day trips, whereas for men the car
emerged as a symbol of autonomy and power, a tool for adventure and escape.
Superhighways and automobiles may have indicated a desire for growth and mobility,
but this “desire” was shaped by class as much as it was by gender. Automobility benefited
only those who could afford automobiles, and even nonconformist fantasies of adventure and
material emancipation, such as those depicted in Kerouac’s novels and Norman Mailer’s 1957
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essay “The White Negro,” declared the benefits of unrestricted movement through white,
middle-class voices. Sal Paradise in Kerouac’s On the Road, for example, expresses a desire
to jettison his whiteness in favour of a marginalised African-American mobility he thinks is
free from financial and spatial norms. In actuality, Sal’s ideal of mobility takes AfricanAmerican hardship and translates it into a white fantasy. Mailer’s essay similarly
misinterpreted African-American troubles as willing nonconformity; Mailer argued that
conformity and white-collar work had eroded men’s identities, turning them into “Squares,”
and proposed that men could restore their autonomy by adopting “Hip,” a countercultural,
risk-taking frontier spirit first embodied by the African-American hipster. Being “Hip”
involved more than quitting one’s job and hitchhiking along the open road; one had to liberate
oneself from the moral and economic constraints of society. Since men were caught between
“instant death by atomic war” and “a slow death by conformity” (1), their best option was to
abandon the system altogether, to distance themselves “from any conventional moral
responsibility” (5). This distancing encouraged a kind of moral, social, and spatial transience,
a constant movement which was “always to be preferred to inaction” (3).
Mailer and Kerouac reacted to the perceived restricted mobility and cognitive
dissonance of white, middle-class men by refashioning non-white struggles (such as financial
instability, marginalisation, and ostracism) into fantasies of adventure and escape. Fictions like
these—in which white men “break free” of their roles and social obligations by taking to the
open road or otherwise exercising their right to be mobile—are problematic not only because
they romanticise non-white socioeconomic disadvantages, but because they frame
predominantly white privileges, such as suburban housing, as hardships. Catherine Jurca
exposes this latter issue in White Diaspora, claiming that suburban fictions that present
suburban “entrapment” as a plight needing to be evaded or escaped are, in essence, perpetuating
an Anglo-centric narrative in which “white flight” is reinterpreted as a disconnection from
one’s sense of belonging. To this I would add that the choice to move from urban to suburban,
or from conformist employment to adventure, is portrayed in post-war novels such as On the
Road, The Demon, Rabbit, Run, or even Hunter S. Thompson’s 1971 novel Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas, as an empowering act, but this depiction ignores (or even worse, conceals) the
white privilege and entitlement that both precede and permit the act itself.
Kerouac’s On the Road is especially problematic, not least because of its depiction of
white male flight from responsibility. That Kerouac’s characters are defined in part by their
desire to escape social norms and obligations comes as no surprise given that Kerouac himself
saw running away as a potential solution to the 1950s male malaise of gray flannel suits,
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suburban claustrophobia, and cyclic commutes. Although contemporaneous writers such as
William S. Burroughs also portrayed characters who were transient and longing for escape, the
mobilities of these characters differed from Kerouac’s: they weren’t on a perceived mystical
journey of self-discovery so much as they were on the run from police, or in search of more
junk. Both authors challenged America’s sociopolitical climate by injecting their writings with
nonconformist subjects and themes, but while Burroughs focused on society’s ostracised
individuals and behaviours, Kerouac offered a loftier and more nostalgic vision, showcasing
the youth, freedom, energy, simplicity, and autonomous adventure that the U.S. seemed to
value.
Kerouac’s nostalgia was partly influenced by his early literary inspirations. According
to the historian Dennis McNally, Kerouac saw Walt Whitman as “the prophet of a
roughnecked, reverent, free America” and appreciated the way his writings addressed the most
common of the country’s citizens. He also valued the “vision of freedom” in Jack London’s
Call of the Wild (41). These authors prompted Kerouac to see America itself as a subject that
existed alongside other subjects such as Alan Ansen, Neal Cassady, Lucien Carr, Allen
Ginsberg, William S. Burroughs, and of course himself. Seeing a country filled with men who
masked their emotions and acted out unwanted roles for the sake of security, Kerouac reacted
by writing visceral, unembellished novels about his and his friends’ experiences, and in these
novels, particularly On the Road and The Dharma Bums,19 Kerouac expressed a
disenchantment with conventional American life, as well a desire to run away from it. And
what method of escape was more effective than flying across the nation’s roads and
superhighways in a fast car?
Of course, the open road doesn’t just allow for escape—it also allows for pilgrimage, a
journey towards something. Thus, while On the Road’s Sal Paradise and Dean Moriarty use
the road as a way to (temporarily) escape their responsibilities, critics have also noted, in the
words of Robert J. Corber, that “one way of reading Sal Paradise’s travels on the road is as his
search for a masculinity that is commensurate with his fantasies and desires” (50, my
emphasis). If, as Corber suggests, Kerouac’s novel was able to “imagine possibilities and
alternatives that Mailer was not” (53), one of these possibilities was the search for and
reclamation of a manhood that would fulfil and empower white middle-class men by bringing
them back to their pioneer roots. To Kerouac, the solitude of the open road was the answer to
19

While The Dharma Bums also portrays male mobility, this mobility is quite different from On the Road’s
(notably, it is more associated with nature and quasi-Buddhist spirituality than it is with cars and roads), and
therefore it will not be addressed in this thesis.
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men’s perceived identity loss and entrapment: by venturing across the country and expressing
a new “hip” form of frontier masculinity, men could potentially reinvigorate their identities as
Americans and as men.
The road was also simple, vast, and unforgiving, and thus served as an antidote to the
commercialised domestic sphere. Furthermore, it offered a way out of the containment of the
nuclear family insofar as it carried no expectations of commitment or sexual morality. Morris
Dickstein suggests that “the pride of the fifties was the nuclear family, nurturing, wholesome,
and patriarchal” (168), and that On the Road challenged this domestic archetype by connecting
a “new restlessness to the classic American mythology of the road” and using it to “express a
subversive set of values—exuberance, energy, spirituality, intensity, improvisation—that
would challenge the suburban and corporate conservatism of the 1950s” (178). Elaine Tyler
May adds that Beat authors like Kerouac “made it clear that not everyone or everything could
be contained in the nuclear family ideal” (16). Kerouac’s road may have offered a literal path
away from suburban living, but it was more than a physical object. It signified the ideal journey,
the means by which one could eventually find the “IT” that Sal and Dean envision. Because of
its mystical quality, however, the road provided no guaranteed or definitive way to regain one’s
identity—one had to set off and hope for the best. In many ways, the road ended up being as
elusive and fantastical as the type of manhood it promoted, and while it offered a brief and
euphoric respite from male entrapment, it was not finally a way out.
This failure at the heart of male mobility is what makes On the Road’s fictional journeys
so problematic. If the first of the novel’s major issues is its framing of white male flight as
admirable, its second major issue is its unsuccessful use of the road as a space for men to run
away. Kerouac’s fictional treatment of the United States’ highways marks the open road as an
escape route for men who wish to abandon their confining “square” lives, but a closer
examination of the types of male mobility exercised on these roads reveals problems such as
financial dependency, frustrated hedonism, and cycles of escape and return, all of which
undercut the nonconformist energy of Kerouac’s narrative. In addition, the novel deploys the
road both as a literalisation of the male homosocial bond, and as a pseudo-spiritual metaphor
that all but collapses under the weight of its own ambiguity, and in both cases, the efficacy of
the road-as-symbol breaks down. I will demonstrate that Kerouac’s “road” is useful as a
physical escape route (just as the Interstate System was and is physically useful), but as soon
as the road is appropriated as a symbol for the rebellious hedonism of white heterosexual men,
or incorporated physically or metaphorically into a matrix of various legitimated, performed,
sublimated, and repudiated masculine codes—what Mary Paniccia Carden calls the
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“economies of masculinity” (75)—its symbolic energy becomes diluted and therefore
weakened. While roads and automobiles in On the Road might seem literal and symbolic
liberators of disillusioned white men, on closer inspection they serve as technologies of
entrapment that undermine the cultural and ideological power of male automobility within both
Kerouac’s narrative and United States’ mid-century cultural consciousness.
Anticlimactic roads and underwhelming men
On the Road opens not by romanticising the road, but by romanticising a man—Dean
Moriarty—and the carefree, virile masculinity he embodies. Dean Moriarty (a fictional version
of Beat writer Neal Cassady) is described as “a sideburned hero of the snowy West” for whom
sex is “the one and only holy and important thing in life” (4). He is equally philosophical and
rebellious, spending “a third of his time in the poolhall, a third in jail, and a third in the public
library” (6). In Dean, Kerouac proposes a new kind of man, one who is presumably able to
traverse multiple masculine modes at once because he is free of suburban conformity, and can
live his life with “the tremendous energy of a new kind of American saint” (35). A new saint
indeed—the patron saint of the road, perhaps. Like the road, Dean is spontaneous, brimming
with youthful exuberance, and instigates Sal’s desire to travel: during a visit home, Sal realises
that “the bug was on me again, and the bug’s name was Dean Moriarty and I was off on another
spurt around the road” (104). Contrasted against (and impeding) Dean’s impulsive, free
masculinity are urban life and its concomitant obligations and restrictions.
Kerouac establishes Dean as the paragon of adventurous masculinity while also
marking a distinction between the West—a land of opportunity and freedom—and the Eastern
city, a site of conformity, consumerism, and entrapment. When Sal meets Dean’s temporary
love interest Marylou, for example, Sal notices she is dissatisfied with her surroundings: she
sits almost catatonically, “her smoky blue country eyes fixed in a wide stare because she was
in an evil gray New York pad that she’d heard about back West” (4). New York is again
associated with conformist drudgery when Sal returns to the city and notices people “hustling
forever for a buck among themselves, mad dream—grabbing, taking, giving, sighing, dying,
just so they could be buried in those awful cemetery cities beyond Long Island City” (96). The
tired and faceless city dwellers are nothing like the vibrant characters Sal meets while on the
road, and some of the characters, like junk addict Old Bull (supposed to represent novelist
William S. Burroughs), openly denounce the capitalism of 1950s America. “They can make
clothes that last forever,” Old Bull says. “They prefer making cheap goods so’s everybody’ll
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have to go on working and punching timeclocks and organizing themselves in sullen unions
and floundering around while the bog grab goes on in Washington and Moscow” (135).
Kerouac’s most overt criticism of perceived white middle-class stagnancy, however, comes in
the form of Sal’s desire to jettison his own identity as a white man. Echoing Norman Mailer’s
racist romanticising of lower socioeconomic “mobilities,” Sal walks around town at night and
wishes he was anything but white—he longs to be “a Negro, feeling that the best the white
world had offered was not enough ecstasy for me, not enough life, joy, kicks, darkness, music,
not enough night. […] I wished I were a Denver Mexican, or even a poor overworked Jap,
anything but what I was so drearily, a ‘white man’ disillusioned” (163-64).
This is where Kerouac’s appraisal of white American manhood becomes problematic.
Similar to Mailer’s hipster philosophising, it presumes that the way out of entrapment is to
emulate the lifestyles and socioeconomic positions of non-white “others,” seemingly oblivious
to the fact that these individuals have only avoided consumerist and conformist entrapment
because they have been excluded (often violently) from white suburban privilege. Sal
associates whiteness with dreariness and non-whiteness with ecstasy, even as he equates roads
and cars—technologies that were built for and predominantly used by white drivers—with
liberation. In other words, Sal wants the transport technologies, financial freedoms, and social
empowerment that whiteness affords him, but doesn’t want the socioeconomic responsibilities
that come with white, middle-class manhood. His ideology of mobility, therefore, is
fundamentally paradoxical, and his double-bind, in which he clings to the privilege of white
mobility but loathes conventionally white U.S. social norms, is played out on the open road.
However, despite being portrayed as an escape from the homogeneity of the gray-flannel
conformist, the road’s connotations are often ambiguous, meaning that the road-as-symbol is
different for everyone, and “ecstasy” is always promised but never actually found. Of course,
if the road’s symbolic function lacks clarity, the rewards and effects produced by traveling on
the road are equally diminished and obscured, and the ideal of limitless autonomous travel
along this road is revealed to be unsustainable. Sal and Dean’s mobilities are effective signposts
of the potential frustration and aimlessness that results from using the road both metaphorically
and literally as a way of framing one’s escape from responsibility, since their mobilities are
superficially liberating, but are unable to completely circumvent social norms and obligations.
Perhaps the most obvious example of the road’s unsustainability in On the Road is its
inability to liberate Sal and Dean from financial responsibility. The novel is filled with men
who appear independent, but are covertly dependent: Dean, for example, works “like a dog”
(8) as a parking attendant in order to finance his travels, and Sal admits that “there was always
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a schedule in Dean’s life” (38)—an observation that contradicts Dean’s seemingly blasé
disposition. Later on, Sal recalls Dean’s job “in a parking lot on Madison and 40th,” a job that
requires Dean to “[rush] around in his ragged shoes and T-shirt […] straightening out immense
noontime rushes of cars” (227). Here, automobiles are portrayed as the very thing that keeps
Dean locked in a cycle of back-breaking work—exactly the opposite of the automobile’s
cultural connotations of freedom, speed, and power. Both the symbolic power of the
automobile and Dean’s masculine performance are revealed to be shallow, contributing to a
brand of hedonistic autonomy that, while selling itself as detached from economic obligations,
is in reality supported by “working […] without pause eight hours a night” (8). Sal’s friend
Remi Boncoeur performs a similar type of artifice inasmuch as he exudes an erratic laziness
that is quickly exposed as insincere. He acts careless and free around Sal, but lies to his father
that he is living a successful, conservative life. When Remi’s father, a well-known doctor,
comes to visit, Remi asks Sal and Lee Ann to “come with me and try to look as though
everything is the way I’ve written him” (68).
Remi’s deception reveals the hypocrisy and futility that undermine On the Road’s
nonconformist ideals. The novel’s characters avoid obligation and consumerism but are
nonetheless dependent on others’ fiscal responsibility, and Sal’s journey of self-discovery leads
him to take on certain jobs and roles that oppose his ideals. For example, Sal gains temporary
employment as a guard at a barracks for overseas construction workers, and he recalls officers
who were “proud of their jobs” and who “handled their guns and talked about them” (59). One
particular officer, who used to work in Alcatraz, mentions that “law and order’s got to be kept”
(60). Here, the seemingly free-spirited and passive Sal is contrasted against a group of guntoting hypermasculine men, which, on one hand, draws attention to mid-century U.S.
masculine practises such as basing one’s self-worth on one’s job, upholding 1950s containment
ideology, or perpetuating the cult of cowboy masculinity by fetishising firearms and using them
as a phallic extension of one’s masculine identity. But on the other hand, the disparity between
Sal and the guards also draws attention to the fact that Sal, for all his antagonism towards the
restrictiveness of social and gender norms, has landed in a job that encapsulates everything he
has worked hard to avoid. Sal’s dilemma unsettles the novel’s apparent conviction that the road
is a remedy to masculine entrapment; if the road is the answer to problems such as conformity,
containment, and middle-class boredom, then why has it led Sal to invest in them?
If the road highlights the clash between the fantasy of freedom and power, and the
reality of economic responsibility and subjection, On the Road narrativises this clash in Part
Three, when Sal and Dean are traveling towards Denver and discussing their childhood
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memories of riding across the country. Sal tells Dean that “when I was a kid and rode in cars I
used to imagine I held a big scythe in my hand and cut down all the trees and posts,” to which
Dean replies, “I used to do it too only different scythe—tell you why. Driving across the West
with the long stretches my scythe had to be immeasurably longer” (188). Later, Sal adds that
“As a child lying back in my father’s car in the back seat I also had a vision of myself on a
white horse riding alongside over every possible obstacle.” To this, Dean adds that while Sal
was “an Eastern kid and dreamed of horses,” Dean himself “actually ran on foot along the car
and at incredible speeds sometimes ninety, making it over every bush and fence and
farmhouse” (189). This exchange between Sal and Dean highlights the conventionally
masculine (and perhaps childish) concept of the road as a platform for exercising power and
control over the landscape. Sal imagines himself as an unstoppable and violent force that either
overcomes or destroys obstacles. Dean’s replies to Sal imply a competitiveness that not only
draws on phallic superlatives such as “immeasurably longer” scythes, but also seems at home
within a framework of seemingly powerful and hyper-masculine mobility. Dean’s mobility
does not require the aid of a white horse, as Sal’s does; Dean’s imagined mobile body is able
to run across the landscape unchallenged, and at “incredible speeds.” However imaginary, this
almost symbiotic relationship between body and vehicle is important, not least because it
frames male mobility as natural and successful, when in actuality, overdependence on
automobiles (and on auto-mobility) seems to create, at least in fictional scenarios, more
problems than success stories.
To emphasise the economic dangers underlying the dream of limitless male automobility, Dean interjects a sobering personal anecdote into his and Sal’s recollections. He tells
Sal about how he, his father, and a “pisspoor bum from Larimer Street” (188) took a trip to
Nebraska to sell handmade flyswatters for five cents apiece. They use the “old bum’s jalopy”
(188) to travel across the state, and thus are able to enjoy the benefits of resourcefulness and
automobility. But after Dean’s father and the bum spend all of the profits on wine, they soon
find themselves “right back where we started from, Larimer Street” (188). Two points can be
gleaned from this story: first, that automobility alone does not guarantee financial stability or
personal agency; and secondly, that mobility can involve moving in a complete circle, a cycle
of departure and return that potentially locates a man “right back where [he] started from.” In
conjunction with Sal and Dean’s childhood memories, the story of Dean’s father raises a third
point: regardless of how liberating or empowering the road might seem (especially through the
eyes of a child), automobility is unsustainable without responsibility and hard work. There is
no such thing as unlimited, hedonistic male mobility—at least not outside the mind.
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The road might not be the hyper-masculine stage Sal and Dean envisioned when they
were children, but that doesn’t stop it from being used in On the Road as a platform on which
masculine behaviours play out. In particular, the road allows men like Dean to enact a brand
of resilient, sexually potent, reckless, and self-governing masculinity, but this gender
performance is, like the open road itself, an ideal so caught up in codes and conventions that it
ultimately fails to live up to them. Sal and Dean’s journey along the open road might be read
as a search for a masculinity that can no longer be found in the routines of suburban fathers
and white collar workers, but this masculinity remains elusive, much like Dean’s father, Old
Dean Moriarty,20 who I suggest can be read as a mirror held up to the rose-tinted, autonomous
pioneer masculinity projected onto the novel’s road-space—the kind of masculinity Sal and
Dean are presumably searching for.
Old Dean is described as “once a respectable and hardworking tinsmith” who “had
become a wine alcoholic […] reduced to riding freights to Texas in the winter and back to
Denver in the summer” (35). His mobility seems liberating and adventurous at first glance, but
Sal’s later vision of Old Dean highlights the insipid decay beneath the excitement of hobo life:
Where was his father? – old bum Dean Moriarty the Tinsmith, riding freights,
working as a scullion in railroad cookshacks, stumbling, down-crashing in wino
alley nights, expiring on coal piles, dropping his yellowed teeth one by one in
the gutters of the West (119-20).
It is not only Sal who wonders where Old Dean has gone. Dean also searches for his father,
and sees him almost everywhere he goes: when he spots a group of bums in a railyard, for
example, he says to Sal, “look down there in the night thar, hup, hup, a buncha old bums by a
fire by the rail, damn me. […] You see, I never know whether my father’s there or not. […] He
might be anywhere” (211). Indeed, Old Dean could be anywhere, just as the self-governing
pioneer masculinity he represents could be anywhere—or nowhere. By the end of the novel,
neither Sal nor Dean locates Old Dean, whom Sal refers to as “the father we never found”
(281), and this is because Old Dean, and masculinities tied to the mythos of the open road, can
be described by spatial and behavioural characteristics (such as transience, autonomy, and
laxity) but can never be directly or physically experienced.
Dean’s automobility underscores the distinction between road masculinity as a
collection of ideals or behaviours, and road masculinity as a physical reality. If the road is a
platform for masculinity, then cars are the ultimate prop, but in On the Road, the way Dean
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uses and abuses cars only draws attention to how disposable, and therefore insubstantial, they
are. And once the symbolic power of the automobile is diminished, it isn’t long before the
pioneer masculinity associated with and legitimated by the automobile also collapses. To begin,
consider the way Dean’s very essence is tied to the automobile: Sal describes Dean’s soul as
“wrapped up in a fast car, a coast to reach, and a woman at the end of the road” (209). It seems
as if the core of Dean’s identity is composed of traditional masculine virtues such as rapid
mobility and heterosexuality, but these virtues are not as innate or natural as Sal and others
believe. The first “hint” that Dean’s auto-mobile masculinity is not as intrinsic as it appears is
the simple fact that Dean himself is a “con-man” who lies and manipulates in order to “get
involved with people who would otherwise pay no attention to him” (6). Multiple references
to Dean’s identity as a “con-man,” as well as references to “fictions” (not unlike the façade of
success Remi projects to his father) are connected to Dean’s mobility and his use of vehicles.
For example, when Dean and Sal go to stay with rancher Ed Wall, Dean invents a scenario that
Sal is the owner of their borrowed Cadillac limousine; he asks Sal to “go along with him in the
fiction that […] I was a very rich man and that he was my friend and chauffeur” (208).
Another indication that Dean’s automobility is superficial is his use of automobiles as
an index of his masculinity (or lack thereof), which is then undermined by his treatment of cars
as disposable commodities. Gregory Stephenson notes that Dean’s “treatment of people often
parallels his treatment of cars; using them, breaking them under the strain of his demands, and
then abandoning them” (157). While this might not be a problem for a narrative that frames
cars as common tools, On the Road portrays the road and the car as necessary items for men
who wish to reconnect with a more primal, adventurous manhood than the one exercised by
suburbanites and city dwellers. Dean fluctuates between viewing cars as important indicators
of a man’s masculinity, and viewing cars as tools to be used and discarded. However, an
automobile cannot be both an exalted masculine symbol and a throwaway piece of metal—
especially as Dean’s maltreatment of cars “feminises” them inasmuch as it brands both cars
and women as objects exploited by men.
Dean’s interactions with the Okie family and with the owner of the Plymouth in Part
Three show how the narrative uses cars to situate Dean at the top of an implicit hierarchy that
distinguishes between those who are passive, and those who take control. For example, when
Dean and Sal visit the Okie family, Dean discovers that the mother, Frankie, wishes to buy a
car. Sal reports that Dean “immediately took over the responsibility of selecting and naming
the price of the car, because of course he wanted to use it himself so as of yore he could pick
up girls coming out of high school in the afternoons and drive them up to the mountains” (195).
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On the surface, this appears a set of traditionally masculine conventions: taking control of the
purchase of a car; using the car as a tool for picking up women; and a yearning for the open
(mountain) road. When Frankie doesn’t go through with the purchase, Dean becomes
infuriated, and says, “Okies, they’ll never change […] the moment it comes time to act, this
paralysis, scared, hysterical, nothing frightens them more than what they want—it’s my father
my father my father all over again!” (196) Here, the power of male automobility is subverted
even as it is contrasted against the “paralysis” of “hysterical” femininity. Dean connects this
immobility to his father, despite Old Dean’s literal transience, and this exposure of the
seemingly “free” and mobile Old Dean as useless (and potentially feminine) suggests that
actual male mobility is a far cry from the image it projects.
The line between feminine and masculine automobility seems clearer when Dean and
Sal ride with a homosexual man whose masculinity is diminished by not only his sexual
orientation, but his car and his manner of driving. According to Dean, the man owns an
“effeminate car,” a “fag Plymouth” with “no pickup and no real power,” and he drives it with
“extreme care” (187). The owner’s driving is quite unlike the fast and reckless driving Dean
performs once he “[conquers] the owner of the Plymouth to take over the wheel without
remonstrance” (190). Sal notes that with Dean behind the wheel, the group “really travelled”
(190), indicating, of course, that Dean is making good time to Denver, but also insinuating that
the act of travelling performed by the homosexual man wasn’t “real” travel at all—at best, it
was an “effeminate” shadow of Dean’s masculine mobility. Once again, Dean’s essence is
connected to the automobile, or at least to driving one: as Dean rockets along the open road
and frightens the other passengers with his aggressive driving, Sal remains calm. “I wasn’t
scared at all,” he says. “I knew Dean.” Sal “knowledge” of who Dean “is” involves awareness
of his driving skill, but also an awareness of the limits surrounding his male aggression. Dean
might drive recklessly, but he will never drive so recklessly as to self-destruct.
Although the automobile appears here and at other points in the novel as an indelible
component of On the Road’s masculine automobility, Dean’s treatment of cars seems to
weaken, or at least complicate, the assumed supremacy of the automobile. In Part Three, for
example, as Sal takes a cab back to Frankie’s house, Dean rushes past them at ninety miles
(145 kilometres) an hour, in a “stolen convertible,” and within the hour replaces the convertible
with “another car, a battered coupe.” Of course, this car is also soon discarded; Dean drives it
until it breaks down near an old mill, and he declares that it “can’t go any farther” (202). As it
turns out, Dean’s penchant for stealing cars is a long-standing habit which, in one particular
year, led him to steal “five hundred cars” (203). Here, cars are not symbols of stability, power,
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and speed. Rather, they are cheap, disposable commodities that, however empowering, only
augment a man’s masculine mobility for a fleeting period of time. The message seems to be
that a man can use cars to feel swift and powerful—that is, until the car (and by extension, the
man’s mobility) breaks down.
The suggestion that there is a point at which a man’s automobility paradoxically turns
from fast and empowering to entrapping and debilitating occurs again in the same chapter,
when Sal, Dean, and some Jesuit university students drive to Chicago in a borrowed limousine.
Sal notes that “the faster we left Denver the better I felt, and we were doing it fast” (205), but
this speed ends up being a hindrance when Dean drives the limo too fast around a left turn. The
limo ends up “backass in the ditch with our front out on the road” (206), and the journey is
stalled until a nearby farmer pulls the vehicle out of the ditch. Two things are worth noting
here: firstly, that this scene highlights the limitations of male auto-mobile speed; and secondly,
that the car and male body are implicitly conflated through language (a concept I will elaborate
on in Chapter 4). Sal says that “we,” not “the limo,” fell into the ditch; he also mentions that
the farmer “hauled us out of the ditch” (206, my emphasis). Sal is technically correct, since he
and the college boys are presumably still in the vehicle as it is being rescued, but his choice of
language nonetheless signposts the synergetic relationship between man and car—a
relationship that Dean seems to complicate every time he abuses cars and discards them.
Furthermore, the farmer pulls the limo out of the ditch with a tractor, a vehicle that symbolises
working-class masculinity. The irony of the fact that in the moment, the tractor and the farmer
have more mobility than the young men in their fast car, draws attention to the inefficacy of
the car as a symbol of unlimited and unrestricted male mobility.
Dean’s problematic relationship with automobiles is due, perhaps, to his somewhat
contradictory role as a paragon of male mobility. Dean supposedly requires cars to get around
and to bolster his masculine image (cars are required to pick up girls, after all), but at the same
time he imagines himself as independently mobile, able to exercise automobility even without
the aid of a car. Recall, for example, his childhood memory of driving in the back seat of his
father’s car: he imagines that he can run outside the car “at incredible speeds” (189). This
independence is a façade, since Dean needs to ride in the car in order to imagine running outside
it. Dean’s identity as an auto-mobile man is characterised by a complicated, fluctuating, lovehate relationship with the automobile, and so it comes as no surprise that Dean himself is at
times portrayed as an amorphous mobile figure. For example, when Denver Doll tells Sal that
Dean is coming to Denver, Sal has “a vision of Dean, a burning shuddering frightful Angel,
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palpitating toward me across the road, approaching like a cloud, with enormous speed, pursuing
me like the Shrouded Traveler on the plain” (236).
Here, Sal connects Dean to several images and figures: first, a “frightful Angel,” which
connotes indelibility and power as well as a kind of sanctity, recalling Dean’s role as an
“American saint” (35); second, a cloud, symbolic of intangibility and fluidity—not unlike the
ghostly fluidity Johnny Hake experiences in John Cheever’s “The Housebreaker of Shady
Hill,” as I discussed in Chapter 1; and third, the “Shrouded Traveler,” a “strange Arabian
figure” (112) that appears in one of Sal’s dreams. While these descriptions don’t necessarily
clash with one another, they do render the framing of open-road male mobility markedly
subjective and indefinite. Dean is invested with a mélange of codes and conventions that
diminish the clarity of his performance of mid-century U.S. masculine mobility: he seems to
have fluid movement, but proceeds to get stuck at various points on his journey; he relies on
cars to augment and signpost his masculinity, but then discards them as if they are worthless;
and his performance of male pioneer autonomy is almost artificial compared to his father’s
transience, or to the self-reliance of the farmers Dean meets on his travels. These clashes, which
lie at the heart of Dean’s mobility, undercut the efficacy of his role as a posterchild for pioneer
masculinity. Moreover, the road is again deployed as a platform for Dean’s masculine
behaviour, but this time, it makes physical Sal and Dean’s homosocial bond, for it is by using
the road that Dean is able to “palpitate” towards Sal. Mary Paniccia Carden suggests that
homosociality is only one of the many masculine codes Sal must navigate, and this
homosociality is caught up in mobility and male power: “In his proposition that Dean
accompany him back east and in his offer to support him,” she says, “Sal finds himself
negotiating not only the terms of a homosocial/sexual bond, but the gendered positions of
power encoded in breadwinning, heterosexual arrangements, as well” (89)—a challenging
terrain to navigate, considering that the road has already required Sal to devalue “one aspect of
American patriarchy (the need and desire for capitalist success) by investing in another (the
need and desire for independent self-determination)” (79).
Carden’s interpretation of the road as a site of male double-binds parallels Lars Erik
Larson’s reading of On the Road as a narrative that communicates a love-hate relationship with
the open road—what Larson calls a “two-sidedness” (36). This two-sidedness is seen in the
way Sal and Dean spurn responsibility yet depend on it, and take to the open road in between
bursts of reluctant part-time employment. The opposing ideals, expectations, and actions
explored in On the Road reflect and anticipate “the curiously contradictory system of
circulation” introduced by Eisenhower’s new National Defence Highway System (36). The
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public were delighted by the highway’s efficiency and convenience, but they resented its
population of hobos and hitchhikers; Interstate roads were seen by many as smooth and safe,
but by others as a breeding ground for car accidents and death; the highway was associated
with escape and autonomy, but could never be fully detached from its “impulses to regulate
and chasten” (38). Thus, Sal Paradise’s experience of the road fluctuates between delight and
disappointment, and his off-hand reference to his adventures as a “senseless nightmare road”
reminds readers that Kerouac’s road is filled with “melancholy destruction and rejection” (35).
And so Larson, like Carden, sees Kerouac’s fictional road as a site of conflict, and more
importantly, a site of potentially harmful mobility.
Unsurprisingly, then, the novel’s road-space is itself portrayed as ambiguous, which
makes it difficult for men like Sal and Dean to define their position and identity on the road.
As I mentioned earlier, the road is used as a metaphor for life choices—Sal even says at one
point, “no matter, the road is life” (192). But the road is also wrapped in holistic, relativistic
language that reduces its concreteness and potentially dis-locates its travelers. For example, as
Dean and Sal talk while driving through Nebraska, Dean says, “Think if you and I had a car
like this what we could do. […] You and I, Sal, we’d dig the whole world with a car like this
because, man, the road must eventually lead to the whole world” (209). This presents
something of a philosophical dilemma: if the road leads everywhere, then does it really lead
anywhere? In any case, being on a road to everywhere makes locating oneself on the road even
more difficult, since directionality ceases to matter on a road that leads in every direction—
think back to the example of the NASCAR track I used in the Introduction. This subversion of
directionality weakens the symbolic power of concepts such as pilgrimage, progress, and
adventure. When Dean asks Sal what his “road” is, and implies that the open road is “an
anywhere road for anybody anyhow” (229), his statement repudiates mid-century conformity;
it also undermines the road’s function as a platform for an invigorated frontier masculinity. If
the road means something different for each traveler, then it has no intrinsic meaning at all—
it is merely a mirror that reflects a potentially infinite range of feelings, ideologies, and desires.
If the road comprises an infinite range of meanings and scenarios, then it is
simultaneously liberating and entrapping, open and closed, fruitful and dangerous. It, and the
vehicles that travel across it, are not guaranteed a prosperous or masculinity-reifying journey,
and Sal understands this when he and Dean try to avoid getting picked up by law enforcement
for Dean’s car theft the night before. Together, they leave town and head “toward the protective
road where nobody would know us” (203), and they call a cab to come pick them up. However,
as they walk along the road, they see a vehicle approaching: a police cruiser. Sal sees the cruiser
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and thinks of entrapment: “I knew it was the end of my life as I had known it, and that it was
entering a new and horrible stage of jails and iron sorrows” (203-204). But Sal and Dean are
mistaken; the car is not a police cruiser, but their taxi, which picks them up and takes them
east. In this scene, the road has the capacity to both protect and entrap, and even the vehicles
on the road are technologies of either liberation or confinement—the difference sometimes
becoming apparent only at the last minute.
The mutability of the road-as-metaphor and the road as a physical space, combined with
the unclear symbolic function of both automobiles and male figures of mobility, makes for a
narrative in which male automobility is not as emancipating and empowering as it first appears.
Road travel is not only complicated, it is unsustainable, and prone to traps, setbacks, and
encumbering responsibilities such as marriage and employment. At several points in his
journey, Sal realises the unsustainability of open road mobility: in Denver, he feels that
“everything seemed to be collapsing” and that he’s “itching to get on to San Francisco” (50),
and in a bar in Sabinal Mextown, he can “feel the pull of my own life calling me back” (89).
The dream of the open road is not satisfying, and must eventually give way to sober reality.
When Sal falls sick, for example, Dean tells him he has divorced Camille and is going back to
Inez in New York, adding that he must “get back to my life” (276). This inevitable return to
regular suburban life is perhaps the greatest problem On the Road explores. Suburban living
was synonymous with all the things Kerouac loathed—consumerism, social and economic
obligations, the stifling containment of nuclear domesticity—but it is suburbia that Sal and
Dean, the road’s primary representatives, return to in order to live out their “real” lives. Thus
the novel appears to acknowledge the usefulness of suburban conformist masculinity, albeit
begrudgingly, while it simultaneously portrays the road the same way it does the concept of
“tomorrow”—as a “lovely word and one that probably means heaven” (85). Just like
“tomorrow,” which can be anticipated but never technically experienced, the road and its
promise of “IT” are an exciting dream that lies perpetually on the horizon.
“IT” is a problematic concept to say the least, because despite its constant mention
throughout the narrative—as they travel to Mexico for example, Dean tells Sal, “Man, this will
finally take us to IT!” (242)—neither Sal nor Dean explains what “IT” is. “IT” remains a
loosely defined ideal, much like Mailer’s “Hip.” At one point, Kerouac surrounds “IT” with
impressionistic words as if to illustrate its intensity and abstractness: “the car was swaying as
Dean and I both swayed to the rhythm and the IT of our final excited joy in talking and living
to the blank tranced end of all innumerable riotous angelic particulars that had been lurking in
our souls all our lives” (189). Here, “IT” might be read as a feeling of aesthetic completeness,
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a quasi-spiritual nonconformist energy that finds its full expression on the open road. Of course,
there were many contemporaneous critics who read “IT” and the rest of On the Road’s Beat
spirituality as hollow and ambiguous. John Updike, for example, satirized On the Road with a
piece in The New Yorker called “On the Sidewalk.” In it, Kerouac was caricatured as a thirtynine-year-old man-child who “threw a fond backward glance at his mom standing in ‘pearly
mystical United States home light’ and leaped onto his trike […] to go ‘contemplate those holy
hydrants’” (McNally 256). At the same time, Phoebe Lou Adams’s 1957 review in The Atlantic
claimed that On the Road “disappoints because it constantly promises a revelation or a
conclusion of real importance and general applicability, and cannot deliver any such conclusion
because Dean is more convincing as an eccentric than as a representative of any segment of
humanity.”
Indeed, both Dean’s fragmented masculine performance—part husband, part fleeting
lover, part minimum-wage conformist, part spiritual guru—and his complicated automobility
mark him as an over-spiritualised caricature of the frontier man. And Dean is not the only
character to perform a charade of masculinity. At a party hosted by Rollo Greb (who was based
on Kerouac’s friend and fellow Beat writer, Alan Ansen), Dean explains Greb’s lifestyle to
Sal:
“That Rollo Greb is the greatest, most wonderful of all […] I want to be like him.
He’s never hung-up, he goes every direction, he lets it all out, he knows time, he
has nothing to do but rock back and forth. Man, he’s the end! You see, if you go
like him all the time you’ll finally get it.”
“Get what?”
“IT!” (115).
But Greb’s apparently carefree lifestyle is sustained by someone else: according to Dean, Greb
“lives in a nice house with his aunt; when she dies the house is all his” (114). Just under the
surface of Greb’s nonconformist image is a dependence on traditional American ideals such as
home ownership and a steady income, and Greb’s reliance on his aunt’s house—much like
Sal’s dependence on his aunt’s money—belies the assumption that the road (and its Beat
nonconformist philosophy) is completely detached and free. Figures like Dean and Greb fail to
deliver on their promises of autonomous, self-governing masculinity because they advocate a
jettisoning of social structures such as capitalism and containment, and yet depend on these
structures to sustain their “free” lives. Thus, “IT” can be imagined but never attained, because
“IT” is an aesthetic vision of complete financial and social detachment, and any attempts at
reaching this vision must at some point be financially supported.
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Indeed, the “IT” of open road mobility is far more effective as an idea—as a child’s
thought while riding in the back of a car, or as what Sal calls a “stupid hearthside idea […] to
follow one great red line across America” (12). Such ideas are both a response to the threat of
financial responsibility and domesticity, and a yearning for a frontier aesthetic. But if the road
is no more than an aesthetic experience, what makes it any different from other aesthetic
masculine ideals such as the playboy, the outdoorsman, or the soldier? And if the road is in fact
just another promising yet ultimately vacuous ideal, how can it congeal into anything
substantial enough to construct a sense of masculine identity? Perhaps it can’t, and this is why,
despite being “on the road,” Sal experiences a sense of depersonalisation in a hotel room in
Des Moines. He wakes from a nap and admits, “I looked at the cracked high ceiling and really
didn’t know who I was […] I was just somebody else, some stranger, and my whole life was a
haunted life, the life of a ghost” (15). This is perhaps the other side of the mobility coin: while
one side promises a masculine fantasy of ethereal power (like Dean’s “angelic” or cloud-like
form speeding across the country), the other side is a breakdown of identity, a sense that one
is nothing outside of the codes and conventions of open road masculinity. Perhaps the road
itself is a trap, a cycle that men are doomed to repeat. After all, despite Dean’s resentment
towards his father, Dean himself has succumbed to the very brand of selfish, transient
masculinity he resents; as he and Sal leave the Okie family, Frankie remarks that Dean
“reminds me of my husband that ran away. Just exactly the same guy. I sure hope my Mickey
don’t grow up that way, they all do now” (203).
Updike’s “Moving Boy”: running and returning in Rabbit, Run
If Frankie’s assertion that “all” men grow up to be runaways is not out of place in On
the Road, neither is it unwarranted in John Updike’s Rabbit, Run. Updike’s novel tells the story
of Rabbit Angstrom, a man whose moniker imitates Updike’s own childhood nickname but
more importantly hints at Rabbit’s sexual insatiability, his athleticism, and his tendency to
“run” whenever he is startled or trapped. Even his last name can be read in a variety of ways:
literary critic Sanford Pinsker noted the word angst within Angstrom, suggesting that this word
foreshadows the “‘anxiety’ that sets Harry into restless motion” (63). Restless indeed—
throughout the novel, Rabbit spends most of his time traveling away from his suburban home;
across state lines; back to his hometown; between his family and his lover, Ruth; and around
town with Episcopal minister Jack Eccles. Critics who read Rabbit’s mobility as a kind of
childish flight from responsibility often borrow from Mary Gordon’s critique of the “moving
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boy,” an image common in U.S. writings. Gordon sees the “moving boy” as a heroicised
masculine figure who is inherently active, and thus impeded by women. The moving boy,
Gordon claims, “must be able to move. Move freely. Quickly. […] He wriggles out from under
the crushing burden of fate. And fate’s agent, the embodiment of unmoving weight, is female.
She who does not move, who will not move, who cannot move. Who won’t allow the boy to
move” (3-4). In the Rabbit novels, Gordon points out a trail of dead females in the wake of
Rabbit’s bold trailblazing, and she also notes that he feels no responsibility for these deaths—
and is not made responsible for them, since Updike paints Rabbit as a champion of the middle
class who has every reason to run away. “In [Updike’s] hands,” Gordon says, “the impossible
collection of dirty glasses and filled ashtrays serves as a justification for Rabbit’s flight: being
who he is, he has to move” (18).
While I agree with Gordon’s premise, I imagine there is more to Rabbit’s feelings of
entrapment than a simple hatred of his depressing middle-class existence. Pinsker shares this
thought, suggesting that “if motion defines Rabbit, the reasons include more, much more, than
the simple (reductive?) fact that he is a white American male” (69). Updike portrays Rabbit as
a man who longs for the athletic success of his youth and is dissatisfied with the tedium and
stagnancy of working as a “MagiPeel” salesman, but I suggest that involved in these feelings
is a specific craving for auto-mobility: the capacity to move freely, quickly, and spontaneously,
and to move for oneself rather than for others. This yearning might simply be read as
irresponsibility, and in many ways it is irresponsible, but I also regard it as a desperate attempt
to evade certain codes and conventions of mid-twentieth century masculinity in the United
States while simultaneously clinging to the masculine ideal of the ever-mobile body—the
“moving boy,” to use Gordon’s term. Rabbit embodies a particular brand of misogynistic
sexuality, and this cannot be separated from his character, but in tandem with his sexual
pursuits is a relentless desire to move, and his movements are, unsurprisingly, frequently
connected to roads and transport technologies.
A metaphor that helps to refine my analysis of Rabbit’s mobility is the image of the
“nice straight road.” The phrase comes from a scene in which Rabbit’s wife Janice has given
birth to a baby girl, and Rabbit, who has been staying with the Eccleses while Janice has been
in hospital, gets ready to visit her. Mrs. Eccles has breakfast with Rabbit, and afterwards says
to him, “Well you better get going down that nice straight road. It's twenty of one” (180). This
“nice straight road” can be read many ways. It represents the physical road that will take Rabbit
to his hospitalised wife; it serves as a metaphor for the path of responsible manhood Rabbit is
expected to follow; the word straight implies an expectation of honest and heterosexual
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masculinity; and it also echoes the phrase “straight and narrow,”21 implying that Rabbit must
give up his debauchery and become honest and faithful. However, the “nice straight road,”
because it is a road, is also an escape route. In this way, the road is “nice” to the devout Mrs.
Eccles because it represents correctness and duty, but to Rabbit, the road could very well be
“nice” because it is literally straight and thus easy to navigate, if he should wish to get away.
Ultimately, I regard the “nice straight road” as an image of either entrapment or escape—
depending, of course, on how it is used.
The road performs competing ideals of male flight and male responsibility, while the
character of Rabbit Angstrom draws attention to the way automobility is heroicised when it is
attributed to men (to borrow Gordon’s idea). Rabbit’s anxieties and movements help emphasise
the conflict between the stable, dependable, “sturdy oak” type of masculinity observed by
David and Brannon, and the fleeting, self-serving masculinity made popular by mid-century
commercial figures such as the Marlboro Man. Rabbit, Run’s narrative is filled with
descriptions of roads, cars, and the movement they allow, and these descriptions, like the “nice
straight road,” can be read many ways. For the purposes of this chapter, I will be examining
both the extent to which the novel’s transport technologies serve as objects of both separation
and confinement, and how this dual function problematises Rabbit’s fantasies of automobility.
In doing so, I hope to move past an analysis of Rabbit’s immaturity, irresponsibility, and
selfishness and towards a consideration of the various ideological dissonances that take place
around him, and of which his flaws are a symptom.
One of the first things any reader of Rabbit, Run learns about Rabbit is that he hates his
suburban apartment as much as he hates his job as a kitchen gadget salesman. His place is
cluttered with Old-fashioned glasses, ashtrays, and broken toys, all of which “clings to his back
like a tightening net” (14). Sanford Pinsker suggests that for Rabbit, “if the netting of a
basketball hoop liberates, then the domestic net tightens, and then chokes” (65). But the home
itself, I would suggest, is only part of the picture, and the “domestic net” is actually much
wider. To put it another way, Rabbit’s apartment is at the epicentre of a net that, in his mind,
spans his entire neighbourhood. Updike’s careful description of the interior of Rabbit’s home
evokes claustrophobia, disarray, and stagnancy, and Updike also spends four pages describing
the network of streets Rabbit walks in order to get to his parents’ house. The streets and their
houses are laden with history, with memories, serving as relics of Rabbit’s childhood: he turns
21

“Straight and narrow” borrows from Matthew 7:14, “Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which
leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it” (KJV).
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onto “Jackson Road, where he lived for twenty years,” and when he reaches his parents’ house,
he hops over “the little barberry hedge and the wire meant to keep kids on the pavement” (18).
Rabbit’s movements make clear he is not a child—he easily crosses a boundary that
children cannot—but they also indicate the particular type of mobility he prefers (and will
continue to perform), which is spontaneous, autonomous, and transgressive. Like Johnny Hake
and Neddy Merrill, Rabbit pays no attention to suburban boundaries, and his flouting of
boundary not only is a foretaste of the social and moral boundaries he will later transgress, but
reinforces Mary Gordon’s reading of Rabbit as a “moving boy”: Rabbit might be able to step
over the hedge that keeps out children, but his movements still take place in the shadow of his
childhood home, perhaps reminding readers that although Rabbit is an adult, his impulsive
mobility is that of a child. After Rabbit looks in the window and observes his mother feeding
his son, he realises that his parents’ home “is happier than his” (21). Feeling the need to escape,
he walks a few blocks over to his wife’s parents’ house, where his car is parked. He gets in the
car—a “’55 Ford that old man Springer […] sold him for an even thousand in 1957” (21)—
and drives away, out of Brewer, Pennsylvania and towards an unknown destination.
Because this scene is the first of Rabbit’s “runs,” it warrants careful attention. There
are two competing forces at work here: first, the claustrophobic domestic “net” that makes
Rabbit feel trapped, and second, the alluring automobility provided by the car and the open
road. In terms of the stifling domesticity Rabbit perceives, there are multiple layers of
entrapment to consider. His house is in the suburbs, and is home to him, his wife Janice, and
his son Nelson. With another baby on the way, Rabbit is well on his way to creating the
quintessential nuclear family, and this, along with the fact that he served in the United States
Army in the early 50s, brings him rather close to reflecting those servicemen who returned
home and started to migrate to the suburbs. In Rabbit’s case, the expansion seems attractive
but the domesticity does not; to him, they almost seem opposed to one another. After all, how
can one expand if one is trapped by domestic routine? Rabbit follows his own desires and wants
to move up in the world, and in this way embodies Riesman’s “inner-directed” man, but his
desire for expansion and personal mobility is stifled by his responsibilities as a father and
husband. Janice and Nelson are like weights that keep him from moving freely, and his
suburban house, in turn, is a repository for his resentment and anxiety. By leaving the house,
he leaves his family, and by leaving his family, he apparently rejects the post-war breadwinner
role in favour of the transient pioneer—both of which, despite their apparent opposition to one
another, are preserved in United States’ consciousness as rewarding and decidedly masculine.
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But Rabbit’s house and family are only one level of entrapment. Outside the home, as
I have suggested, is a network of roads that also make Rabbit feel like he hasn’t moved very
far—and rightly so, given that he lives within walking distance of his and Janice’s parents.
That he hasn’t managed to fully fly away from the parental nest is evidence for any critic who
wishes to read Rabbit as an impetuous man-child, but as well as evoking immaturity, Rabbit’s
proximity to his parents also acts as a kind of microscope under which Rabbit’s own failures
and anxieties as a suburban father are magnified. When Rabbit looks in the window of his
parents’ house and sees his mother feeding Nelson, he sees a happiness that he himself is unable
to provide. He sees his father who, having come home from work, looks “tired and grizzled”
(20) and yet still finds the energy to engage with Nelson. His father represents everything
Rabbit should provide (and be) as a man, but more importantly, he represents what Rabbit will
eventually become if he tries to be that man—a tired, conformist worker, stuck in a quiet suburb
with nowhere to go. Where is there to go, in a town where all the roads lead to one’s parents
or in-laws, or to Kroll’s, the store where Rabbit peddles the MagiPeel Peeler? Aware of this,
Rabbit takes the car and heads south on Route 100.
This scene illustrates what I mean when I suggest the roads in Rabbit, Run have a dual
significance. To Rabbit, the streets surrounding his house are a constant reminder that he hasn’t
moved very far in life, that he is enclosed in a domestic “net,” and that he cannot expand and
live up to his masculine potential as long as he stays in the suburb. But although the streets
surround him, they also provide a way out of his entrapment, and Rabbit uses them to escape.
More importantly, he uses an automobile to expedite this escape, since the streets might be fine
for walking around, but only a car will suffice when he really needs to get away. It is no
accident that Updike spends time describing the car: a ’55 Ford that Rabbit’s father-in-law sold
to him for cheap because “the scared bastard was […] ashamed of his daughter marrying
somebody who had nothing but a ’39 Nash” (21). The Ford, then, is not just an escape capsule
but a symbol of masculine success, an object that, to veteran car salesman Springer, tells the
world that the man who owns it is husband material. Ironic, then, that it should become the
means by which Rabbit displays his inadequacy as a husband. As the subway train divides
Harry White’s transgressive and conservative lifestyles, so does the automobile mark the
distinction between Rabbit’s failure as a husband, and his “success” as an autonomous
masculine pioneer.
Further establishing Rabbit’s role as pioneer is that even as he drives, he doesn’t know
his destination—he only knows he wants to get far away from his hometown. When he stops
for gas sixteen miles out of Brewer (he is disappointed to have only travelled that far), an old
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farmer tells him that the “only way to get somewhere, you know, is to figure out where you’re
going before you get there,” to which Rabbit simply responds, “I don’t think so” (26). On the
surface, Rabbit doesn’t know where he’s going simply because he hadn’t planned on leaving
in the first place, but his reluctance to map out his journey might also be read as both an
emulation of the pioneer figure, and a reaction against the “nice straight road” of conventional
masculine mobility. Many white, middle-class men followed a predetermined pattern of
education, work, marriage, and then fatherhood, which allowed (and in many cases
encouraged) a particular range of social and spatial mobility, but not the complete or unlimited
mobility advertised by the likes of the Marlboro Man. By imitating the fantasy of free
movement, Rabbit aims to reclaim the vigour of his youth, not unlike Cheever’s Neddy Merrill
who mobilises his own body as a way of repudiating the physical and psychic restrictions of
middle-aged life. But Rabbit’s mobility is more visceral than Neddy’s. When Rabbit considers
the route he will take, he thinks of himself “going right down the middle, right into the broad
soft belly of the land” (29), performing the role of ruthless pioneer who goes where he wills
and, like the Interstate project that had begun three years before, cuts through the land without
hesitation. This is a good example of what I mean by the automobile operating as an extension
of masculine power: especially given Rabbit’s womanising, one might read the “soft belly” of
the land as feminine, and both the automobile and Rabbit-as-passenger as a unified phallic
force that penetrates, consumes, and conquers.
Imagining Rabbit not as an impulsive man, but as a man whose power is amplified by
automobility, provides a possible answer to why he is described as different to those around
him. Just before midnight, Rabbit stops for coffee at a café, and “though he can’t put his finger
on the difference, he is unlike the other customers” (30). As an out-of-towner he is bound to
be different from them, but a closer examination of those in the café reveals a more nuanced
distinction. Sitting in the booths are young men with “zippered jackets” and “girls with orange
hair,” and at the counter are “middle-aged couples in overcoats” (30). On one side, the café is
populated with teenagers, who have the ability to drive but are not yet assimilated into the
matrices of power relations that are adult employment and domesticity. On the other, the café
is filled with middle-aged couples who can drive but are domesticated, and have accepted their
conformist positions in life.22 Between these two demographics stands Rabbit, who at twentysix years old is both reckless youth and mobile middle-class man—a transient, liminal figure
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It is worth noting that these couples drink “gray ice-cream sodas” (30)—gray being an odd colour for ice
cream, but a fitting colour to compare to, say, Sloan Wilson’s middle-class, gray-flannelled characters.
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with one hand caught in the shackles of domestication, and the other wrapped around a steering
wheel. The other customers in the café might know exactly where they are headed in life; their
“nice straight roads” are already mapped out. But Rabbit’s road is uncertain, liberating, and
even treacherous.
The road, after all, is not entirely freeing, just as it is not entirely suffocating. When
Rabbit leaves the café, he feels that the road “unravels with infuriating slowness,” rises up
before him like a “black wall,” and “sucks his tires.” In response, he angrily “grinds his foot
down as if to squash this snake of a road” (31). Here, the road is not a quick and easy path to
freedom. It is slow and frustrating, and the words “wall” and “snake” suggest that the road can
be an obstacle, and potentially a danger, if not navigated carefully. As if to illustrate this, Rabbit
ends up lost, and decides to drive back to Brewer. The road has not provided him an easy
escape. But he still has his car and his rebellious spirit, and so when he reaches Brewer, he
drives past his neighbourhood and parks outside the home of his high school gym teacher,
Marty Tothero. Rabbit waits for Tothero, and although he wants to get some sleep while he
waits, he doesn’t move into the back seat because “that would make him vulnerable; he wants
to be able to drive away in a second if he must” (36). The car is a form of protection as much
as it is a form of escape—it not only grants Rabbit the ability to depart at a moment’s notice,
but it also serves as a safe space in which he can rest and wait. Just as the road is both ensnaring
and liberating, the car is a tool for moving away from what Rabbit fears, and moving towards
what he desires. In this case, he wishes to run away from his suburban home, his wife, and his
child, in order to visit a man who represents the masculine success and vigour of Rabbit’s high
school athletic career.
This scene outside Tothero’s apartment is not the only time the car is described as a
kind of private dwelling in which Rabbit feels safe. After spending the night with Ruth (a
former prostitute he meets through Tothero), Rabbit eats a piece of shoo-fly pie,23 “leaves her
with the dishes,” and goes outside where his car is waiting for him, homely and inviting, “as if
a room of a house he owned had been detached and scuttled by this curb […] ready to sail at
the turn of a key.” Rabbit feels like he has “scored,” and notes that his car “smells of rubber
and dust and painted metal hot in the sun: a sheath for the knife of himself” (84). The sense of
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Shoofly pie was of course quite popular in Rabbit’s time and area, so one cannot read too much into Updike’s
choice of pie here. Nonetheless, I cannot help but consider the image of the fly that is conjured here: flies, like
rabbits, are constantly in motion. Furthermore, the name “shoofly pie” purportedly originated from a popular
brand of molasses used to make the pie. The name of the molasses was derived from the circus animal “Shoofly
the Boxing Mule,” and this name, in turn, is said to have been inspired by the 1869 song “Shoo, Fly, Don’t
Bother Me!” All-in-all, the name “shoo-fly” conjures images of pesky, flitting creatures who never stay in one
place for very long—not unlike Rabbit himself. See Anne Byrn’s American Cake, Rodale (2016), p. 73.
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masculine victory provided by Rabbit’s sexual encounter with Ruth is reinforced by the term
“scored.” Given Rabbit’s past, it is likely that “scored” is used nostalgically, borrowing from
his basketball days and equating his sexual encounter to a kind of “point gained” towards his
own manhood. And in his mind, the points add up as he has Ruth wash the dishes: he is filled
with an inflated sense of superiority as he distinguishes his virile, mobile masculinity from
Ruth’s submissive, immobile femininity. He is the one who consumes (in more ways than one)
and leaves; she is the one who, chained to the domestic sphere, cleans up the mess (as Janice
is left at home to deal with the “mess” of Rabbit’s absence). Rabbit’s sense of male entitlement
is nowhere better reflected than in his automobile: it is, at least to him, a gleaming metal
realisation of the line between the domestic and public sphere inasmuch as it functions as a
liminal space, a “dwelling” that is not domestic. It is a “room” that can be rooted to one spot
or mobilised, depending on Rabbit’s preference. Most importantly, it is a decidedly masculine
space. Made of painted hot metal and rubber, it is a “sheath” that holds Rabbit, who in turn is
a “knife” that penetrates and conquers. Not only does this connection of the automobile with
weaponry reinforce the notion that cars are conventionally masculine tools, but it also allows
for a subtle double entendre: the “sheath” of the car is, to borrow from the Latin, a vagina, and
Rabbit is the phallic gladius that “enters” the car and uses it for his own pleasure.
Although this mélange of hypermasculine insinuations is fascinating, I am particularly
drawn to the phrase “detached and scuttled by this curb,” not least because it appears an
ominous choice of words for Updike to inject into such an apparently empowering scene.
Detached, of course, is an apt word. By taking to the streets and relying on his car as a kind of
mobile “home,” Rabbit is able to detach himself from the domestic sphere, from his parents,
and from his dead-end job. But scuttle is, conventionally speaking, to intentionally sink or
ground a ship by letting it fill with water; the word is also used to describe the act of deliberately
causing a plan to fail. So why might Updike describe a parked car using a word that connotes
immobility and failure? Rabbit’s “scuttled” car might be interpreted as a failed fantasy of male
mobility, demonstrating that no matter how much or for how long Rabbit moves, his plans to
escape domesticity will ultimately crumble under the weight of his own indecisiveness. Rabbit,
after all, wants the best of both (masculine) worlds. He can appreciate the moral and financial
stability of middle-class suburban life—perhaps why he cannot bring himself to divorce
Janice—but he also craves freedom from those very structures that give him stability. He seeks
to reclaim the power and success of his youth by taking flight on the open road, floating around
Brewer, and allowing himself a measure of sexual freedom, but he is, in essence, buying into
a fantasy that has no real fulfilment or “destination.” What results, then, is a psychic tug-of118

war between Rabbit’s desires for masculine escape and his understanding that the “nice straight
road” is the only road that is actually real.
His love-hate relationship with the domestic sphere is apparent when he returns home
to pick up some clean clothes. The apartment is empty—Janice and Nelson are out—and as
Rabbit walks through it, he notes that his and Janice’s bed, a gift from Janice’s parents, “sags
in the filtered sunlight” (85). In the kitchen, cooked pork chops sit in a pan, “cold as death,”
and when Rabbit throws them out and rinses the pan in hot water, the steam that rises is a
“whisper in a tomb” (86). These phrases—like The Demon’s “tomblike tile” (88), which
portrays commuting as funereal and life-draining—paint the home as a place where, at least in
Rabbit’s mind, men stagnate and die. Moreover, the bed gifted by Janice’s parents is a reminder
that Rabbit is not a completely self-sufficient man; he has others watching over him. The only
place he can be truly autonomous, truly alive, is out on the road. But then why isn’t he driving
at that very moment, fulfilling his dream of “lying down at dawn in sand by the Gulf of Mexico”
(36), getting away from Janice and Nelson for good? Perhaps the answer is simple: he cannot
bring himself to commit fully to the dream of male flight, because he knows it is a dream, a
fleeting moment of contrived liberation in an otherwise stifling world. Furthermore, there is a
part of him that actually likes the security of his quiet middle-class life, a life of suntans and
cellophane-wrapped shirts (86). Why else would he, a man obsessed with running away, choose
to stay within driving distance of his home?
It seems that like many actual rabbits, Rabbit is caught in a trap, a double-bind wherein
he has been sold a masculine fantasy but has been told not to act on it, a trap in which he doesn’t
like the life he’s living, but isn’t sure that he likes any of the alternatives, either. In this way,
Rabbit resembles those men in the United States who, according to historian James Gilbert,
were “‘men in the middle,’ that is, white, middle-class, middle Americans, living in the middle
decade of the century, in the midst of a profound questioning of gender identities” (8). Gilbert
notes that “spectatorship masculinity” (23)—forming one’s masculine identity by observing
male role models in television, film, and literature—can often (and does usually) lead to the
emulation of these role models, and thus an investment in fantasies of male power and success.
He uses James Thurber’s 1939 short story “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty” (in which a
henpecked husband indulges in frequent daydreams involving masculine heroism and
adventure) as an example of how many white, middle-class men, despite emulating real and
fictitious male “heroes” such as the cowboy figure, Tarzan, and even Teddy Roosevelt, came
to find that “heroic, self-confident masculinity can exist only as a figment of imagination” (31).
Why only in the imagination? Because only the imagination can capture a masculine archetype
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and preserve it perfectly; once the archetype is emulated in the real world, and is confronted
by constantly changing cultural attitudes and conventions, it begins to fragment. Another
reason for its failure in the real world is its potential lack of an audience. Following David
Buchbinder’s suggestion that gender behaviour requires observation of some kind, the desolate
open road emerges as a theoretical but not feasible space in which masculinity can be affirmed.
After all, part of the appeal of the open road is the fact that it is often devoid of people…but if
a man performs an action coded as masculine, and there's no one around to see it, is he truly a
man?24
One way to alleviate the tension between the male fantasy of escape and the perceived
entrapment of suburban middle-class life is compromise, and in Rabbit, Run, this compromise
has a face. As Rabbit leaves his apartment, clean clothes bunched in his arms, he runs into
Episcopalian minister Jack Eccles, a man who drives a “’58 Buick four-door Special” with
“canted fins and that rocket-arc of chrome on the side” (88). While Jack is literally collared to
his job—his throat is “manacled in white”—he also parks illegally on the street, smokes a
cigarette, and a “needless muscularity runs under his black coat” (88). His car is relatively new,
and is the flashiest of the Buick Special models (it has the greatest amount of chrome trim).
Far from the typical image of a boring, elderly minister, Jack is unorthodox, macho yet
conservative, rebellious yet moral, a model of masculine compromise in the face of Rabbit’s
childishness. Given that Jack is something of a counterweight to Rabbit’s impulsive, selfish
energy, it is interesting that the second thing he asks Rabbit (the first being “Are you Harry
Angstrom?”) is “Where are you going?” (88). In four words, Jack articulates what is arguably
the novel’s central question. When Rabbit answers “Nowhere,” Jack laughs at him, and his
male-centric view shines through when he asks Rabbit, “What did [Janice] do that made you
leave?” The implication is clear: Janice did something wrong, and Rabbit is not an unfaithful,
egotistic child, but a victim. Rabbit answers that he felt “glued in with a lot of busted toys and
empty glasses […] and no way of getting out. Then all of a sudden it hit me how easy it was to
get out, just walk out, and by damn it was easy” (91).
Easy, to be sure, but effective? That is an entirely different question, and one that Rabbit
cannot answer. Although the apartment made him feel “glued,” stuck in a mess of a life he
didn’t want, driving away from it has proven unsustainable—he has returned to get clean
clothes, and will return again when Janice gives birth. His running away, then, is not a mythical
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Recalling the previous chapter, one might ask this question in regards to Harry White, whose corpse is
mobile, but forever hidden from view.
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pioneering journey but rather a fleeting exercise in self-reflection and self-comfort, and his
automobile is less a tool for extending Rabbit’s phallic power and more an aggrandised
transport technology. As if aware of the connection between imagined masculine escape and
the automobile, Jack asks Rabbit why he left his car behind, adding, “Don’t you need it to
explore your freedom in?” (91) As it stands, Rabbit doesn’t need the car. He has two legs and
a desire to run, and run he does—even after his wife accidentally kills their newborn baby, and
Ruth becomes pregnant with his child, all Rabbit can think about is where he will run next.
Although the novel ends with a description of Rabbit running, having been fueled by a “sweet
panic” (264), it never quite addresses Jack Eccles’s question as to where Rabbit is running.
Furthermore, it never definitively answers why he is running either.

The “problem” of avoidant men and auto-assisted flights from responsibility
In this chapter, I have discussed several ways in which Sal and Dean’s travels in On the
Road and Rabbit’s movement in Rabbit, Run are not only unsustainable, but undermined by
the inevitable return to social norms and obligations such as domesticity and employment.
These two novels provide alternative narratives of male mobility in which men’s journeys are
ostensibly liberating, but ultimately unfulfilling and potentially entrapping. In these stories, the
open road and the automobile are useful tools for selling fantasies of male flight, and yet they
are corralled by economic and gendered forces—which means that the masculinities performed
through roads and cars are similarly limited. This is not to say that Kerouac and Updike’s
portrayal of roads, automobiles, and male mobility is ineffective or useless, but rather that the
types of mobility exercised by their male protagonists are not as straightforward or rewarding
as they might seem, and warrant a closer examination. These novels are about flight from
responsibility, and because this flight is performed by white men who abuse automobiles,
women, and their own spatial freedoms, it produces a number of specific complications.
The first complication is that Kerouac’s and Updike’s characters embody, at first
glance, modes of mid-century U.S. mobile masculinity, but once the outward façade of
recklessness, hedonism, transience, and power is disrupted, these characters are exposed as
tenuous “ghosts,” empty men whose mobilities are fraught with frustration and
disenchantment. The second complication is that the open road (or in Rabbit’s case, any road
that isn’t connected to home) is offered as a platform on which to perform the aforementioned
masculinities, but this road is revealed to be either too ambiguous or relativistic (in Sal and
Dean’s case) or too “straight” (in Rabbit’s case) to be effective as an escape route. This leads
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to a third complication, which is that both the “escape” and the auto-mobile masculinity the
novels’ protagonists advocate are undercut by cycles of escape and return: Sal and Dean never
really attain “IT,” and must constantly find ways to fund their seemingly autonomous and
nonconformist lifestyles; and Rabbit Angstrom runs away, returns, and then runs away
again…only to return again. Finally, a fourth complication is the way the symbolic power of
the automobile is used and misused. Cars are framed within both narratives as physical
extensions of the male body, only to be jettisoned when they are no longer perceived as useful
or necessary. This almost symbiotic relationship between man and machine interprets the body
as a performative tool and makes the male body as disposable as the automobile, resulting in
men whose masculinities and bodies are equally under threat of self-destruction. Such a
relationship between cars and bodies, which is hinted at in On the Road and Rabbit, Run,
provides a fitting transition into Chapter 4, in which I discuss filmic representations of male
automobility and the problems caused by fictional “cyborg” mobilities.
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Chapter 4: Violent Automobilised Male Bodies in The Hitch-Hiker (1953), Rebel Without
a Cause (1955), and Duel (1971)
In the previous three chapters, I have highlighted the entrapment and dissonance that
arise from male mobility within various post-war fictions. These fictions offer the train, the
car, the road, or even the body itself as technologies of freedom—as escape routes out of
domesticity or the tedium of employment—but as I have demonstrated, these technologies are
inherently entrapping, unfulfilling, and regulatory. Out of all these technologies, the
automobile stands as perhaps the most problematic inasmuch as it operates in these post-war
novels as a dissonant object that embodies clashing ideals of masculine power and feminine
domesticity. So far, I have shown that automobiles and male bodies are portrayed as mutually
exclusive entities when it comes to mobility. In John Cheever’s “The Swimmer,” for example,
Neddy Merrill doesn’t even need a car to get from the Westerhazys’ house to his own. His
body is the vehicle, and his “road” is a series of backyard pools. In Jack Kerouac’s On the
Road, cars are certainly necessary, but share none of the mythical or spiritual weight held by
the road itself. In fact, Dean’s vehicles can easily be seen as disposable commodities that exist
to be used and then abandoned (Stephenson 157). And in John Updike’s Rabbit, Run, Rabbit’s
car is coded as masculine, at times acting as phallic instrument that penetrates “right into the
broad soft belly of the land” (29) while at other times providing a “sheath” that protects
Rabbit’s “knife” of a body. Rabbit uses the car to distance himself from his suffocating
suburban life, but the car remains a tool, a symbol, an object that can be separated from Rabbit’s
own mobile body.
In this chapter, I will focus on depictions of male mobility in The Hitch-Hiker, Rebel
Without a Cause, and Duel that suggest a symbiotic relationship between man and machine.
Instead of technologising their bodies (as Neddy Merrill and Johnny Hake do in Cheever’s
stories) or hopping in and out of cars when necessary (in the case of Rabbit, Sal, and Dean),
the men in these films are inextricably linked to their vehicles. Their cars not only symbolise
masculine power but physically augment it, operating as mechanical prostheses for their
desperate, threatened, or deficient bodies—rendering the body a “cyborg,” as sociologists like
Deborah Lupton have theorised. In her examination of road rage, Lupton considers the “hybrid
form of the body/self that results when a human is driving a motor vehicle” (58), a form she
ultimately defines as a “cyborg, a combination of human and machine” (59). The car, after all,
is an extension of the body; it moves at the push of a foot, and turns with the sweep of a hand.
Lupton points out that one of the issues with road rage (and incidentally a problem in the texts
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I will be discussing) is that car and driver become conflated in the minds of other drivers, to
the extent that the actions of the person are projected onto the vehicle: the car in front of me is
an idiot; this huge semi just cut me off; there goes another BMW that doesn’t know how to
indicate. The result, she suggests, is a “cyborg ‘body politic’” (59) in which cyborg-drivers
interact with other cyborgs. Of course, the somewhat reductive, science-fiction concept of the
cyborg driver is not necessarily an accurate conceptualisation of the relationship between cars
and their drivers. Sociologist Tim Dant claims that drivers cannot be regarded as cyborgs since,
by definition, the term cyborg “properly refers to the feedback systems incorporated into the
body that can be used to replace or enhance human body parts” (62). In lieu of cyborg, he
defines the person-driven car as “an assembled social being” (74) that temporarily draws on
properties of both the body and the automobile, but ceases to exist once the driver steps out of
the vehicle.
My analysis of male automobility in The Hitch-Hiker, Rebel Without a Cause, and Duel
borrows from both these theories, about the car and driver as “cyborg” and the car as a “social
being.” The interpretation of the driver-car as a cyborg is useful when considering how fictional
automobiles enhance men’s physical attributes, are anthropomorphised, or otherwise blur the
line between man and machine. However, Dant’s argument that the driver-car “is neither a
thing nor a person,” but rather “takes on properties of both and cannot exist without both” (74)
adds another layer of complexity to portrayals of automobilised men, since it specifically
defines the man-in-the-car as a construction as opposed to the more fluid, naturalised entity
cyborg implies. Uniting both theories, I read the driver-cars in my chosen films as assembled
social beings that perform male aggression, power, and escape, while simultaneously ignoring
the manufactured nature of their performance. In other words, while the automotive violence
enacted by the men in these films gives the appearance of cyborg mobility—man and the
machine operating as one powerful, unstoppable, autonomous force—it is eventually exposed
as a construction that can be immobilised or destroyed. The frustrated or eliminated driver-car,
then, becomes a warning against using one’s car as a physical extension of the body. Moreover,
the driver-car undermines the cultural assumption that roads and cars are liberating,
empowering, and safe. In these story-worlds, the line between man and automobile becomes
blurred: The Hitch-Hiker’s Emmett Myers uses his hijacked car as an extension of his sight;
the teenage males in Rebel Without a Cause fight not with their bodies, but with their cars; and
in Duel, the Peterbilt truck is the (presumably male) antagonist, an auto with a “face” whose
driver is never directly seen. In each case, taking automobility to its transgressive extreme by
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using the vehicle as a weapon to augment male violence is an act that leads to entrapment or
death.

“This strange race against death”: The Hitch-Hiker’s treacherous automobility
Ida Lupino’s 1953 film The Hitch-Hiker tells the story of Roy and Gil, best friends and
suburban dads, who are driving to Baja on a fishing trip. Partway through their journey, they
pick up a hitch-hiker, Emmett Myers, who is actually an escaped serial murderer. Myers takes
Roy and Gil hostage in their own car, forcing them to drive to Mexico. The Hitch-Hiker was
the first United States mainstream film noir directed by a woman—unsurprising, given
Lupino’s penchant for challenging Hollywood’s gender boundaries. What was surprising was
Lupino’s choice to direct an all-male cast. Having previously directed films that highlighted
important yet contentious social issues relevant to women (such as Outrage [1950], which
focused on rape), Lupino was reluctant to concentrate solely on male characters (Grisham and
Grossman 24). She was also concerned about the film’s controversial subject material, which
was based on the real-life serial murders committed by William Edward Cook in 1950 (Hurd
12). But she persisted, and after talking with Cook in San Quentin prison and paying his
attorney $3,000 for the rights to his story (Anderson 28), Lupino started on the film. The result
was a film noir that was suspenseful and male-dominated, yet pervaded by a feminist subtext
that subverted noir conventions and exposed the vulnerability behind male power. Firstly,
Lupino did not include a femme fatale character in The Hitch-Hiker, opting instead to “reduce
the male to the same sort of dangerous, irrational force that women represented in most maledirected examples of Hollywood film noir” (Koszarski 371). Secondly, as Gwendolyn Audrey
Foster argues, Lupino used the film’s antagonist, Emmett Myers (William Talman), to
highlight the way 1950s conservatism impacted men and women. Myers, who has been “made
pathological” by the rigid, traditionalist social norms and values of the decade, has “developed
a brutal, survivalist personality to cover up his own frail nature and insecurities” (47). To
Foster, Myers’s tough-guy bravado suggests a repressing of weakness (as well as a repurposing
of weakness, as I will discuss later), and Lupino’s exposure of Myers “is an act of feminist
disruption, especially in the age of repression” that pulled women out of their war jobs and
back into the home, where they were expected to ignore their desires and “transform themselves
into happy homemakers” (50).
The Hitch-Hiker’s disruptiveness seemed to go unnoticed by critics when the film was
released in 1953. The New York Times’s A. H. Weiler described the film as “an unrelenting but
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superficial study of abnormal psychology coupled with standard chase melodrama,” adding
that the film gave “grim treatment” to “one of the less likely dangers of travel in the motorized
twentieth century.” This “grim treatment” challenged both the safety of United States highways
and the assumption that one’s own car was a site of protection and empowerment. The film,
after all, begins with an intertitle that reads:
This is the true story of a man and a gun and a car. The gun belonged to the man.
The car might have been yours—or that young couple across the aisle. What you
will see in the next seventy minutes could have happened to you. For the facts
are actual.
Although exaggerated, the film’s disturbing portrayal of hitchhiking and interstate motoring
generated a fair amount of backlash. An April 1953 edition of Daily Variety reported an
editorial in the Hobo News which criticised the film’s treatment of “highway nomads” and tried
to stop the film from being released; another Daily Variety edition in the same month stated
that RKO Radio Pictures (the production company that worked alongside Lupino’s own
company, The Filmakers [sic]) had received protests from actual hitchhikers who resented the
film’s advertising, as it included taglines such as “Have you ever picked up a hitch-hiker—We
guarantee you won't ever after seeing this picture” (quoted in American Film Institute, 2017).
Lupino’s exposure of male repression and vulnerability, and her subversion of
ideologies around highway mobility, reminded a post-war United States audience of the
“boundaries that no longer divided embattlement from supposedly safe escapist activities”
(Grisham and Grossman 27). The boundary between the male body and the conventionally
masculine tools it uses—guns, fishing rods, cars—can be seen as similarly dissolved, and I
argue that it is precisely this breakdown of the line between men and objects of violence that
highlights the constructedness and insufficiency of various post-war United States
masculinities. On one hand, Myers and his gun reproduce the egocentric wartime masculinity
of the United States, a country that “felt it owned the world and that the world was for the
taking” (Foster 47). On the other hand, Gil and Roy (Frank Lovejoy and Edmond O’Brien,
respectively) and their vehicle signify the average post-war, white, middle-class male, who
assumes that automobility will protect him, empower him, and offer him respite from the
drudgery of employment and domestic routine. By the end of the film, the futility of both of
these masculine figures is exposed. Moreover, they are exposed by the very tools intended to
legitimate them: the gun and the car. Myers’s violent automobility, including his use of the
automobile as an extension of his body, can be interpreted as a critique of various traditional
masculine ideals that persisted after World War II—ideals that celebrated aggression, self126

preservation, and constant mobility. Gil and Roy’s fraught mobility, in turn, functions as a
distortion of the United States “road narrative,” and a subversion of the automobile’s symbolic
and physical utility.
At the opening of the film, before we even get to see what the infamous “Hitch-Hiker”
looks like, we see the lower half of a man standing on the side of a road, casting a long shadow
across the pavement. The combination of the male body and the road appears to be the film’s
first hermeneutic task: is the fact that the man is standing on the side of the road enough for us
to presume he is hitchhiking? If so, is that enough to presume he is the titular Hitch-Hiker? At
any rate, the film from its very beginning forces us to consider the interplay between roads and
male identity. The shadow that the man casts evokes a sense of duality, a distinction between
the physical body and the projection of that body, or at a deeper level, a distinction between the
everyman (the body), and the elusive ideal of the autonomous, mobile man (the shadow) who
is only as effective as the road he inhabits. The intangibility of autonomous, mobile masculinity
is reinforced by the opening scene’s diegetic sounds. Horns and rumbling engines are heard,
but strangely, no cars (or even the shadows of cars) are visible, disconnecting the man-and-road
image from the real-life sounds of the highway. The image that follows is also strange and
disconnecting: the title “The Hitch-Hiker” is superimposed over a revolver pointed at the
audience, its wielder hidden off-screen. The combination of title and image makes it easier to
assume that the gun-toting hand belongs to the Hitch-Hiker, but we still don’t know what he
looks like, whom he is threatening (the audience? A victim off-screen?) or even where he is (in
a car? Still on the road?). Within its first minute of run time, the film has accomplished two
things: it has reemphasised that the story revolves around “a man and a gun and a car,” since
these are the only objects we have so far seen or heard; and it has led us to consider a variety
of questions about male identity, locality, and power.
The scenes become more detailed as the opening credits progress. The man on the side
of the road walks for a moment before a car pulls up alongside him and offers him a ride.25 The
camera zooms in on the license plate of the car (a shot possibly intended to prevent the audience
from identifying who is being picked up), and then pans up to show the car driving away with
its new passenger. After a brief shot of the car driving through the night, we see a close-up shot
of the lower half of the car as it comes to a stop. These low shots draw viewer attention to the
road and the car, and present the mobility as routine. However, the benign appearance of
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Of course the car cannot offer a ride, because it isn’t human. But I phrased it this way to reiterate how easily
the line between car and driver can become blurred.
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highway driving is shattered as a man steps out of the car, and the film’s second and third
diegetic sounds—a woman’s terrified scream and a gunshot—ring out over the orchestral
soundtrack. In the same way that the film connects images of the male body, the road, and the
gun to highlight the way identity is constructed by objects and movement, it connects the sounds
of cars, gunshots, and screams to hint at the potential dangers lurking beneath the assumed
safety and adventure of 1950s U.S. automobility. No faces are shown, focusing viewer attention
on the car as two shots are fired, and a purse tumbles out of the open passenger door. The
camera then follows the hitchhiker’s feet as he calmly walks away; his freedom of mobility is
absolute. He is long gone by the time a sheriff shines his flashlight over the body of the car,
revealing the two anonymous victims slumped in their seats. It is at this point that we see the
film’s first human face: that of the sheriff, a figure whose authority is at times represented by
an automobile rather than a human body.
In The Hitch-Hiker, authority has both a human face (portrayed by the Mexican
Inspector General and the nondescript United States Government Agent) and a mechanical one.
Partway through the film, as the manhunt for Myers escalates, a radio announcer states, “The
search for Gilbert Bowen and Roy Collins, now believed to be last seen with Emmett Myers,
masked killer, is being stepped up by the hour.” As he says this, a stationary shot shows cars
pulling out of a station; if the search is being “stepped up,” the police cars are the instruments
of escalation. The announcer then says, “The Mexican police have now joined this strange race
against death,” as a black Nash Airflyte with the word “Policia” is shown speeding down a dirt
road. The “strange race against death” is a metaphor of mobility that implies speed and
automotive power will potentially save Gil and Roy’s lives, while the automobile itself stands
front-and-centre as a synecdoche for the entire police force as it speeds to catch up with Myers
before it is too late. The Airflyte is also an object that distinguishes the active, mobile police
force from the passive, immobile Government Agent who strategises from the safety of an
office. Similarly, the car marks a distinction between Myers as he appears in the media, and
Myers as he exists out on the road. While we observe Myers’s feet as he steps in and out of
cars, the first time we actually see his face is in a newspaper, accompanied by the headline “ExConvict Myers Suspect in Hitch-Hike Atrocities.” The headline not only connects Myers’s
dangerousness to his mobility, but also reduces hitchhiking—along with its connotations of
autonomy, freedom, and social connectedness—to a horrifying and lethal “atrocity.”
Newspapers and other media present Myers as a fearsome murderer, but in reality he is
fragile and cowardly, and it is automotive space and augmentation that reveal just how deficient
Myers is compared to his public image. When Gil and Roy pick up Myers on their way to a
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fishing vacation in Baja, Myers gets in the back seat and says nothing. His face is obscured by
the car’s dark interior. This, of course, adds to the suspense of his reveal, but it also hints at
what he is desperate to hide: his face, because he is a wanted convict; and his paralysed left eye,
which both “indicates a deeper paralysis” (Grisham and Grossman 76) and stands out as a
weakness amidst Myers’s bravado. Indeed, Myers is psychically paralysed even though he is
physically mobile—a social outcast who grew up unloved by his parents because of his lazy
eye, he compensates for his physical deficiency by committing violent acts, taking whatever he
wants, and exerting his power over others. This “hard” form of masculinity, which is not unlike
the dispassionate and overassertive masculinity encouraged by the United States during World
War II, opposes Gil and Roy’s brand of masculinity, which Myers calls “soft,” even though Gil
actually fought in WWII. Why are Gil and Roy soft? Because, Myers explains, they have
become immobilised by their post-war domestic lifestyles: “you’re scared to get out on your
own,” he tells them. “You always had it good, so you’re soft. Well not me. Nobody ever gave
me anything.”
The dichotomy is clear: Myers is limitlessly mobile, aggressive, and capable of
violence, while Gil and Roy are passive and restricted, having trapped themselves in routines
of employment and fatherhood. Myers isn’t entirely wrong: at the beginning of the film, Gil
turns to Roy and tells him, “You know, except for the war this is the first time I’ve been away
from Maudie and the kids.” Myers further distinguishes between powerful mobility and
powerless domesticity from within the car-space, as he sits almost motionless behind Gil and
Roy, and orders them where to drive and even how to arrange their bodies inside the car. “From
now on, while you’re driving keep both hands high on that wheel,” he tells Roy. “And you,” he
instructs Gil, “keep one hand along the top of this seat.” However, Myers’s power is itself
regulated by both the automobile and the road, subject to the car’s mechanical performance and
the road’s construction and signage. More than once, Myers tells Roy to “take the first side road
we come to,” creating a stratification of power wherein he controls Roy and Gil’s mobility, and
the layout of the roads controls his own. Furthermore, Myers’s flight to freedom is slowed by
mechanical problems with the car: at one point, Roy hits a bump in the road and the car horn
blares incessantly, forcing the men to pull over and fix it. Soon after, the rear left tyre blows
out and nearly causes an accident.
With his gun and commandeered vehicle, Myers is certainly more powerful than his
victims, but his own body—despite having been automobilised—is slowly being penned in by
the highway “net” created by joint U.S. and Mexican government forces. As Myers continues
to flee, we hear through the radio that “the police have set up road blocks on all major highways
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in the western states, and all border stations are being closely watched.” Here, the supposed
“safety” of the regulated highway is doubly undercut. Not only are the road blocks, helicopters,
and squad cars ultimately useless at catching Myers, they are also potentially lethal for Roy and
Gilbert, since a standoff could incite Myers to kill them. The two men are only as useful as their
car, and their car is only useful if it remains anonymous, since if Myers realises that the police
have identified Roy and Gil’s car, Myers will likely kill them and move to another vehicle.
Knowing this, Gil tells Roy that they need to silence the car’s radio: “We gotta find an excuse
to raise the hood of the car and put that radio out of commission,” Gil says, while they are
setting up camp for the night and Myers is out of earshot. “The first time he finds out they’re
looking for us together, we’re through.” Roy, however, wants to make a run for it, and the
following night, they both do exactly that.
The scene in which Roy and Gil try to run away is worth unpacking on several levels.
On one level, it suggests the gradual weakening of Myers’s brand of self-serving, aggressive
manhood in the wake of increased automobility and technological consumption. Myers is not
perfectly autonomous, nor is he self-reliant. His movements are dictated by roads and
government surveillance, and he depends more on his pistol (as well as his victims and their
cars) than he does on his physical or mental strength. He is a man who projects self-governance,
power, initiative, and mobility, but these are not so much interior qualities as they are luxuries
afforded to him by the tools he has at his disposal. Regardless, his egocentric philosophy is so
persuasive that it causes Roy to adopt some of Myers’s language: “I’ve played it your way long
enough,” Roy tells Gil, having made up his mind to escape. “From now on, we’re each on our
own.” As the two men bicker—Roy kneeling down to cook beans, and Gil sitting on a log as
he spoons coffee into a pot—Myers emerges from the background and stands between them,
his gun at the ready and the automobile sitting idle behind him. The mise-en-scène divides Roy,
a garage owner, from Gil, a draughtsman, whom Myers labels “smarter” than Roy. Roy’s handson, mechanical talents might connote a lack of intelligence compared to Gil’s refined skills, but
it is Roy who ultimately takes action, and who mocks and repudiates Myers’s brand of selfserving, violent, auto-mobile masculinity towards the end of the film, telling Myers, “You
haven’t got a chance. You haven’t got a thing except that gun. You better hang on to it, because
without it you’re nothing. You’re finished!”
Roy is correct—Myers is nothing without his gun, and as the escape scene illustrates,
he is nothing without a car, either. To fully understand the extent to which the car compensates
for Myers’s physical and psychological flaws, it is worth noting an earlier scene in which Myers
tells Gil and Roy about his paralysed eye. As the three men settle down for the night—Gil and
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Roy huddled underneath blankets, and Myers leaning against a tree, looking down on them—
Myers reminds them that escape is futile, since he is potentially always watching. “You couldn’t
tell if I was awake or asleep,” he says. “That one bum eye. Won’t stay closed. Pretty good,
huh?” M. J. Hyland reads Myers’s eye as not just a body part, but a tool, one that Lupino uses
in the same smart way she uses most things in her tightly strung film. Myers
sleeps with a cocked gun in hand and his paralysed eye is permanently open […]
mean[ing] his prey can’t know when their killer is sleeping and they can’t run.
Just like the Psycho house with its window, a permanently opened eye watching
the woman who wanders off the lonely back road into the Bates Motel, there’s
no forgetting Lupino’s camp-fire scenes: the hot, empty, dusty desert; and the
murderer who never seems to sleep (24).
If Lupino uses Myers’s eye to maintain suspense, Myers uses it in the film to maintain power
over his victims: like Bentham’s panopticon, his eye creates the illusion of constant surveillance
even when he is asleep. Myers thus appears to turn a physical flaw into a “strength,” but the
fact that he masculinises his weakness by using it for intimidation (and by extension, re-locating
power and violence in his body) suggests an underlying anxiety about his own manhood, as
well as his place within a post-war society that now favours domesticated father figures over
lone-wolf aggressors.
Myers’s use of the automobile parallels his use of his paralysed eye, since the car helps
to weaponise his body and transform weakness (in this case, the limitations of physical
mobility) into violence. To prevent Roy and Gil from driving away, Myers makes sure to take
the car keys every night, and by doing so he not only strips the men of their mobility, but also
ensures that he will be faster and more dangerous than both of them. When Roy and Gil try to
run away, they only get as far as the road before they are caught in blinding headlights which,
from afar, look like two eyes in the dark. Roy sprains his foot and falls, and Gil struggles to
help him up as Myers speeds towards them. Just before Myers hits them, he slams on the brakes
and skids to a stop. He climbs out of the car, and after mocking Gil and Roy for their failed
escape, he points to his eye and says, “thought I was asleep, huh?” It is worth noting that he
points to his eye not with his finger but with the barrel of his gun, as if the gun has truly become
an extension of his body (this is supported by the fact that for much of the film, Myers is
inseparable from his pistol, holding it in his right hand no matter where he is—even in public,
where he holds the gun inside his jacket pocket). Furthermore, the car remains in the shot the
entire time, visually reinforcing the violent masculine trifecta of automobile, gun, and body.
This scene illustrates the difference between physical mobility—Roy and Gil’s “counter131

mapping,” which is, as I defined in the Introduction, the act of defying civic mapping by moving
for one’s own gain regardless of physical boundaries, laws, or other obstacles—and Myers’s
automobility. Furthermore, it reminds us that cars and other material possessions are excellent
equalisers. Cars turn slow men into fast men; guns provide power to those who might have
weak muscles, or paralysed eyes. A fitting message for the time period, considering its original
audience was surrounded by automobiles, consumerism, and echoes of war violence.
But this message is not Lupino’s final word. She consistently undercuts Myers’s
violence and exposes it as a façade, as we see in the escape scene when Myers stops the car just
before hitting Roy and Gil. He needs their car, but not them. Why does he let them live? Even
though Myers presumably wants a driver so that he can hide in the back seat and not be spotted,
why doesn’t he kill one and force the other to drive? Perhaps it is because Myers is not the
aggressive, powerful man he claims to be, and the car and gun are not just weapons, but shields
that protect Myers from a host of anxieties and vulnerabilities. In this way, Myers driving at
full speed only to stop within a metre of hitting Roy and Gil is indicative of Myers’s unspoken
impotent rage, a display of power that is precisely that—a display. The distinction between
Myers’s imposing façade and “genuine” masculine bravery comes when Myers tells Gil and
Roy that if “you got the know-how, and a few bucks in your pocket, you can buy anything or
anybody. Especially if you’ve got them at the point of a gun. That really scares ‘em.” Gil then
asks Myers, “You ever been at the other end of a gun?” Myers answers, “No. And I never will
be.”
This exchange establishes Gil, who actually served in World War II and has transitioned
to domestic life, as a counterpoint to Myers’s selfish and empty bravado. For all his literal
mobility, Myers cannot seem to move on; weighed down by cynicism, brutality, and repressed
abandonment issues, he remains mired in a cycle of automobilised violence until he is caught.
When he is finally apprehended by the Mexican policia, Myers looks down at his handcuffs
and panics, as the cuffs signify the irrevocable end of his personal mobility. He is literally where
he said he would never be—at the end of a gun—and in this position, his macho callousness
gives way to fear, showing that violent automobility might construct a convincing masculine
veneer, but it crumbles at the first sign of real conflict. It also shows the cyclic nature of using
cars and guns as transgressive tools: the man who holds a gun and drives a car today might find
himself in the back of a police car tomorrow, captured by the very tools he considered
empowering. Perhaps he might escape, as Myers did at the very beginning of the film. In that
case, the cycle would start all over again—cars chasing cars, guns shooting at other guns, and
amidst it all, a clash of augmented male bodies.
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For Myers, the car and the gun are particularly troublesome. For Gil and Roy, however,
the only tool that turns against them is their own vehicle: an unassuming Plymouth Cranbrook.
The short-lived Cranbrook was manufactured from 1951 to 1953. In its final year (the same
year The Hitch-Hiker was released), an advertisement for the Cranbrook convertible described
the car as “open” and “free” and told buyers—male only, presumably— to “Go Plymouth
Young Man.” What better way to subvert the assumed safety and freedom of automobility than
to turn the “open” and “free” Cranbrook into a prison on wheels, and to place it on a road that
no longer symbolises expansion and autonomy, but a path towards destruction? Myers tells Gil
and Roy, “you guys are gonna die, that’s all. It’s just a question of when.” With those words,
the journey to Santa Rosalia becomes a countdown to death—and the car’s speed determines
just how fast or slowly their deaths will arrive.
The car is literally a site of entrapment and danger, but it is also symbolic of a different
kind of “prison” in which Roy and Gil have placed themselves: the prison of post-war
employment and domestic life. While Emmett Myers is auto-mobile in the truest sense—he
does whatever he wants, is constantly moving, and takes other people’s sources of transport
only to use and discard them—Roy and Gil’s mobility is fixed, as it is performed only within
social and spatial boundaries. Even their fishing trip is reminiscent of the gendered mobility
displayed in mid-century car advertisements, such as a 1957 ad for the Ford Fairlane 500 Town
Victoria and Del Rio Ranch Wagon which showed the “male portion of the tribe” driving away
to “the local fishponds” while the women stay around home. Although Gil and Roy are able to
“escape” the routine of employment and domestic life, and thus enjoy the illusion of freedom,
their mobilities are ultimately re-enacting and reinforcing a cycle of flight and return, and the
Plymouth Cranbrook is a symbol for this cyclic entrapment. In this way, the film challenges the
car’s connotations of autonomy and adventure by turning it into a symbol of inescapability,
both literally as a physical prison, and figuratively as the vehicle that inevitably takes Roy and
Gil back to their conventional lives.
In The Hitch-Hiker, the automobile is a dangerous machine—even more dangerous
when used to augment the violent male body. But it is also representative of the male body’s
seemingly fixed position within a matrix of gendered mobilities, a position neither Myers nor
his victims can escape. Myers uses the car (and his gun) to enforce his sense of superiority and
his perceived entitlement to movement, but by using these tools he inadvertently highlights
suppressed anxieties about his social marginalisation and his deficient body. His actions also
suggest a latent anxiety about domestication and emasculation. For a man like Myers, who
codes violence and ruthless self-interest as masculine, domestic life is not only ensnaring but
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feminising, and must be avoided at all costs. Accordingly, Myers’s mobility might be read as a
repudiation of domestic “softness” and its feminine connotations. The same response can be
seen in Nicholas Ray’s Rebel Without a Cause as Jim Stark (James Dean), desperate for a
roadmap to manhood, becomes embroiled in gang violence in his search for masculine identity.
This violence is committed entirely outdoors in fields and parking lots, providing a performative
antidote to Jim’s father’s cloying domestic passivity. Furthermore, Jim’s violence includes
using cars as weapons—more specifically, as extensions of the male body—as a way of
answering Jim’s central question: “What can you do when you have to be a man?”
Automobilised violence as a reaction against emasculation in Rebel Without a Cause
Among the many clashes within Rebel Without a Cause—between domesticity and
masculine performativity, between generations, and even between homosocial, self-reflective
masculinity (Jim’s) and repressed, aggressive masculinity (Buzz’s)—the first clash that director
Nicholas Ray envisioned was a clash between two cars. He had the idea of two hot rods
speeding towards each other in a tunnel and crashing into one another (Rathgeb 16), a
performance that would highlight the fragility of the male body as well as the impulsive, autocentred bravado of the decade’s youth. The final cut of the film did not feature the hot rod battle,
but it nonetheless emphasised the anxieties facing (predominantly male) youth in the United
States: anxieties about what kind of men they might, or should, become, and anxieties about
their place in a post-war culture that encouraged restraint, and feared individuality and
rebellion. As Jim Stark and his friend John “Plato” Crawford (Sal Mineo) discover, finding
your place in the world is difficult if you haven’t even figured out who you are, and more
importantly, if your father is weak or absent. Jim’s father is not only domesticated, but
dominated by his emotionally manipulative wife; Plato’s father is long gone, and with his
mother frequently absent as well, Plato spends much of his time with the family’s housekeeper.
Bereft of male role models, Jim and Plato have no stable sense of identity, and seem
powerless to stop their feelings of anonymity and rejection. They behave delinquently both to
assert their individuality and to act out against their parents’ mistakes, and although the acts
they commit at the film’s opening are actually offensive—Jim is publicly drunk (while
underage), and Plato has killed a litter of puppies—they can also be read as a cry for help, a
gasping breath within a suffocatingly conservative society that fails to read between the lines
of juvenile delinquency. Andrea Carosso notes that absentee fathers and the demands of the
workforce caused many teenagers in the 1950s to be self-sufficient, and the uncertainty and
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hostility engendered by their rapidly-developed identities were seen by older generations as
delinquency (133). In short, Jim and Plato stand in for a generation of young men who were
expected to mimic the mores and values of their parents, even as those parents were distracted,
distant, and ultimately ignorant of the social and mental pressures their children faced. Jim and
Plato’s sense of disconnection, as well as their desperation for meaning, is mirrored by the scene
at the observatory in which astronomy professor Dr. Minton (Ian Wolfe) discusses the cosmos
with Jim and Plato’s class: “Through the infinite reaches of space, the problems of man seem
trivial and naive indeed,” he tells them, after showing them a dramatisation of the world being
destroyed. “Man existing alone,” he adds, “seems himself an episode of little consequence.”
Dr. Minton’s speech reminds Jim and Plato that their own bodies are on a fixed path to
eventual destruction and obscurity. Humans will one day be dissolved into the cosmos, whether
they like it or not—a pathetic thought that mirrors the pathos of Jim’s hen-pecked father, Frank
(Jim Backus), who is powerless to stop the destruction of his manhood. Jim and Plato are, as
Michael Kimmel suggests, “lost sons,” tragic by-products of fathers who are either feminised
and over-domesticated, or irresponsible and absent (206). To emphasize the cosmic tragedy of
their situation, Nicholas Ray deliberately had Plato die at the planetarium so that his death could
reinforce his role as the victim who dies “on an altar of sacrifice” (Rathgeb 60). As well as
operating as a sacrificial death, Plato’s demise evokes a loss of identity, masculinity, and
childhood. Jim, too, must “sacrifice” his identity and his youth by the end of the film, as he
acquiesces to his mother and father’s conventional values and, by wearing his father’s jacket,
is assimilated into Frank’s domestic lifestyle.
Jim’s submission to the home and to conservative family values comes only after a tense
navigation of differing masculine performances, all of which can be read as a countermeasure
against emasculation. John Mitchell argues that the divisive nature of masculinity, and the
performative tension it creates, are first observed in the film’s opening scene, when Jim covers
a toy monkey with newspaper. Jim is wearing a suit and is “taking care” of the monkey, and
thus can be interpreted as a paternal figure, but he can also be seen as a child since he is playing
with a toy monkey while in a fetal position. To Mitchell, this scene reflects what he considers
to be the film’s major discourse, “the difference between the ideals of American masculinity
and the realities of being a mid-twentieth-century male” (135). While I agree that the scene
highlights the conflict between post-war masculine ideals (such as domesticity,26 fatherhood,
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But not domestication. Men could be expected to help around the house, but typically not in ways that were
deemed effeminate, like ironing or cooking dinner.
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breadwinning) and the reality of Jim’s own uncertain manhood, I read the scene a little
differently. The monkey itself is a mechanical wind-up toy, mirroring Jim’s own sense of being
controlled, and the fact that Jim lies down next to a performing monkey that comes complete
with cymbals and hat speaks of the way in which Jim might be read as a subject who is destined
to perform a socially appropriate mode of masculinity. Furthermore, the scene is entirely
dependent on the external, using clothing, physical space, and an object (notably, a motorised
machine) to suggest the dissonance underlying Jim’s masculinity. Jim routinely relies on the
external to displace his frustration with both his emasculated father and his own precarious
identity, and one of the objects Jim uses is an automobile—a machine which, like the monkey,
symbolises the choice Jim must make between youthful recklessness and adult conformity.
Before Jim gets behind the wheel of a car for the first time on screen, he displaces his
frustration by punching the desk of police officer Ray Fremick (Edward Platt). He explains to
Fremick that the source of his anger is his “zoo” of a family, and more specifically, his
emasculated father. “She eats him alive and he takes it,” he says, in reference to his mother’s
verbal domination over his father. “If he had guts to knock Mom cold once, then maybe she’d
be happy and then she’d stop picking on him. Because they [Jim’s mother and grandmother]
make mush out of him.” Jim’s words reveal a twisted masculinist logic that posits violence
against women as the pathway to manhood, the reinforcement of gender roles, and domestic
tranquility. Such violence would apparently solve Jim’s psychic turmoil as well, since Jim,
caught between the fantasy of masculine violence and the reality of an emasculated father, longs
for “one day when I didn’t have to be all confused and feel like I was ashamed of everything,
and I belonged someplace.” But while Jim promotes physical violence, he never seems to
perform it willingly. Just as the toy monkey reflects the division between ideals and reality, so
too does Jim’s concept of male violence stand opposed to the actual violence he commits: he
considers punching women a solution to emasculation, but ultimately chooses to punch and
kick a desk instead of harming his father or his mother. This act of displacement, of using
objects to extend and absorb his physical anger, is also a way to “test out” modes of masculinity
that might save him from the emasculation of the domestic sphere.
If punching a desk is the first time Jim uses an object to deal with his problems, the
second time is when he grabs a tire iron to fend off Buzz Gunderson (Cory Allen) and his gang
outside the observatory. Before the altercation, Plato warns Jim that the gang is waiting for him
outside, and Jim is ready to avoid them altogether—that is, until the gang gathers around Jim’s
1949 Mercury coupe. Buzz puts his hand on the car’s windowsill, and his sometime girlfriend
Judy (Natalie Wood) follows suit, leaning against the side of the car and brushing her hand
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across it. Buzz looks up at Jim, taunting him to come down. The scene reads like a stereotypical
masculine confrontation in which a man touches another man’s girlfriend, but in this case, it is
a body of a car, not a woman, that stands between them. With the entire gang gathered around,
Buzz stabs one of the car’s tires. This act challenges Jim’s manhood not only because it is an
offense that must be repaid with violence (so that Jim doesn’t appear weak or effeminate), but
also because it impedes Jim’s mobility and ignores the status of Jim as car-owner. In a decade
in which men (and some women) were growing increasingly interested in car ownership and
maintenance, and felt entitled to personal mobility (Foster 59; 66), a man’s car was in many
ways a type of mechanical “territory” that allowed for new modes of territorial violence and
male posturing. Following this, the car could also be seen as an extension of the body, an object
that signals the driver’s own power and virility.
The almost palpable connection between driver and automobile is evident when Buzz
attacks Jim’s car: after a shot of Buzz jabbing the knife into the tire, there is a cut to a shot of
Jim breathing in sharply. After a moment, he sighs and walks down to his car, not to face Buzz
but to change the damaged tire. Jim’s aloofness is mocked by Buzz and his gang; as they make
clucking noises, Jim whirls around in anger and asks, “is that meaning me? Chicken? […] You
shouldn’t call me that.” Although Jim takes offence at the term “chicken” because a peer at his
old school had once called him that, it is not difficult to interpret Jim’s reaction as a projection
of his anger towards his “chicken” of a father. Jim doesn’t want to fight, but he doesn’t want to
be seen as impotent either, so after a little more goading he engages Buzz in a switchblade fight.
This is the third moment in which Jim uses an object to deal with his problems, but in this case
his problem is both the immediate physical danger of Buzz’s knife, and an inner anxiety about
being perceived as less of a man. Like Emmett Myers’s pistol, Jim’s and Buzz’s knives are
tools that literally and figuratively combat the threat of emasculation, but they are also an
extension of the male body that, in essence, upgrade the fist to a blade. For Buzz in particular,
the knife is a phallic object that jabs and penetrates, even as it carries the suggestion of
effeminacy: Jim tells Buzz, “I thought only punks fought with knives,” and as Douglas Rathgeb
notes, in “1955 teen slang, ‘punk’ could also mean homosexual” (89). Buzz sidesteps the
inflammatory comment by replying, “Well, who’s fighting? Not fighting, it’s examination time,
man. It’s a crazy game.” His switchblade, then, is more than a weapon or phallic extension; it
is a violent probe for measuring or “examining” the strength of one’s manhood.
This treatment of the switchblade, and in fact the entire scene, underscores the fraught
masculine world Jim inhabits. It is a world in which knives, tire irons, and cars are tools for
validating one’s status as a man, and more worryingly, it is a delinquent world that rationalises
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and downplays young male violence. Rather than acknowledge the danger (and ultimate
futility) of establishing his manhood through violence, Buzz sees the knife fight as a “crazy
game,” and it is this reckless, self-destructive mindset that ultimately leads to his death at the
“Chickie Run,” a contest in which two people drive towards a cliff, and the first to jump out is
branded a “chicken.”
What follows the scene at the observatory are two contrasting scenes, one which focuses
on the domestic sphere and its potential for emasculation, and one which draws attention to an
automobilised alternative to domesticity. In the first scene, Jim has arrived home and is washing
his face, looking very much the wounded warrior—he even pauses to touch one of the bloody
tears in his shirt. Contrasting Jim’s masculine bloodstained shirt is the flowery frilled apron
Frank Stark wears over his grey suit, a garment that visually signals his domestication and loss
of manhood.27 Such is Frank’s emasculation that he is mistaken for his wife, Carol: Jim hears
a crash of plates and silverware and calls out, “Mom?” as he walks up the stairs to his father.
Frank replies, “You thought I was Mom?” and then tells Jim that he has prepared some dinner
for Carol because she “doesn’t feel too well.” He adds, “I better clean [the mess] up before she
sees it.” Here, Jim mistaking Frank for “Mom” is ironic given that Frank not only looks like a
mother, but has performed a conventionally maternal act, and fears retribution from his
assertive, “masculine” wife.
This moment of mistaken identity is not necessarily a mistake at all, and in an attempt
to redeem his father’s manhood, Jim tells him to leave the mess of food and plates on the floor.
“Let her see it,” he says. “What can happen?” His father doesn’t listen, and continues to pick
scraps of food off the floor. As Frank kneels on the floor, the bars of the staircase rail stand in
front of him, making it seem as if he is behind bars—an image that reflects Jim’s perception of
Frank as a prisoner within the domestic sphere. Jim says, “Dad,” verbally re-establishing
Frank’s “proper” role, and then reaches out and lifts Frank up by one of his apron straps. The
shot of him lifting his father once again includes the banister bars, but this time, Frank is being
lifted above them. In short, Jim is figuratively dragging his father out of the prison of
domesticity. He does this because he longs for Frank to stand up to Carol and become the “man
of the house,” but it seems the apron strings are tied a little too tight, and Frank is not ready to
step out of his submissive role. Jim, caught in a double-bind in which he can either abandon the
Chickie Run and ruin his masculine image, or perform the Chickie Run and potentially lose his
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Writer Stewart Stern’s version of the script had a dream sequence in which Jim’s mother points at him and
laughs, and Jim sees that he is wearing the apron instead of his father. See Rathgeb, 61.
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life, asks his father, “What can you do when you have to be a man?” Frank, however, still
wearing the apron, cannot answer him except to say, “I’ll get some paper and we’ll make a list,
and […] we’ll get some advice”—a response that indicates Frank’s readiness to outsource his
own paternal responsibility, perhaps to one of the idealised domesticated father figures in Leave
It To Beaver or Father Knows Best. These television fathers were not only wise and caring, but
also moral compasses for their children, and would perhaps be able to answer Jim’s difficult
question. But Frank cannot, and his passivity is nowhere near the decisive masculine response
his son is looking for.
Frank’s milquetoast character marks a threat at the heart of the popular 1950s father
figure, who seemed, at least on screen, to stand outside of the double-bind of clashing domestic
and primal masculine performances. Frank is not a Father who Knows Best, but he is a father
who performs the extreme end of domestication, seemingly at the expense of assertive decisionmaking. Because Frank cannot relieve the dissonance Jim feels, Jim is forced to look elsewhere.
If the middle-class home is “a symbol of failure for men who have succumbed to society’s
demand for stasis” (White 54), racing cars outdoors is a fitting countermeasure, and so Jim
shows up to the Millertown Bluff where Buzz and his gang are waiting. After checking the cars
that will be used for the run (stolen cars, since no young man in his right mind would wreck his
own car), he and Buzz both stand at the edge of the bluff and look down at the churning black
water below. “That’s the edge,” says Buzz, and then laughs and adds, “That’s the end.”
Although he is being literal, his words also suggest that the Chickie Run stands as the cutting
edge, or extreme end, of 1950s teenage masculine performativity, as well as the end of Buzz’s
life.28 Jim turns to Buzz and asks, “Why do we do this?” Buzz replies, “You gotta do something,
now don’t you?” Here especially, Buzz and Jim seem to stand in for those young males who
grew up in a post-war United States culture that, according to Susan White, encouraged men
to conform to male group behaviors perceived as helping us win the war, later
adapting them to the new corporate context. But there was also a powerful
unease about the potential violence of returning warriors, which created pressure
for men to resist the male group’s often violent bonding rituals by retreating into
a domestic household presented as both comforting and stifling (54).
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The tragedy of a young man losing his life over an insignificant bout of male posturing was slightly altered,
yet still highlighted, in a version of Rebel Without a Cause penned by screenwriter Irving Shulman. In the story,
Buzzy and a “Young Husband” do the Chickie Run, and it is the Husband, not Buzzy, who drives off the cliff to
his death. See Rathgeb, 42.
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Stuck on the margin between ritualised male violence and the confines of the domestic sphere,
Buzz and Jim must “do something” to escape their liminality. And what better way to break
free than to get in a car and speed away from the home, towards the literal and metaphorical
limit of post-war masculinity that also serves as the border between hypermasculinity and
death?
If The Hitch-Hiker is about a “strange race against death,” Rebel Without a Cause is a
strange race towards death, and in both films, the “race” involves using the automobile to
augment and mobilise the male body. As Buzz and Jim wait at the starting line, young men and
women climb in their cars and form two lines on either side of the “track.” At Judy’s signal,
they turn on their headlights. These lights illuminate the path Buzz and Jim must follow (while
the cars themselves act as walls), but more importantly, as in The Hitch-Hiker, the headlights
operate as “eyes” that allow the drivers to see in the dark. Aided by their vehicles, the spectators
are not merely bystanders, but auto-enhanced “cyborgs” that play an active role in the Chickie
Run, and are made synonymous with their vehicles. For example, after Judy gives the command
for the cars to turn on their lights, an establishing shot shows Judy standing between the two
rows of cars, her arms raised, as headlights light up around her. Since the headlights serve as
the “eyes” of the teenagers inside the cars, to see the cars is to see them, despite their physical
bodies being hidden. Just as The Hitch-Hiker’s Nash Airflyte is a synecdoche for the Mexican
police force, the rows of cars in Rebel Without a Cause are presented as both machine and
spectator, an amalgamation that might be seen as underscoring the extent to which many postwar United States teenagers used their cars as expressions of personal identity—and by
extension, for teenaged boys, as expressions of manhood. The car seemed to be made for the
masculine duo of violence and sex: not only was it was a glamourous thing that, along with the
cigarette and the gun, became an “object of fantasy and desire” (French xxiv), it could do
double-duty as a tool for violence and as a private space in which to have sex. Rebel Without a
Cause’s portrayal of male automobility
showed an alarmed America what would happen once teenagers got their hands
on the car keys. They would engage in chicken races in which two cars are driven
towards a cliff edge and the last to jump out wins. Everybody knew what
teenagers’ cars were really for, but that could only be shown in films that
portrayed the period retrospectively, such as The Last Picture Show and
American Graffiti (or, for that matter, Titanic): cars were for having sex in
(French xxv).
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Rebel Without a Cause’s automobiles can be read as tools for performing gendered
violence, but they can also be seen as shells (or “sheaths,” borrowing from Updike’s Rabbit,
Run) that, in essence, are “put on” or “worn” by drivers in the same way one might put on a
jacket (or a condom, for that matter): drivers slip into cars, use them, and slip out again. This
“putting on” of the automobile to augment or alter one’s masculine image is mirrored and
reinforced by two scenes in which a male character puts on another man’s jacket as a way of
symbolising the adoption of a new mode of masculinity. The first scene is when Jim gives his
red windbreaker to Plato in the observatory, and Plato clutches it tenderly as if the jacket is
some special treasure. It is, in fact, special, since to Plato the stylish jacket signifies Jim’s suave
masculine flair. Plato sees Jim as a paternal male role model (in one scene, he tells Judy that he
hopes Jim will take him hunting and fishing, and in another, he says to Jim, “if only you could
have been my dad”) and by wearing Jim’s jacket, Plato visually comes one step closer to
embodying his idol’s brand of masculinity. The second scene is when Jim, having reconciled
with his parents, is seen wearing his father’s jacket. Here, he has divested himself of his young
male rebellion (symbolised by the red jacket, which he has passed on to Plato) and has
potentially “put on,” or at least become open to, the domesticated masculinity of his father.
Ultimately, jackets and cars seem to produce a similar visual effect, showcasing the mutable
nature of masculinity as well as its function as a veneer or “shell” that cloaks the male body and
invests it with meaning.
Jackets and cars form a morbid yet striking pair in the Chickie Run scene, since they are
both directly involved in Buzz Gunderson’s death—he snags the sleeve of his jacket on the
inside door handle, and remains trapped in the car as it falls to the rocks below. Although Buzz’s
and Plato’s deaths are visually and contextually different, they do share some things in common.
Both Buzz and Plato die wearing jackets that signify the youthful, nonconformist masculinity
they either desire (Plato) or perform (Buzz), and both die from using tools to augment their
male anger: Buzz works out his anxieties and frustrations through an automobile, which ends
up being his coffin, while Plato uses a gun and is eventually shot by the police for wielding it.
Although Plato’s “sacrificial” death encourages viewers to view him as another innocent victim
of absent fatherhood, crushing domesticity, and the disapproval of an uncaring older generation
that ignores the psychic pain behind delinquency, I would argue that Buzz’s death is similarly
tragic. Buzz is the victim of violent, automobilised masculinity, a masculinity that proclaims
fast cars, danger, violence, nonconformity, and displays of power as a safeguard against the
perceived threat of emasculation. The constraint of the domestic sphere and the conservative
morals pushed by his parents’ generation form a “web” similar to the one felt by Rabbit
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Angstrom in Rabbit, Run, and like Rabbit, Buzz turns to mobility—specifically outdoors
automobility—to escape his confinement. Buzz is drawn to the point at which the auto-mobile
male must either yield or self-destruct, but instead of yielding and returning to domesticity, he
is destroyed along with the very machine designed to liberate him.
While Buzz might be easily categorised as a “Rabbit” type of male who avoids
entrapment by always moving, Jim Stark’s mobility is harder to define. Jim, after all, resents
the fact that he and his family have moved to a new town (after he attacked one of his peers at
his old school for calling him “chicken”): near the beginning of the film, he tells Officer
Fremick that his parents “think that I can make friends if we move. Just move, everything will
be roses and sunshine.” Ironically, while Jim appreciates that mobility will not solve the
problems of his suppressed anger and his “delinquent” behaviour, he still turns to automobility
to solve the problem of his uncertain manhood. He is auto-mobile thanks to his Mercury coupe,
but he is also autonomously mobile, always situated at the fringes, uncomfortable with the
thought of being assimilated into the conventional domestic (or even conventional teen
delinquent) sphere. As Susan White suggests, Jim’s attitude towards his family and peers
articulates a “male sense of entrapment,” an “anguish at being forced to conform to a certain
kind of domesticity” (55). Jim’s anguish is echoed by the male violence committed throughout
the film, violence that almost always passes through a conduit, whether that be desks, knives,
guns, or automobiles. In Rebel Without a Cause, and some of Ray’s other films such as On
Dangerous Ground and Bigger Than Life, “the most dangerous aspect of the transition into
adult masculinity revolves around the question of violence. Is Jim or is he not capable of
brutality?” (60)
Along with violence, Rebel Without a Cause throws into sharp relief mobility and
masculine performativity, creating a trifecta of manifestations of male dissonance that Jim,
Buzz, Plato, and Frank each handle differently. Frank is a domesticated man for whom
weakness and immobilisation mean the same thing, and although at the end of the film he
promises Jim to “be as strong as you want me to be,” his change of heart is overshadowed by
the fact that two young men have already lost their lives due to absent or emasculated fatherfigures. Caught up in conflicting notions of what it means to be a man, Buzz performs his own
idea of what a man should be, which includes spatial freedom and unlimited mobility with a bit
of sadistic violence sprinkled in. Plato is similarly drawn to violence to solve his feelings of
male abandonment—as if to connect the two together, he is shown grabbing his mother’s pistol
just after finding a child support cheque from his father—and as in Buzz’s case, augmenting
his masculine identity with tools of violence results in his death. Finally, Jim operates as a
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medium between his father, who is passive and immobile, and Buzz and Plato, whose violence
suggests their perceived lack of traditional or stable masculinity. Jim also “stakes out the middle
ground of desired masculinity” by shifting between Buzz the aggressive gang leader, and Plato
the sensitive outcast, and in doing so, saves his own life since “neither [Buzz or Plato] is allowed
to survive; only Jim survives” (Kelley 146). Jim’s tense navigation of this liminal space
between movement and stability, between violence and passivity, and between the domestic
and the outdoors is unsatisfyingly glossed over by a conservative dénouement: distraught by
Plato’s death, Jim collapses at his father’s feet, saying “help me,” and Frank tells him, “Stand
up. I’ll stand up with you.” In this scene, it is Jim who must be lifted up, while Frank acts as
the strong father-figure. A presumably happy ending, but one that is tarnished both by the young
men who had to be sacrificed for such a reconciliation, and by the echoes of augmented male
violence left in their wake.
While Rebel Without a Cause raises the question of Jim’s capacity for violence, as
White suggests, it also casts light on those 1950s male teenagers who used automobiles to
amplify their acts of violence. In Harrison Salisbury’s The Shook Up Generation (1958),
Salisbury noted the teenage “delinquent” trend of escalating fights by using cars instead of
knives. “The automobile, where gang members have access to it, is the most feared weapon,”
he claimed, and added that “Cars are driven with lethal intent straight at enemy boys. A
youngster trapped in the open street is simply run down. Survival is sheer luck” (50). In Los
Angeles particularly, violence was characterised by the use of cars: “Los Angeles is a city of
automobiles. It is natural that youngsters bring their cars into their gang warfare” and “employ
their automobiles as lethal weapons, running each other off the sides of highways” (181). Jim
and Buzz’s Chickie Run at the Millertown Bluff can be read as a microcosm of the
automobilised violence that older generations feared had pervaded teenage circles in the postwar United States—an enmeshing of body and machine for the purpose both of heightening and
extending male power, and of establishing spatial dominance on the road.
Misusing the car in this way potentially leads to the (self) destruction of the male body,
a consequence highlighted by Steven Spielberg’s Duel. Rebel Without a Cause depicted cars as
the new way of acting out young masculine aggression, and sixteen years later, Duel intensified
this depiction by making the automobile not just a tool for violence, but an anthropomorphised
murder weapon. Its portrayal of a predatory truck whose driver is never seen suggests that in
the social consciousness of the U.S., the blurred line between driver and car was still just as
worrying and dangerous in the seventies as it was in the fifties.
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Auto-enhanced masculinity with a face: Duel’s subversive, violent male automobility
Fittingly, Duel’s plot wasn’t churned out by a Hollywood office; it was born in a car
filled with panicked riders. In 1963, screenwriter Richard Matheson was driving home with a
friend when a big rig began tailgating him, and as Matheson sped up, “the truck sped up until
both men screamed for their lives” (Duricy 28). This experience inspired Matheson to write a
story about a mild-mannered man chased by a truck hell-bent on driving him off the road, and
his story was published in the April 1971 issue of Playboy magazine before being translated
into Steven Spielberg’s first professionally directed film.29 In the film, Dennis Weaver plays
David Mann (whose last name suggests that he is just a man, an average middle-class, middleaged salesman whose mobility is equally ordinary), who is harassed by a Peterbilt 351 tanker
truck while driving across the country on a business trip, and must use his wits to survive the
“duel” between his tiny car and the monstrous tanker. Steven Awalt has noted that in both the
short story and the film, “one of the greater subtexts of the ‘Duel’ is how the salt-of-the-earth,
proletariat trucker pushes the soft, bourgeois Mann into a primal, stereotypically masculine
state” (27). While a Marxist interpretation of Duel is enlightening (especially given that David’s
car is a functional necessity under capitalism), I am more interested in the film’s portrayal of
“soft” and “primal” masculinity, particularly when both of these masculine modes intersect
with automobility and violence.
I am also interested in the fact that visually, the “duel” is not between David and another
driver, but between David and the Peterbilt truck. Although the truck isn’t sentient, the film
deliberately masks the Peterbilt’s driver and makes it appear as if the truck has a will of its
own. As both the instrument and apparent perpetrator of violence, the anthropomorphised truck
is a frightening reminder of the extreme end of male automobility. Using a private vehicle to
enhance one’s power, public identity, or spatial freedom can be fine, but at its most extreme,
automobility is potentially a form of machine-aided solipsism—an ideology of mobility that
posits the auto-mobile self as an entity separated from moral expectations, laws, or
boundaries.30 While John Cheever’s “The Swimmer” and “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill”
involve male bodies that transgress suburbia’s physical and social boundaries, Duel portrays a
vehicle-body (what Lupton would call a “cyborg”) that flouts the moral and physical boundaries
of the open road, an act of transgression that undermines the safety of United States road travel
29
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while also challenging men’s entitlement to movement. If mid-century U.S. conventions
immobilised women in the home, but mobilised men by imagining the outdoors and the road as
male-dominated recreational spaces, it is no surprise that automobility was regarded by many
as a “naturally” masculine condition. But Duel, like The Hitch-Hiker, strips automobility of its
connotations of male empowerment, and in doing so, challenges the efficacy and naturalness
of male mobility.
In fact, Duel challenges the entire spectrum of automobility, since it demonstrates that
unexceptional, law-abiding travel (David’s) and hypermasculine violent travel (the truck) both
fail to insulate men against fear, harm, death, and entrapment. Duel’s automobilised male
violence is, in essence, an exercise in masculine futility. David Mann might be read as an
unsuccessful Self-Made Man: a man who has tried to realise his own American Dream but has
failed; a man who, by his own admission, is not “the boss” in his own home; a man who is
always on the move, but whose travelling speaks of his entrapment. His mobility has not saved
him—it is part of his dreary middle-class routine. So what can he do to reclaim his sense of
freedom, power, and manhood? The Peterbilt truck at first appears like a solution: it is
aggressive, dominant, and fast, and it always seems to be one step ahead. But its display of
auto-power does not last, and at the end of the film both David and the truck are immobilised
and alone. Why have their mobilities failed? Perhaps it is because David and the truck driver
have both enmeshed themselves with their vehicles, and used (and overused) them as tools to
augment their masculine identities. This enmeshment is depicted not only by the
anthropomorphised Peterbilt truck but by David’s own car, which is necessary for his job as a
salesman.
The line between male body and vehicle is constantly blurred throughout the film. The
first time this occurs is at the film’s opening, when viewers are forced to view the open road
through what appears to be the point-of-view of a car. It is the viewer, not David or the Peterbilt
truck, who is first melded with the car, and all the viewer can do is watch as he/she/the car pulls
out of a garage and heads off towards the freeway. The car-viewer takes an exit for Bakersfield,
then diverts onto 14 Palmdale/Lancaster before hitting the open road. This opening sequence,
and in particular its attention to road signs, signals the way the driver—and in this case, the
viewer as well—is subjected to, and controlled by, the regulations and boundaries of the road.
As I discussed in Chapter 1, transit lines are as much social boundaries as they are physical
ones, and the U.S. Interstate is the most prominent example of a road that performs
simultaneous ideologies of mobility, order, and social connectivity. After driving on Los
Angeles freeways, Jean Baudrillard remarked that the road signs
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read like a litany. ‘Right lane must exit.’ This ‘must exit’ has always struck me
as a sign of destiny. I have got to go, to expel myself from this paradise, leave
this providential highway which leads nowhere, but keeps me in touch with
everyone. This is the only real society or warmth here, this collective propulsion,
this compulsion (53).
A compulsion to travel, to remain connected, and to exercise personal autonomy—well,
perceived autonomy at least, since highway signs and roads regulate the direction, speed, and
positioning of both the automobile and the person inside it. The “must exit” sign is particularly
regulatory, and not in a good way according to Baudrillard, since it causes one to “revert to an
individual trajectory” (53). In short, roads and signs potentially engender a kind of paradoxical
collective solipsism wherein the driver is part of a collective, but is at the same time an isolated
individual suspended in a metal cocoon, regulated by traffic laws and social expectations, but
not bound by them.
This conflict between the desire for autonomy and the expectation to conform to laws
and social values is reflected in David Mann’s mobility. His mobility is neither autonomous
nor heroic; he is traveling not because he wants to, but because a man named Forbes is “leaving
for Hawaii in the morning” and has been “griping to the front office” about needing to meet
with David. David tells his wife Linda (Jacqueline Scott) that his hands are tied, and his car trip
is unavoidable. “If I don’t reach him today,” he says, “I could lose the account.” David’s
movements are submissive and controlled while Forbes’s are self-serving and seemingly
autonomous, and although this gap between their mobilities is produced in part by economic
and class differences, it nonetheless suggests a distinction between masculinities. Forbes is
never seen, but his demand to meet with David is powerful enough to compel David onto the
road—and by extension, to initiate the plot of the film—and so Forbes can be seen as a
dominant, unwavering figure whose movements and masculinity exude economic power (not
unlike the financial magazine that shares his name). In contrast, David follows either the
demands of his wife or the orders of Forbes, indicating that although David might be a man, he
is not his own man.
David makes a joke of his meekness when he stops and talks to a gas station attendant.
The attendant tells David he needs a new radiator hose, and when David refuses, the attendant
says, “You’re the boss.” David sardonically replies, “Not in my house I’m not.” David then
walks inside a laundromat to call his wife and apologise for the events of the night before: at a
dinner party, a man made sexual advances towards Linda, and David neither stopped him nor
defended his wife’s honour. “You think that I should go out and call Steve Henderson up and
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challenge him to a fist fight or something,” David scoffs, to which Linda replies, “You could
have at least said something.” As the conversation switches to whether or not David will be
home on time (since David’s mother is coming to visit), there are multiple shots of David on
the phone, framed by the ring of a washing machine door—a visual representation of his being
trapped by domestic duties, similar to the staircase “bars” that trap Frank Stark in Rebel Without
a Cause. David is enmeshed in domestic life to the point that he cannot escape from it, but he
is also immobilised, or rendered inactive, by his passivity. He neglects to stand up for his wife
and derides the thought of stereotypical masculine confrontation, while he simultaneously
remains tethered to female figures who influence (at least the speed of) his movement: his wife
demands that he comes home on time, because his mother is visiting and wants to see him.
David’s apparent problems of emasculation, controlled mobility, and powerlessness are
laid out clearly at the beginning of the film, not by David, but by a man on the radio who has
called a Census Bureau helpline. “I would like some information, I’m filling out my, uh, census
form right now and I have an awful problem, and I was wondering, can somebody help me?”
the man asks, as shots of David’s red car traversing the open landscape fade from one to another.
The “problem,” it turns out, is what to fill in on the census form; the man thinks it would be
dishonest to put his own name as the head of the household. “I lost the position as head of the
family. You see, what I do, I stay home. I hate working, I hate going out and seeing people and
getting involved in the rat race and things like that, so she works and I do the housework and
take care of the babies. […] I’m really not the head of the family, and yet I’m the man of the
family.” The man’s plight signals a tension between two modes of masculinity—the free spirit
who repudiates the rat race, and the breadwinning “head of the family”—while it also draws
attention to the persistent assumption that the man is the natural leader of the family. But more
insidiously, it establishes a false dichotomy between David’s apparently “free” mobility and
the man’s entrapment. The man’s plea to the Census helpline employee, “Can somebody help
me,” can be interpreted as the catchcry of a male generation confused about who they are as
men, since they aren’t out fighting in the Vietnam War, or gaining social and economic capital
as Self-Made Men. These stay-at-home dads are emasculated and trapped, and as they struggle
to fill out their Census forms, David Mann speeds down the open road, a free man.
Except he isn’t quite free. David’s mobility is liberating insofar as it gets him away from
the home and allows him some personal time out on the road, but it is not empowering, since
he is not autonomously mobile (travelling is part of his job) and his automobility is partly a
temporary respite from the pressures of the domestic sphere—pressures to which he must at
some point return. David’s car is not powerful or overly fast, and thus does not augment his
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masculine potency in the same way the Peterbilt truck does for its anonymous trucker. David’s
car is both a symbol of and tool for avoidance, retreat, and detachment; it provides a space, a
“world” in which David can (temporarily) run away from the claustrophobic, entrapping
domestic “world” inhabited by his wife, his kids, and his mother. This conceptualisation of the
car as its own world was not new at the time of Duel’s release. An advert for the 1963
Thunderbird, which included the tagline “How to get away from them all,” described the car as
being “in a world by itself,” and claimed that “When you slip behind that sleek, shimmering
hood, you discover instantly new worlds of pleasure and comfort” (“In a World,” emphasis
added). In a similar way, David’s Plymouth Valiant is its own world, and this is supported by
stabilised shots of the car as it moves on the road. After David passes the Peterbilt truck twice,
there are some shots that look through the Plymouth’s windshield and into the interior,
stabilised so that the rest of the world is moving but the car is not, thus giving the appearance
of the car being its own detached space in which David can listen to the radio and enjoy the
ride.
In addition to functioning as personal “worlds,” Duel’s vehicles also act as extensions
of the body, whether the car is anthropomorphised, or the male body is dissolved into the
machine, or both. Take, for example, the scene when David is flagged down by a bus driver
who is struggling to start his broken-down school bus. The driver says to David, “I could use a
push,” and immediately the line between vehicle and driver is blurred: the driver uses “I” when
he really means the bus, and he asks David to push the bus when it is actually the car that will
be doing the work. David’s response similarly conflates driver and car. He tells the bus driver
that he is cautious about giving the bus a push since “it looks like I’d go right underneath the
bumper,” using the first person pronoun to imply that his car’s hood would potentially get stuck.
Towards the end of the film, David’s symbiotic relationship with his car appears to reach its
zenith. Not only do David and his car get synchronously hurt—when the Plymouth crashes into
wooden roadblocks, David’s mouth begins to bleed—the car also reflects David’s mental
condition, turning from its original shiny and unmarked state (David is naïve and undisturbed)
to completely destroyed (David is disillusioned, paranoid, and immobilised).
While there is a blurry yet definable line between David and his car, the Peterbilt truck
completely disrupts any distinction between man and machine. One of the first instances of the
truck’s anthropomorphisation occurs as David tries to detach his car from the bus’s bumper (he
was right—he did get stuck) and he spots the Peterbilt truck waiting for him in a nearby tunnel.
The truck’s headlights turn on, shining like eyes in the darkness. The Peterbilt driver is not seen,
of course, but his “eyes” are made visible, letting both David and the viewer know that the truck
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can “see” David, and is ready to attack. The Peterbilt truck is the film’s predominant example
of a cyborg, a truly automobilised man whose “face” is made not of flesh but of metal. In
Spielberg’s own words, he chose the Peterbilt truck because it “had a face. The windows were
the eyes, and it has a huge, protruding snout, and the grill and the bumper are the mouth, you
know, and it had a face” (Bouzereau). Furthermore, in his biographical account of Spielberg,
Joseph McBride relays producer George Eckstein’s memory of choosing the truck that would
become the film’s antagonist:
Spielberg chose a battered Peterbilt gasoline tanker truck, which he described as
“The smallest one, but the only one that had a great snout. I thought that with
some remodeling we could really get it to look human. I had the art director add
two tanks to both sides of the doors— they’re hydraulic tanks, but you ordinarily
wouldn’t have two. They were like the ears of the truck. Then I put dead bugs
all over the windshield so you’d have a tougher time seeing the driver” (203).
Anthropomorphising the truck in this way paradoxically highlights the danger of male road rage
and male automobilisation even as it absorbs and hides the male body within the machine
itself—in every scene in which the truck assaults David (and by “David” I mean both him and
his car together), it is the truck that appears dangerous, not the driver. The driver and truck are
inseparable, as suggested by a particular shot during the film’s resolution. As shots of the
wrecked truck cut from one to another, there is a shot of what looks like the steering wheel with
dark fluid dripping from it: is it oil, or is it blood? There is no way to be sure, especially when
the body of the driver is never shown in frame.
Just as enigmatic is the reason for the truck’s rampage. There is no clear motivation or
psychology behind the truck’s automotive violence, because suggesting a motive or rationale
would draw unwanted attention to the human person behind the wheel. While shooting, stunt
coordinator Carey Loftin (who played the part of the truck driver) suggested to Spielberg that
his character be given a reason to seek revenge on David. Spielberg simply replied, “Look at
the truck […] It’s beat up. It’s terrible-looking. It’s painted to look worse than it is. You’re a
dirty, rotten, no-good son of a bitch” (McBride 203). One of the advantages to making the truck
a mindless and seemingly unstoppable destructive entity is that it allows the truck’s masculine
auto-violence to be read as a sociocultural symptom rather than an isolated set of actions
committed by a deranged man. I am not suggesting that 1970s United States roads were plagued
by men who used cars as weapons. Rather, I am suggesting that the country’s attachment to,
dependence on, and idolising of the automobile is represented in Duel as a complete breakdown
of the boundary between driver and car. As cars shifted even further from luxury items to staples
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in U.S. families, the line between the car as a tool and the car as an extension of a person’s
perceived wealth, identity, or power was steadily disintegrating. Cars were proving to be an
excellent replacement for more primal performances of masculinity such as hunting or fighting,
as they could highlight a man’s mechanical skills or allow men to “fight” with their cars instead
of their bodies in events like illegal street racing or NASCAR. As Rebel Without a Cause
demonstrated, fighting with cars was faster and potentially more exciting than fighting with
fists or knives, which were more physically demanding.
A similar use of the car as a sparring weapon is seen in Duel when the Peterbilt truck
drives up behind David’s car and begins ramming into the rear bumper. The act is similar to
two boxers testing one another by taking practice swings, but vehicles, not boxing gloves, cover
the bodies involved. The truck aggressively hitting David’s rear bumper also echoes the threat
of sodomy, but again, the physical threat is disguised by machines. Reinforcing the inorganic
nature of the exchange are multiple close-up shots: of David’s speedometer; wheels turning;
the front of the Peterbilt truck; and the dashed yellow line of the road as it speeds by, all of
which present the vehicles as characters and thus blur the line between man and machine. The
way the vehicles are coded furthers the conflation of person and vehicle. The truck is coded as
aggressive, strong, and capable (it pushes the school bus while David’s car just gets stuck), and
David’s car is coded as avoidant, weak, and more cerebral. David’s car is, in fact, deliberately
portrayed as slower and smaller than it actually was in real life. Car writer Dave Duricy points
out that not only did Matheson’s script describe the victim’s car as a “low-power economy
model,” but in the film, the agility and speed of David’s Plymouth Valiant is downplayed. In
reality, the Valiant could potentially have given the tanker truck a run for its money, since
“small badges on the front fenders call out an optional 318ci V-8 under the hood,” an engine
that “gave the light Valiant sedan a sporty power-to-weight ratio” (Duricy 28). However,
David’s car displays none of these apparent advantages. In one scene, David stops at a train
crossing, and the passing train is large and loud compared to David’s tiny car. Then the Peterbilt
truck appears behind David, and begins pushing him towards the speeding train. David’s car is
unable to push back; it can only spin its wheels and forestall the inevitable. In another scene,
David is trying to outrun the truck, but it matches and even exceeds his speed, prompting David
to wonder, “How can he go so fast?”
A good question, considering how cumbersome the 36-tonne truck would be in real life.
The answer, in short, is film trickery: whenever the truck is shown in motion, low shots and
close ups of the wheels provide the illusion of speed. This exaggeration of the truck’s
capabilities is entirely for effect, much like the exaggerated hypermasculinity of the truck’s
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anonymous, leather-booted driver. As a foil to the trucker’s primitive masculine display,
David’s automobility is cunning and resourceful, and David even uses a briefcase—an item that
connotes his controlled mobility, manhood, and white-collar status—to hold down the gas pedal
while he jumps out of the car. His quick thinking leads to the truck’s (and presumably the
trucker’s) destruction, as the Peterbilt rams into the empty Plymouth and drives off a cliff,
crashing into the desert terrain below. Since they have led to a man’s death, David’s defensive
actions establish a middle ground between crude aggression and soft passivity, and it is this
navigation of extremes that ultimately grants him victory. But at what cost? His car is destroyed,
leaving him stranded and alone in the wilderness, and just as The Hitch-Hiker’s Roy and Gilbert
must return to their conservative jobs and families after their harrowing journey, David too
must return to his wife, his children, and his visiting mother, in spite of all he has
“accomplished.” Although David eventually asserts himself as an autonomously mobile man
(many of his driving manoeuvres, especially his last one, transgress physical and legal
boundaries), he is still trapped within a cycle of flight and return. Like Rabbit Angstrom, or
NASCAR’s drivers, David is stuck in a loop, an illusion of progress that in reality has put him
where he started: out on the road, destined to return home.
But Duel’s portrayal of automobility is even more problematic than that. Not only does
it produce unsatisfying ends for its male characters (it seems the only two “finish lines” are
either destruction or cyclic return), it also upsets the spatial and social boundaries underlying
road travel by blurring the line between man and vehicle, and presenting the auto-mobile man
as potentially lethal. The literal boundaries of the road are transgressed whenever David and
the truck disobey traffic laws, cross painted lines, or break through roadblocks. The road’s
social boundaries are similarly transgressed, as the expectation of motorists to drive safely and
treat one another with respect is trampled under the wheels of the Peterbilt truck. David, like
most drivers, assumes that United States road-space will be safe and efficient, and takes for
granted the fact that his car is a protective “world” in which he is the sole, presumably
autonomous, resident. It is not difficult to read David’s assumptions and actions as reflecting a
sense of entitlement to mobility: because he is a middle-class salesman, he must move, and not
only that, he must move safely and unhindered. So when the truck challenges his assumed free
mobility, David becomes paranoid and distressed.
This distress is seen when, after escaping the truck the first time, David washes his face
in the bathroom at Chuck’s Café. As he looks at himself in the mirror, we hear a voiceover of
his thoughts: “You just never know. You just go along figuring some things don’t change, ever,
right? Like being able to drive on a public highway without somebody trying to murder you.
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And then one stupid thing happens. Twenty, twenty-five minutes out of your whole life, and all
the ropes that kept you hanging in there get cut loose, and it’s like there you are, right back in
the jungle again.” Given that Duel was released three years before the end of the Vietnam War,
David’s comment about the “jungle” calls to mind the chaos, violence, and destruction of
Vietnam. David, who has lived much of his life as a mild-mannered travelling salesman,
assumes that the death and danger of the jungle is countered, or at least suppressed, by the
United States’ orderly and socially normalised highways. His monologue makes it seem as if
conventional, safe mobility is one of the sociocultural “ropes” that keep society moving (both
literally and figuratively). When this rope snaps, the road’s connotations of safety, autonomy,
empowerment, and escape are shattered, and the mobile man becomes the trapped man, the
anxious man, or in the trucker’s case, the destroyed man.

(Im)mobile men: the reality of cyclic entrapment behind fantasies of unlimited male mobility
In The Hitch-Hiker, Rebel Without a Cause, and Duel, men use cars to escape from
domestic pressures, to defend their own sense of manliness, or to make a living, and these acts
direct viewer attention to the way automobiles were admired, even heroicised, in the United
States’ post-war consciousness. Cars symbolised power, speed, and freedom, but these qualities
were antithetical to attributes of the domestic sphere such as fixedness, maternity, and
emotional “softness,” and I suggest that this opposition helped to solidify a distinction between
cars and auto-mobile acts coded as masculine, and acts coded as feminine. Feminine
automobility was taking the husband to work or the children to school; it was driving to the
supermarket for groceries. Masculine mobility was escaping to the open road, driving to work—
even taking the family on holiday, since this detached family time from the domestic sphere,
and still allowed men to perceive themselves as masters of distance, direction, and speed.
Furthermore, cars marketed to women were described in terms of aesthetics and ease of use,
while cars marketed to men were described in terms of their power, mechanical specifications,
or construction.
Particularly in the 1950s, gendered automobility found its way into advertisements such
as an 1956 advert for E-Z-Eye Safety Plate Glass (a windscreen material), which showed a pair
of manicured hands on a steering wheel, two children in the front seat, and a tagline that read,
“Why family chauffeurs (like you) like E-Z-Eye.” The advert went on to say, “If you’re the one
who usually drives—getting groceries or delivering children (or husband) hither and yon—EZ-Eye Safety Plate Glass is made for you” (“Why Family Chauffeurs”). On the other hand, ads
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aimed toward male consumers used words like power, muscle, action, transmission, and engine
to advertise the vehicle’s worthiness. The 1956 “PowerStyle” sported a “New Pushbutton
PowerFlite, New PowerSmooth Brakes,” and a “FirePower V-8” engine (“Announcing”), while
an ad for Chevrolet’s 1957 Bel Air Sport Coupe suggested that the car had “new muscles under
the hood—with a choice of five precision-balanced new powerplants—to move you along” (“It
Likes To Flex,” original emphasis).
This last advert is particularly interesting because it uses human musculature to describe
an inanimate machine. Whether cars had muscles, or “running shoes,” as an ad for the 1956
Pontiac 860 claimed, they seemed to promise more than just machinic power. Cars offered
physical augmentation, speed, and reach, all of which were masculinised, which meant that
however implicitly, cars functioned as literal and symbolic intermediaries between the
masculine mobility men desired, and the restricted mobilities men actually had. There are two
main problems or consequences underlying this social construction of male-dominated
automobility. The first problem is that of violence—as cars augmented, symbolised, and
connoted aspects of traditional masculinity, they invariably took on its effects, such as bodily
harm, destruction of property, or forms of social and legal transgression. They became tools not
just for movement, but for violence: they could be conduits for post-war male frustration,
weapons in the hands of delinquents, or instruments of power that gave control back to trapped,
weak, or otherwise deficient men.
The second problem is entrapment. The primary flaw in perceiving feminine mobility
as cyclic and limited (the car is relatively fixed on a track between school, train station,
supermarket, and home) and masculine mobility as autonomous and limitless is that it
constructs a false dichotomy between the mobile and the immobile, and fails to recognise the
limitations of male mobility. As The Hitch-Hiker, Rebel Without a Cause, and Duel illustrate,
blurring the line between man and vehicle—whether by anthropomorphising the vehicle,
deploying it as an extension of male violence, or using it as a replacement, stand-in, or
synecdoche for the self (or a group of men)—will either get men killed (as is the case in Rebel
Without a Cause and Duel) or immobilised (as Emmett Myers finds out in The Hitch-Hiker).
But even the films’ protagonists are trapped, just in a different way: The Hitch-Hiker’s Gil and
Roy spend their vacation time imprisoned within their own car, and never reach their fishing
destination. Then they presumably return home at the end of the film, suggesting that no matter
how far or by what means they travel, they are bound by the domestic responsibilities to which
they have agreed (just as Sal and Dean discover in On the Road). Rebel Without a Cause has a
similar denouement: at the film’s conclusion, Jim is left distressed and broken in the wake of
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his failed automobility, and so returns to the comfort only the domestic sphere can provide.
Finally, in Duel, David’s frightening bout of automobilised violence earns him nothing, and he
must return home to the apparently more dominant women in his life. In each film, the
protagonist(s) are fixed within a cycle of mobility and return, and their mobilities are merely
temporary moments of flight that provide the illusion of autonomous movement. These men
could be seen as victims of a masculinist tradition that, according to cultural studies theorist
Meaghan Morris, inscribes home as “the site both of frustrating containment (home as dull) and
of truth to be rediscovered (home as real). The stifling home is the place from which the voyage
begins and to which, in the end, it returns” (12).
Viewed synoptically, The Hitch-Hiker, Rebel Without a Cause, and Duel appear to
expose the reality behind romanticised visions of U.S. post-war male automobility, and their
warnings continue to echo in light of contemporary relationships between drivers and their cars.
As the sociologist Mimi Sheller noted, cars can “generate intensely emotional politics” (221),
and car consumption includes “aesthetic, emotional and sensory responses to driving, as well
as patterns of kinship, sociability, habitation and work” (222). Cars continue to perform
ideologies of freedom, individuality, and connection, and these ideologies, in turn, influence
the way men mobilise themselves, or are mobilised. Since their inception, automobiles have
played a social role as well as a commercial one, and this is not necessarily a bad thing.
However, to gender the automobile and present it as an answer to men’s perceived problems of
domestic entrapment, physical limitation, post-war restlessness, or emasculation, is most
certainly a problem—a problem that hides behind chrome, glass, and rumbling engines.
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Conclusion: Coming Full Circle
Just turn me loose, let me straddle my old saddle
Underneath the western skies
On my cayuse,31 let me wander over yonder
Till I see the mountains rise
I want to ride to the ridge where the west commences
And gaze at the moon till I lose my senses
And I can’t look at hobbles and I can’t stand fences
Don’t fence me in
Bing Crosby and The Andrews Sisters, “Don’t Fence Me In” (1946)
Considered one of the most popular Western songs in the United States, “Don’t Fence
Me In” summarises the mythology of autonomous, unrestricted mobility. Its lyrics express both
a yearning for movement across the country, and a distaste for anything that might restrict that
movement. Implicit in this constructed binary opposition between mobility and restriction is
the presumption that while transit boundaries are a real threat, they are escapable. The song
appears to prefer the romantic image of the nomadic horseback rider over the reality of
constricting limits, and deploys Western images such as “my old saddle” to suggest that
automobility is familiar (it is old, so it has been performed many times before), and engenders
individuality (the saddle is “my” saddle, not “a” saddle). That being said, while the song is
optimistic, its lyrics do not proclaim a real, successful journey but rather an imagined one:
phrases such as “turn me loose,” “let me wander,” and “I want to ride” all suggest the longings
of a speaker who desires to be free, but lacks the opportunity (or perhaps permission) to
exercise that freedom. The ideological value of the song’s proclaimed automobility lies in its
ability to inspire, not its ability to be performed.
“Don’t Fence Me In” resonates with the core concerns of this thesis. Its navigation of
imagined automobility and restrictive reality mirrors the dissonance explored throughout my
analysis. The song also demonstrates the extent to which the ideology of unrestricted,
solipsistic male automobility remains alive and well in U.S. culture. In 2019, English R&B
singer-songwriter Labrinth performed a cover of “Don’t Fence Me In” for car manufacturer
Mini USA, and the song was featured in a short video advertisement for the 2019 Mini
Countryman. In the video, Labrinth is seen driving a car through the city as he sings along to
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A cayuse is a type of pony used by certain North American Indian peoples.
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his own rendition of the song. The sidewalks, stores, and roads are noticeably desolate;
visually, the singer appears to be the only person in the entire city (which, as cities go, sits
between generic and identifiable, just like the Mini’s licence plate, which looks similar to a
California plate). Once he steps out of the car, and the song concludes, the city is instantly
filled with people and cars, implying the Countryman’s ability to liberate drivers from the
hustle and bustle of everyday life.
Simply by standing as a person of colour in a commercial that could have been recycled
as a white narrative, Labrinth does not repeat, but rather translates, the image of the Western
white mobile man for a contemporary, more pluralistic generation. But he doesn’t stop there.
Some of the song’s lyrics are also modernised, and adapted to a more urban environment, as
seen in the lines “let me straddle my own saddle underneath the city lights,” and “My heart
stays on the road ‘cause I can’t stand fences” (Mini USA). Note the subtle shift in the song’s
core binary opposition: it is the urban driver (who apparently still uses a cayuse and saddle,
despite being visually depicted in an automobile), not the Western nomad, who resists fences.
Furthermore, the road and car are promoted as an antidote to physical and social “fences,”
inasmuch as they allow drivers to enter a personal space independent of the hassles and
limitations of the outside world. By getting behind the wheel of a Mini Countryman, Labrinth
has disconnected himself, asserted his uniqueness and autonomy, and at least temporarily,
stepped into a space in which boundaries, motorists, and pedestrians appear to have no
significant effect on his driving experience. He is, to put it simply, no longer “fenced in.”
However, just like the 1934 version, Labrinth’s cover endorses an ideal of mobility that
works in the imagination, but not in real life. His claim that his “heart stays on the road”
because he “can’t stand fences” does not actually prove that he is free of those fences—for all
we know, he might still be fenced in, forever daydreaming about escaping along the urban road.
In this way, the road and car operate as symbols for the desire for automobility, not for
automobility itself. Moreover, the road and car locate several paradoxes at the heart of autoassisted mobility: firstly, the automobile, which can be coded as liberating and powerful (if
used for joyriding) can also be coded as responsible and domesticating (if used for family- or
work-related duties); secondly, the road allows people to move, and thus can easily be seen as
liberating, but is actually controlling, since it regulates where, when, and at what speed
motorists travel. Instead of galloping across the open prairies, Labrinth’s Mini navigates an
expansive yet limiting city grid, the dimensions of which are established by several aerial shots.
This second paradox poses the greatest challenge to mobility-fantasy narratives like “Don’t
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Fence Me In,” since it draws attention to the fact that roads do not circumvent boundaries, they
are boundaries.
This is why I regard male automobility as paradoxical rather than dualistic. Although
vehicles can be encoded a variety of ways, and transit lines can be seen as both mobilising and
restricting, the codes, conventions, and ideologies that surround and permeate transport
technologies such as the road, train, and car are often mutually independent of one another. A
minivan and a hot rod are both automobiles, but they have very separate functions, and
engender different assumptions about the person driving them; Route 66 connotes adventure
and expansiveness while an inner-city junction connotes the claustrophobia of traffic; and even
the social value of passenger trains differs depending on whether the carriages are filled with
wine-sipping vacationers or weekday commuters. These examples illustrate how transport
technologies perform ideologies of mobility and entrapment, and moreover, how romanticised
depictions of mobility can distort the harsh reality of regulated movement. After all, Labrinth
looks free and independent in his Mini Countryman, but find any rush-hour commuter who
happens to be driving the same car, and ask him or her whether he or she feels liberated—the
answer will probably be a frustrated “no.”
This thesis is my attempt to examine the relationship between the paradoxical nature of
automobility and the equally paradoxical masculinities that emerged in the United States after
World War II. Particularly from the 1950s to the 1970s, U.S. society was inundated with
economic and social changes that promoted movement and growth, changes that included mass
car production, suburban development, and the ideal of nuclear families led by breadwinning
father-figures. Transport technologies helped to perform clashing ideals of agency and
domesticity: they could be used for passive, feminised, “rooted” activities such as chauffeuring
kids to school, or masculinised acts such as commuting to work; or they could be used for more
exciting pursuits, such as escaping the suburbs for the weekend. For men in particular, the road
and car seemed to literalise conflicting modes of mid-century masculinity. On the one hand,
these technologies could be used for escape and self-discovery, a type of rose-tinted pioneer
masculinity legitimated and celebrated by the Marlboro Man and John Wayne. On the other
hand, they could also be used for commuting and other domestic duties, and thus helped
endorse the ideal of the suburban family man.
In this way, transport technologies echoed the unspoken social expectation to embody
two disparate modes of male mobility: the auto-mobile, nomadic nonconformist who is not
encumbered by spatial boundaries and social norms; and the breadwinning, responsible
husband and father who exercises his mobility within conventional limits. Embodying both
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masculinities simultaneously was, of course, impossible: one could be either John Wayne or
Ward Cleaver, but not both. It was not just modes of masculinity that were in tension, but
modes of mobility as well, and I set out to discover the ways in which fictional depictions of
male mobility might assist one’s understanding of mid-century male double binds. I concluded
that many fictional mobilities can be read as metaphors for certain masculine double binds, and
on the way to arriving at this conclusion, I uncovered several threads that tie together texts
which, at first glance, appear unrelated.

Thread 1: Ideology vs. reality
Throughout this thesis I have discussed ideologies of mobility which promoted an
autonomous, borderless, masculine, and almost nomadic way of moving across the landscape.
Such ideologies were expressed in cigarette commercials, in Westerns, in car advertisements,
and more diffusely, in the post-WWII assumption that both economic mobility, and literal
outward mobility to the suburbs, were natural and fulfilling. Of course, the dream of being able
to move freely without thought of social or financial consequences was exactly that—a dream.
I regard the clash between ideology and reality as synonymous with the clash between fantasy
and reality, since the former engenders the latter. As I demonstrated in Cheever’s “The
Swimmer,” Updike’s Rabbit, Run, and Yates’s Revolutionary Road, the personal fantasy of
unrestricted, empowering movement is predicated on entrenched U.S. cultural assumptions
about who is entitled to move, and where and when he is entitled to exercise his “right” to
movement.
In “The Swimmer,” white suburbanite Neddy Merrill crosses the boundaries and social
norms of his suburban neighbourhood simply because he wants to, and initially, many of his
neighbours treat his counter-mapping as natural and permissible. Neddy’s mobility, which
stems from his personal fantasy of swimming home via a network of backyard pools he terms
the “Lucinda River” (727), is the imagined ideal. The reality, however, is disappointing, as
Neddy’s counter-mapping leaves him embarrassed, tired, and disconnected from his home, his
friends, and his family. In Rabbit, Run, Rabbit Angstrom sees his suburban home as a kind of
mausoleum, and decides that he must run anywhere, as long as it is away from his
neighbourhood. As I discussed in Chapter 3, Rabbit can be read as a “moving boy,” which
Mary Gordon defines as an image of childish male flight often seen in U.S. fictions. Not only
does the moving boy feel weighed down and immobilised by the feminine, he sees rapid and
spontaneous mobility as a natural right: he “must be able to move. Move freely. Quickly” (3).
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Rabbit’s juvenile assumption that he can abandon his family and home without consequences
is a dream of male mobility, and this dream turns into a nightmare when his wife Janice,
overwhelmed by stress and Rabbit’s unfaithfulness, accidentally drowns their newborn baby.
The clash between the ideal of autonomous mobility and the reality of domestic responsibility
traps Rabbit in a cycle of flight and return, and by the end of the novel, he is ready to run away
again, even after experiencing the heartbreak of losing a child.
Similarly, Revolutionary Road portrays a suburban man trapped between fantasies of
mobility and the reality of suburban domesticity. Frank Wheeler is, as his last name hints,
metaphorically spinning his wheels in the suburb of Revolutionary Hill Estates: he and his wife
April feel disillusioned, stuck in a home they hate, in a neighbourhood they love to mock. Their
pipe dream of moving to Paris seems, at first, to alleviate their marital problems and feelings
of middle-class stagnancy, but when reality hits—Frank gets a promotion at work and April
gets pregnant—the romantic idea of escaping the suburbs and flying to Europe quickly
unravels. For Frank, the safety of economic mobility trumps the thrill of spatial mobility, but
his decision to stay doesn’t solve all his problems. While he is at work, April induces a
miscarriage, and dies. Like Rabbit, Frank learns that trying to reconcile the clash between
spatial freedom and financial security is not only unsuccessful, but destructive.
In these three stories, the suburbs are used as a site of tension, and thus the ideology vs.
reality dichotomy is reflected in the fictional landscape as much as in the actions of the
characters. In Chapter 1, I began my discussion of Cheever’s stories by distinguishing between
the suburbs—pragmatically designed neighbourhoods that operate as commuting centres—and
the more ideological suburbia, which acts as a repository for cultural assumptions (such as the
suburbs being homogenous, conservative, and stifling). This distinction sets the groundwork
for considering how ideologies influence perception of transport technologies. City transit
lines, for example, or the subway train in Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, often
connote the urban rat race and the tedium of commuting. The open road, on the other hand, is
usually seen as a liberating, self-actualising technology, a view I demonstrated (and then
challenged) in my examination of Kerouac’s On the Road. Although city-suburban roads and
rural roads have almost identical regulations, they sit within different ideological frames, and
thus help physicalise social mores, attitudes, desires, and norms. This can be said of most roads.
For example, as I explained in the Introduction, the U.S. Interstate Highway System performed
ideologies of escape, relationship, and empowerment: Eisenhower marketed it as a system that
would literalise the country’s sense of unity while allowing for rapid evacuation in the event
of a nuclear attack.
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The interplay between the abstract (ideology) and the physical (reality) prepares readers
and viewers to see transport technologies as more than physical, practical objects. In the texts
I have discussed, roads, trains, sidewalks, and cars have literal roles, but they also serve as
indicators of class; reminders of stagnancy or rootedness; signifiers of freedom and entrapment;
gendered

technologies

which

reinforce

modes

of

masculinity/mobility

and

femininity/immobility; and as symbolic of particular psychological dissonances, such as the
simultaneous desire for autonomy, speed, and power (which are pleasurable, but near
impossible to maintain), and for domestic and financial growth (which are both safe, but
potentially tiresome and depersonalising). My chosen fictions portray both transport
technologies and the double-binds they signify as navigated almost solely by men, thereby
implicitly embroiling performances of masculinity in the clash between ideology and reality.
There is a stark contrast between masculine ideals like David and Brannon’s resilient “sturdy
oak” male (161), the rugged Paul Bunyan frontiersman, or the suave Playboy bachelor, and the
sobering reality of suburban domesticity, breadwinning, and hours-long commutes. The midcentury U.S. male, like his transport technologies, could be seen in a multitude of ways
depending on his appearance and performance. But just as the wilderness-taming frontiersman
and the sophisticated Playboy are naturally opposed, so too is the suburban father of three
incompatible with the impulsive lone rider who rockets across the country in his muscle car.

Thread 2: The cyclic, entrapping nature of fictional male mobilities
While the suburban dad and the outdoorsman each had their merits for men living in
the post-war United States, I have demonstrated in my chosen fictions that men who attempt
to perform both modes simultaneously find themselves in a cycle of frustrated mobility that
can only be escaped through destruction or return. In Chapter 4 I looked at the films Duel and
Rebel Without a Cause, both of which feature men who use cars to perform hazardous, brash
masculinities: in Duel, the anonymous driver of the Peterbilt truck uses his vehicle to bully the
more passive David Mann, and in Rebel Without a Cause, Jim Stark and his rival Buzz
Gunderson battle for bragging rights in a “Chickie Run.” While these overt displays of mobility
seem exciting and effective ways to assert one’s masculinity, both films are quick to point out
their entrapping, cyclical nature. When Buzz challenges Jim to a Chickie Run, Jim has to be
told what the run involves; he has never done one before. Buzz, on the other hand, seems to
have done them many times, but despite this repetition, he is still bored and unfulfilled: he
admits to Jim that he does stunts like the Chickie Run because “you gotta do something.”
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Buzz’s taste for automobilised antagonism costs him his life. Similarly in Duel, the Peterbilt
driver harasses David over and over again, each time becoming more aggressive, and this cycle
of violent mobility ends in the truck’s (and presumably the driver’s) destruction.
In written texts like Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, Cheever’s “The
Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” and Selby’s The Demon, cyclic mobility lies at the heart of
suburban-city living, and results in death. The Demon’s Harry White, for example, uses the
subway train as an intermediary between benign domesticity and urban sexual transgression.
His perceived double-bind between debauchery and white-collar success, as well as his
repeated movement to and from the city, become echoed in the wheels of the train, which sound
like “Compton & Brisbane, Compton & Brisbane” (42), the name of an account that causes
him stress at work. Like the Peterbilt truck driver and Buzz Gunderson, Harry uses a vehicle
to display his autonomy and power. The subway train embodies the entrapment of commuting,
and Harry counters his feelings of entrapment by using the train as a murder weapon. Killing,
however, doesn’t alleviate Harry’s inner turmoil, and so he jumps into the harbour and drowns.
He escapes cyclic mobility, but only by destroying himself.
Wilson’s Stephen Rath is similarly destroyed by his financial and spatial movements.
He gambles away nearly all of his family’s money in an attempt to gain economic mobility,
and seemingly overcome by his failure, he drives at a “vicious speed” around a turn and kills
himself. In the wake of his passing, his son Tom succumbs to a repetitive, bland existence,
constantly moving between Florence Rath’s mansion, the city, the train station, and the
suburbs. Tom is able to escape this cycle by moving into his grandmother’s house and
accepting a job that doesn’t require him to commute, but his choices nonetheless highlight how
the suburbs can be seen as stifling, immobilising, and cyclic. Rabbit, Run also depicts cyclic
suburban-city mobility, but Rabbit’s cycle, unlike Tom Rath’s, is unending, since Rabbit
Angstrom runs away from home only to come back, and then start running again at the end of
the novel. For Rabbit, there is no final destination, but rather a cycle of flight and return. In
Cheever’s “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill,” Johnny Hake also finds that return is his best
option. Initially, he decides to steal from his neighbours after losing his job, but when his
repeated bouts of transgressive night-time mobility cause more anxiety than comfort, he returns
the money and adheres to the boundaries of his community.
In these stories, suburb-city mobilities reflect clashes between spatial and economic
mobility, such as the safety of the suburbs versus the stagnancy, and the economic advantages
of the city versus the tiring, anonymising commute required to get there. Moreover, these
stories imply that both the suburbs and the city require a tireless, people-pleasing attitude that
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might gain a man social mobility, but at the expense of his identity and quality of life. The
clash between personal identity and spatial and economic mobilities is important to note, since
these texts use cyclic mobility to reflect the repetitive nature of performativity. Rabbit, Tom,
Harry, and many of the other fictional men I have examined in this thesis find themselves stuck
in patterns of movement between work and home, but they are also mired in patterns of
masculine performance. Judith Butler asserts that hegemonic heterosexuality “is itself a
constant and repeated effort to imitate its own idealizations” (Bodies 125), and in my chosen
texts, the protagonists must frequently and visibly perform masculine ideals such as confidence
(both in the office and on the road), emotional resilience, ambition, and aversion to anything
that might be seen as emasculating. Since their mobilities and their masculinities require the
constant replication of socially-approved behaviours, the lines between them become blurred,
if not dissolved, and before they know it, they are no longer simply men who drive, but men
because they drive.
Thread 3: The symbiotic relationship between the vehicle and the body
The fluctuating boundaries between automobiles, driving, masculinity, and the body
appear in nearly every text I have examined in this thesis, and it is worth noting some of the
ways in which genre influences how the male body and the car are portrayed. For example, in
each of the films I discussed in Chapter 4, the link between the body and the automobile is
visually apparent. The Hitch-Hiker portrays the car as an augmentation of Emmett Myers’s
body, particularly his paralysed eye, which is enhanced by the car’s headlights when Roy and
Gil attempt to escape. Headlights also appear in Rebel Without a Cause, serving as the “eyes”
of the young spectators during the Chickie Run, and in Duel, when the Peterbilt truck “sees”
David from its vantage point inside a nearby tunnel. While these moments could have been
produced in a written text, the visual impact of headlights is more easily expressed in film, and
accentuates the automobile’s machine aesthetic. Describing a moving car is one thing, but
showing a gleaming car rocketing down a stretch of road, and adding in nondiegetic engine
noises for effect, is another.
Having said this, film and literature often make complementary observations about the
relationship between the car and the body. In Duel, for example, when the Peterbilt truck
nudges David’s car from behind, the clash between the two vehicles can be interpreted as a
clash between bodies; more specifically, as a sexual threat performed by a strong, aggressive
man against a weaker, timid man. Such a reading frames the automobile as a sexual weapon
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that can be used to penetrate, attack, and assert one’s virility and autonomy. Rabbit, Run
encourages a similar reading in the scene when Rabbit thinks of his car as “a sheath for the
knife of himself” (84). Having displayed his male superiority over Ruth by sleeping with her,
eating a piece of pie, and then leaving her with the dishes, Rabbit sees his vehicle as an
extension of that superiority, since it functions as a mechanical “sheath” (which can suggest
either a vagina or a foreskin) that assists Rabbit as he penetrates and subjugates women. Just
like the visual play of clashing vehicles in Duel, the wordplay of sheath in Rabbit, Run
showcases the automobile’s potential to act as a kind of sexual prosthesis that performs the
aggressive, wanton sexuality of the hegemonic hypermasculine male.
In certain texts, the automobile occupies a space between male prosthesis and feminised
“body” that is commodified, used, and/or discarded. In Rebel Without a Cause, for example,
Jim is incensed when Buzz stabs one of his car’s tyres. Jim’s reaction suggests either that his
car is an extension of himself (so an attack on the car is an attack on him) or that his car is like
a feminised body that is constantly under threat of being penetrated or used by other men.
Conversely, in On the Road Dean Moriarty often treats cars the same way he treats women: as
disposable commodities. Although he uses cars to pick up women, thus framing the car as an
extension of his masculine charm, he also drives cars recklessly and then abandons them,
treating them as if they are exploitable objects. This dual treatment makes the automobile both
a masculinised and feminised object, but in either case, the car is a tool used by men, for men’s
own gain. Even Rabbit’s idea of his car as a “sheath” is not purely masculinising, since it
potentially interprets the car as a vaginal prosthesis. Moreover, Rabbit describes his car as
“scuttled” (84), which means to intentionally sink a vessel; perhaps he, like Dean, regards his
car as a disposable object that can be used, ruined, and abandoned.
In all of these texts, the automobile bridges the gap between body and machine,
allowing for a kind of “cyborg” mobility. While the term cyborg is used in sociological circles
to describe the car-and-driver as a social assemblage, I had never heard the term used
specifically in literary analyses of automobility, and did not expect to find so many instances
of cyborg mobility in the fictions I examined. A benefit to identifying cyborg mobility in fiction
is that it can be read a variety of ways, and I interpret the cyborg mobilities in my chosen texts
as a parallel to the masculinities performed within and around automobiles. Just as a man turns
into a driver when he steps into a vehicle, fastens his seatbelt, and performs all of the other
codes and conventions of driving, so too do the men in these texts perform modes of automobile masculinity that are only as effective as their accoutrements, spaces, and observers.
Furthermore, the “cyborg” created by uniting a man and a car is not a new, organic being, but
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a temporary and unnatural assemblage, and in the same way, the masculinities performed are
not natural, but rather constructed and maintained every time they are performed. Finally,
cyborg mobilities are symbiotic inasmuch as cars need drivers in order to be used and
maintained, and drivers need cars in order to move quickly and comfortably. At a gendered
level, the car and man is no less a symbiotic relationship: the car gains symbolic power by
being used by men in certain ways and within certain gendered schemas (think of a man
ordering a limo for his date, and holding the door open for her), and equally, the man gains
power, speed, efficiency, and—depending on the type of car he drives—an aura of sexuality,
danger, or rebelliousness.
An anywhere road for anybody: final considerations
In this thesis I have sought to complicate the portrayal of white male mobility across a
range of genres. In doing so, I have deliberately juxtaposed texts that have received much
scholarly and popular attention, such as On the Road, Rabbit, Run, and Rebel Without a Cause,
against texts that have been given less attention, such as “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill”
and The Demon. The reason for this diversity is to further clarify the image of the frustrated
male journey: despite the stories being produced across three decades, and having different
foci, they all share an underlying theme of male-dominated, unfulfilling, entrapping movement.
The men in these fictions are enmeshed in a gendered spatial order, a matrix of power relations
that uses transport technologies to literalise masculine abstractions such as the road rebel or
the pioneer. While this spatial order helps incarnate the ideal of male flight (one cannot escape
without a fast car and an open highway), it also enacts disciplinary measures that frustrate
dreams of limitless, autonomous mobility. As soon as they use a vehicle, motorists are
constrained by road signage, laws, physical and social boundaries, and to a lesser extent, by
spontaneous problems such as empty fuel tanks or breakdowns.
I have discussed at length the ability of transport technologies to perform social
expectations, and this is because we see the social effect of these technologies even today: a
car brand might have a fan base that swears the competing brand is technologically inferior;
certain brands, like Subaru, market themselves as environmentally conscious, leading some
people to buy their brand in order to appear eco-friendly; flashy, large cars might be seen as
the tell-tale sign of a self-conscious man (as the cartoon in the Introduction satirises); and roads
and cars take centre stage in commercials that exaggerate the destruction caused by driving
while intoxicated. In all of these cases, transport technologies’ interactivity and particularly
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visibility makes them perfect for drawing out emotions, highlighting expectations, and
reinforcing laws. Consider what Foucault said about the visibility of the publicly punished
body: such a body physicalises penal repression for all who witness it, thereby reinforcing its
violence and power. As such, the relegation of the body to prisons and out of public perception
removed punishment itself from “the domain of more or less everyday perception” and turned
it into an abstraction (9). Transport technologies operate in reverse, since they take what is
abstract and make it visible, and thus work to reinforce the regulatory power of the spatial
order.
Because this spatial order is still at work today, there are many opportunities for
continued research into how fictional depictions of transport technologies reflect, challenge,
subvert, and reaffirm cultural values, and how the automobile itself operates as a repository for
gender or ethnic ideals. Take, for example Toyota’s 2017 Camry, which was advertised in
several different ways, each one “designed to resonate specifically with African-American,
Hispanic or Asian-American audiences” (Maheshwari para. 3). The ad designed for AfricanAmerican audiences was created by advertising agency Burrell, and featured a male actor who
was, according to Burrell’s chief creative officer Lewis Williams, “someone who felt athletic,
who had this space that he could feel like a guy’s guy but could be a great father, someone who
maybe moved to the suburbs and hadn’t lost his edge totally because now he has a car”
(Maheshwari para. 20). Given the wealth of gender and cultural nuances gleaned from the
selection of ads I included in this thesis, I am sure that analyses of contemporary automobile
advertisements would produce fascinating knowledge about how cars continue to perform
cultural, gender, and other ideologies.
In this thesis, I did not consider women or people of colour as drivers and/or
protagonists, so it would be interesting to apply the themes explored in this thesis (social and
economic double-binds, entrapment, cyclic mobility, gender performance) to fictional
depictions of female or African American drivers. Equally, it might be fruitful to explore the
extent to which fictions outside of the United States, or even specifically in non-Western
cultures, deploy transport technologies to perform ideologies of mobility and entrapment. Any
research of this kind, whether it challenges, refutes, complements, or affirms what I have
discussed in this thesis, will work to illuminate the role of transport technologies (and the
people who use them) in fiction. As I have demonstrated, fictions are a useful space for playing
out unsuccessful journeys and forced mobilities; my chosen texts use frustrated mobility to
highlight autonomous mobility as a cultural narrative, while simultaneously offering a counter-
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narrative in which the dream of limitless male mobility constantly fails. In doing so, these texts
pose a subtle yet challenging question: do men drive cars, or do cars drive men?
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